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Iran fires missiles at jihadists
in Syria after a deadly attack
Militant leaders killed, infrastructure destroyed
TEHRAN: Iran said it fired missiles yesterday at
Islamic State militants in Syria it blames for an attack
on its soil on Sept 22 and said the action shows the
government’s readiness to punish the “wickedness” of
its enemies. Tehran has accused US-backed Gulf Arab
states of attacking a military parade in southwestern
Iran and killing 25 people, nearly half of them members
of the elite Revolutionary Guards.
Yesterday’s strike targeted the bases of “takfiri terrorists” backed by Washington and regional powers in
eastern Syria, the Guards said in a statement on Sepah
News, their news site. It killed a number of militant
leaders and destroyed their supplies and infrastructure,
they said. Iranian officials often use the word “takfiri” to
describe Sunni Muslim hardliners. Iran is predominantly
Shiite Muslim. “Death to the family of Saud,” “Death to
America,” and “Death to Israel” were written on one of
the missiles shown on the Fars News site.
The strike targeted the last pocket of territory in
southeastern Syria held by Islamic State, said an official
in the Iran-backed regional alliance fighting in support
of Syrian President Bashar Al-Assad. It is an area
where the US-backed Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF)
launched a new offensive last month against Islamic

In my view

Fatal policies
By Tareq Ahmad Al-Duaij
local@kuwaittimes.com

uring one of my visits to the Sulaibikhat
cemetery, I noticed six graves lined next to
each other - two large and four small. A quick
glance at the names made me realize they were all
members of the same family - dad, mom and their
four children. What happened to them, I asked
myself. In any other country, one might think they
were victims of a house fire, a violent crime, or food
or gas poisoning, perhaps.
But in Kuwait, I could only think of a car accident.
Then I asked myself - what sort of car accident?
Could the driver have been distracted by his mobile
phone (while the use of mobiles is dangerous in any
case, I cannot understand parents who use their
phones when their children are with them in the car don’t they fear for their safety?) Or were they victims
of a careless driver who smashed their car and got
away with minor injuries?
Since then, every time I see a car in my rear-view
mirror swerving left and right on the highway at great
speed between other cars, I can’t help but think that
one day he/she will kill an entire family, or kill a member of that family and break the hearts of the others.
But I never thought this would happen to my family.
There are many good remedies to traffic problems, but the decision to allow the use of the hard
shoulder (also known as the safety lane) is not one of
them. Even if this decision reduced rush-hour journeys by 20 or 30 minutes, what is the use if hospitals
keep receiving casualties? Even police officers have
fallen victim to this decision (according to nurses at
Mubarak Hospital).
I don’t think this decision was made to reduce
traffic, but it was an indirect admission by the Traffic
Department that it had lost control of the streets, and
the hard shoulders in particular. Cars were driving on
the hard shoulder way before the decision was made
and then the authorities allowed it (with certain
guidelines) in order to permit what was already dangerously taking place.
A simple look at the streets of Kuwait makes it
clear that many people are not competent drivers.
Safe driving requires manners and etiquette, and
both are absent in Kuwait. There is no respect for the
law in Kuwait, traffic or other laws. And if the vast
majority of people in Kuwait respect all laws, then the
minority that doesn’t causes considerable damage.
Who knows what the guidelines are for the use of the
hard shoulder? Decisions about mobiles and seatbelts are just ink on paper, disrespected from the
start, so did the Traffic Department expect drivers in
Kuwait to respect guidelines on the use of the hard
shoulder? It has become an extra lane for the use of
any driver at any time simply to overtake another car.
So a careless driver decided to drive on the hard
shoulder for some reason and crashed into my wife’s
car that was parked there due to a flat tire, killing my
four-month-old daughter. And in the blink of an eye,
we joined a category of people that no one wants to
join - and I don’t wish it for anyone: it is of parents
who have buried their children.

D

State. The US-led coalition confirmed Iranian forces
had conducted “no notice strikes last night”. “At this
time, the coalition is still assessing if any damage
occurred and no coalition forces were in danger,” Col
spokesman Sean Ryan said.
Fars News posted video footage of several missiles
streaking into a dark sky during the attack. The six ballistic missiles used in the attack flew 570 km to hit the
targets, the Guards said. A map shown on state TV pinpointed Kermanshah in western Iran as the launch site
and Albu Kamal in southeast Syria as the target. The
missiles were Iranian-made Zolfaqar and Qiam missiles,
Fars News reported.
“Our iron fist is prepared to deliver a decisive and
crushing response to any wickedness and mischief of
the enemies,” the Guards, the most powerful military
force in the Islamic Republic, said. Seven drones were
also used to bomb militant targets during the attack,
they said. The Ahvaz National Resistance, an Iranian
ethnic Arab separatist movement, and the Islamic State
have both claimed responsibility for the Sept. 22 attack.
Neither group has presented conclusive evidence to
back up its claim.
Continued on Page 24

Photo shows missiles being launched from an undisclosed location to target militants in eastern Syria. Iran’s
Revolutionary Guards said yesterday they had launched a missile attack against a ‘terrorist’ headquarters in
Syria in retaliation for a September attack on the Iranian city of Ahvaz. — AFP

US, Japanese pair win Nobel
Prize for cancer therapy
STOCKHOLM: Two immunologists, James
Allison of the US and Tasuku Honjo of Japan,
won the 2018 Nobel Medicine Prize for
research into how the body’s natural defenses
can fight cancer, the jury said yesterday. Unlike
more traditional forms of cancer treatment that
directly target cancer cells, Allison and Honjo
figured out how to help the patient’s own
immune system tackle the cancer more quickly.
The award-winning discovery led to treatments targeting proteins made by some
immune system cells that act as a “brake” on
the body’s natural defenses killing cancer cells.
The Nobel Assembly said after announcing
the prize in Stockholm that the therapy “has
now revolutionized cancer treatment and has
fundamentally changed the way we view how

cancer can be managed.” In 1995, Allison was
one of two scientists to identify the ligand
CTLA-4 as an inhibitory receptor on T-cells.
T-cells are a type of white blood cell that
play a central role in the body’s natural immunity to disease.
Allison, 70, “realized the potential of releasing the brake and thereby unleashing our
immune cells to attack tumors,” the Nobel jury
said during yesterday’s prize announcement in
Stockholm. Around the same time, Honjo discovered a protein on immune cells, the ligand
PD-1, and eventually realized that it also
worked a brake, but it acted differently.
Writing on his cancer centre’s website, Allison
said he was “honored and humbled to receive
Continued on Page 24

This combination of file pictures taken shows Tasuku Honjo (left) of
Japan and James P Allison of the US. James P Allison of the US and
Tasuku Honjo of Japan won the 2018 Nobel Medicine Prize for research
that has revolutionized the treatment of cancer. — AFP

Indonesia buries
quake victims
in mass grave
PALU: Indonesian volunteers began burying bodies in
a mass grave with space for more than a thousand people yesterday, victims of a quake-tsunami that devastated swathes of Sulawesi and left authorities struggling to
deal with the sheer scale of the disaster. Indonesia is no
stranger to natural calamities and Jakarta had been keen
to show it could deal with a catastrophe that has killed
at least 844 people, according to the latest official
count, and displaced some 48,000 more.
But four days on some remote areas are only now
being contacted, medicines are running out and rescuers are struggling with a shortage of heavy equipment as they try to reach desperate victims calling out
from the ruins of collapsed buildings. In response,
President Joko Widodo opened the door to the dozens
of international aid agencies and NGOs who are lined
up to provide life-saving assistance. “Last night,
President @jokowi authorized us to accept international
Continued on Page 24

Murders of
trailblazing
Iraqi women
spark fears
BAGHDAD: Over the last few weeks,
four go-getting Iraqi women have separately met premature deaths-two falling
victim to men firing automatic weapons
into their vehicles. The deaths have
sparked fear among women who dare to
break the mould and visibly achieve in the
conservative country. The latest to die

PALU, Indonesia: Officials carry body bags into a mass grave ahead of a mass funeral for quake victims in
Palu, in Central Sulawesi yesterday. — AFP

was 22-year-old social media influencer
and model Tara Fares. Her bloody demise
at the wheel of a white Porsche convertible in Baghdad on Thursday has sparked
as much debate as her racy photos.
Fares had built an Instagram following of
2.7 million people thanks to edgy fashion
shoots, assertive missives and eyecatching,
colorful hairstyles. She also posted publicly about a violent ex-husband and a
fiance who died after being attacked in
Istanbul. But while Fares’ fearless embrace
of social media inspired many young Iraqis,
it upset traditionalists. Fares was the target
of a deluge of online insults over her perceived lack of modesty, in a society where
many adhere to hardline interpretations of
Islam. — AFP (See Page 22)

BAGHDAD: A person looks at the profile page of Iraqi model and Instagram starlet
Tara Fares in Baghdad. Fares has been shot dead at the wheel of her Porsche convertible in central Baghdad, sending ripples through social media circles. — AFP
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Saudi Crown Prince sends cable
to Amir expressing his gratitude
Praised the generous hospitality during his short state visit

KUWAIT: This handout picture provided by the Saudi Royal Palace on September 30, 2018 shows Saudi
Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman (2nd L) meeting with the Amir of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah (2nd R) at the Bayan Palace. —AFP/KUNA photos

His Highness the Amir of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber AlSabah greets Saudi Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman at the
Bayan Palace.

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
receives Acting Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah AlKhaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah.

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah AlAhmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah received a cable from Saudi
Crown Prince Mohammad Bin Salman Al-Saud yesterday, expressing his gratitude towards HH the Amir and
the Kuwaiti people for their generous hospitality during
his short state visit to the country. The Saudi Crown
Prince affirmed that the visit enabled him to meet with
HH the Amir, His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh
Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and senior officials
in Kuwait, affirming that such an event will contribute to
the further development of the strong ties linking the two
brotherly countries.
Prince Mohammad Bin Salman wished the Kuwaiti
people and leadership more progress and welfare. On his

part, HH the Amir sent a reply cable to the Saudi Crown
Prince, thanking him for his sincere wishes and sentiments. HH the Amir wished the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
evermore progress under the leadership of Custodian of
the Two Holy Mosques King Salman Bin Abdulaziz.
In other news, HH the Amir received the Acting Prime
Minister and Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled
Al-Hamad Al-Sabah at Bayan Palace yesterday. HH the
Amir also met with the Chairman of Kuwait Red
Crescent Society Dr Hilal Al-Sayer and his wife
Margaret, who was recently the recipient of the Order of
the British Empire for her contributions towards children’s welfare.
Describing the honorable accolade as an act of

Kuwait Acting
Premier receives
Saudi officials

GCC General Secretariat Khalifa Bin Said Al-Abri.
Moreover, Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled received the
newly appointed Ambassador of the Russian Federation
to the country, Nikolai Makarov yesterday. During the
meeting held at his office at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled expressed his best
wishes to the new ambassador, all the success of his
duties in Kuwait and the bilateral relations that bind the
two friendly countries to further growth and prosperity.
The meeting was attended by Assistant Foreign
Minister for Protocol Affairs Ambassador Dhari AlAjran, Assistant Foreign Minister for the Office of
Deputy Prime Minister and Acting Foreign Minister
Ambassador Saleh Al-Loughani and a number of officials of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled also received the copy of
credentials of the Ambassador of Canada to Kuwait,
Louis Pierre Emond yesterday. During the meeting, he
wished the new ambassador best of luck in his new
duty, and hope more developed, growing relations
between both the friendly countries. Assistant Foreign
Minister for Protocols Ambassador Dhari Al-Ajran,
Acting Assistant for Foreign Minister for the Deputy
Prime Minister and Foreign Minister’s Office
Ambassador Saleh Al-Lughani and several other senior officials of the Foreign Ministry were present at
the meeting. —KUNA

KUWAIT: Acting Prime Minister and Foreign Minister
Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah received
a number of visiting Saudi officials yesterday at Bayan
Palace. Sheikh Sabah Khaled hosted Kuwait’s Minister
of Oil, Electricity and Water Bakheet Al-Rashidi, who
was accompanied by the following Saudi officials:
Minister of Culture Prince Bader bin Abdullah bin
Farhan Al-Saud, Minister of Commerce Dr Majid AlQasabi, Minister of Energy, Industry and Minerals Eng
Khaled Al-Faleh, Minister of Information Dr Awad AlAwad and other officials from the brotherly Kingdom.
Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled also received Kuwait’s
Minister of State for Housing Affairs and Minister of
State for Services’ Affairs Dr Jenan Boushehri; accompanied by the visiting GCC countries’ housing ministers
at Bayan Palace yesterday. The meeting was held on the
occasion of the GCC 16th session of GCC states’ ministers of housing. It was attended by Assistant Secretary
General for Economic and Development Affairs at the

His Highness the Amir of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah welcoming Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammad bin Salman at the Bayan Palace.

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
receives Chairman of Kuwait Red Crescent Society Dr Hilal Al-Sayer and
his wife Margaret Al-Sayer.

unbridled generosity, HH the Amir wished her and other
philanthropists further success. Following his meeting,
Mrs Margaret Al-Sayer expressed honor and gratitude
to HH the Amir for his support to (Bayt Abdullah). AlSayer said “His Highness the Amir was supporting us and
standing behind us all the way. We appreciate all his
efforts and on behalf of the children in Bayt Abdullah and
all the workers in the facility who made a beautiful place
for children who suffer from serious diseases, we thank
him for his efforts.”
HH the Amir also sent a cable of condolences to
Japanese Emperor Akihito yesterday. In the cable, HH
Sheikh Sabah expressed his sincere grief towards the
victims of Typhoon Trami that hit the southern region of

the Far East Asian country, and is now heading towards
the capital Tokyo, causing hundreds of casualties and the
destruction of a large number of public facilities and
properties. HH the Amir wished for the quick recovery of
those injured in the disasters and expressed support
towards the Japanese people to overcome such
tragedies. In related news, HH the Amir sent cables to the
President of Cyprus Nicos Anastasiades, China’s
President Xi Jinping and the President of Nigeria
Muhammadu Buhari congratulating them on the national
days of their countries. HH the Crown Prince Sheikh
Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and HH the Prime
Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah
sent similar cables. —KUNA

Acting Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah receives GCC
housing ministers.

Minister of Commerce
discusses cooperation
with Saudi counterpart
Acting Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled AlHamad Al-Sabah receives the newly appointed Ambassador of the Russian
Federation to the country, Nikolai Makarov.

Acting Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled AlHamad Al-Sabah receives the Ambassador of Canada to Kuwait, Louis
Pierre Emond.

KUWAIT: Kuwait Minister of Commerce and Industry Khaled Al-Roudhan
yesterday discussed with Saudi Minister of Commerce and Investment Majed
Al-Qasabi cooperation between the two countries. The two sides discussed
ways of boosting and developing bilateral relations, especially in the economic, trade and industrial fields as well as increasing trade exchange, the ministry
said in a statement. Minister Al-Roudhan stressed deep-rooted relations
between Kuwait and Saudi Arabia and praised depth of brotherly relationship
between the two countries’ leaderships.
Elsewhere, Minister of Information and Minister of State for Youth Affairs
Mohammad Al-Jabri yesterday met his Saudi Minister of Youth Dr Awwad AlAwwad to discuss cooperation in different media fields. The Saudi Minister
praised the ministry’s role in covering the visit of Saudi Arabia’s Crown Prince,
Deputy Premier and Defense Minister Mohammad bin Salman bin Abdulaziz
Al-Saud, showcasing the importance of this historic visit and what it means in
strengthening the brotherly ties between the two countries. On his part, AlJabri affirmed the importance of this meeting with the Saudi Minister as
expertise was shared in various media fields and to discuss ways of cooperation that serve the common interest of the two countries. —KUNA

KUWAIT: Kuwait Minister of Commerce and Industry Khaled Al-Roudhan
honors Saudi Minister of Commerce and Investment Majed Al-Qasabi.

Minister of Information and Minister of State for Youth
Affairs Mohammad Al-Jabri meets with Saudi Minister of
Youth Dr Awwad Al-Awwad. —KUNA photos
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Minister Sabeeh marks Int’l day:
In-home care for 3,219 elderly
15,000 senior citizen cards distributed to nationals
Kuwait lifts ban
on Sweden’s birds
KUWAIT: The Public Authority for
Agriculture Affairs and Fish Resources
(PAAFR) announced yesterday the lifting
of the ban on all kinds of live birds, oneday old chicks and hatching eggs from
Sweden, after determining that these
Swedish products have become free of
bird flu. The authority affirmed in a statement to KUNA that all orders should be

subject to conditions and controls of
PAAFR’S animal health department, in
accordance with the veterinary quarantine regulations in Kuwait and other GCC
countries. Imports of poultry infected
with epidemic and infectious diseases
will be rejected and the importer will be
compelled to send back the cargo at their
own expense. — KUNA

KUWAIT: The ceremony marking the International Day for Older Persons. — KUNA photo
KUWAIT: Kuwait social care authorities provide ongoing care to the elderly not only in
the social care institutions but also inside
their houses, a senior official re-affirmed yesterday. The Ministry of Social Affairs provides
housing to 30 old people, including 16
Kuwaitis and 14 non-Kuwaitis, said Minister
of Social Affairs and Labor and Minister of
State for Economic Affairs Dr Hind Al-Sabeeh
yesterday in a statement to journalists after
ministry sponsored ceremony marking the
International Day for Older Persons.
The number of old persons who receive in-

home care reached 3,219, including 2,301
women, in all Kuwaiti governorates, said
Minister Al-Sabeeh, citing statistics released
by the Elderly Care Department at her ministry, last month. Minister Al-Sabeeh revealed
a plan to establish an integrated leisure resort
and clubs for the old citizens in each of the
country’s six provinces.
Meanwhile, the ministry undersecretary,
Saad Al-Kharraz, disclosed that the Elderly
Care Department had distributed Senior
Citizen cards to more than 15,000 nationals.
The card is issued to facilitate senior citizens’

access to various institutions, facilities, government departments, companies or establishments. Special stickers will be distributed
to senior citizens to enable them to benefit
from special parking, Al-Kharraz announced.
As to the planned resort for the old nationals,
he disclosed that it would be built on a
100,000 square meter plot of land. For her
part, the director of the elderly affairs department at the ministry, Amani Al-Tabtabaei said
the care for the seniors is one of the objectives of the national sustainable development
strategy. — KUNA

Kuwait envoy extols
ties with Thailand
KUWAIT: A Kuwaiti diplomat spoke highly of the Gulf
state’s ties with Thailand yesterday, saying much
progress has been made in bilateral relations over the
years. There has been an increase in cooperation
between Kuwait and Thailand, especially in the healthcare sector, Kuwait’s Assistant Foreign Minister for
Consular Affairs Sami Al-Hamad told KUNA on the
sidelines of a meeting over consular affairs involving
diplomats from both nations.
He revealed that some 70,000 Kuwaitis have visited
the Southeast Asian nation over the last year, which he
said was a testament to the “exceptional ties” shared by
both countries. The Kuwaiti diplomat cited a number of
deals struck during the meeting, which can only be
instrumental in improving ties even further, he said. “We
are working on simplifying visa requirements for
Kuwaiti nationals looking to visit Bangkok,“ a Thai
diplomat said, hoping that similar initiatives will follow
suit soon. He added that some 2,000 Thais currently
live in Kuwait, making up one of many diasporas found
in the Gulf nation. — KUNA

KAC launches
Whatsapp line
KUWAIT: Kuwait Airways Corporation (KAC) yesterday
announced the launch of its Whatsapp line which will be
used to communicate with various clients. KAC’s PR and
media manager, Fayez Al-Enezi said that KAC launched
the new service to strengthen its communication bonds
with clients. He also explained that clients would have
access to various services such as queries, complaints,
reservations, issuing tickets and making changes to their
reservations on a 24/7 basis. It will be managed by customer service clerks who have excellent experience in
dealing with the public. “The new service will save time
and effort for both KAC and clients”, he underlined noting
that the 171 customer service number would also remain
functional as usual. Al-Enezi added that the new Whatsapp
service would be available on number 22200171 and that
KAC would continue to provide customers with the best
services, especially after the launch of the new T4.

Aviation authority
seeks investments
worth up to $20bn
RIYADH: Kuwait plans to ratchet up investments of up
to USD 20 billion in the aviation sector within the next
few years, its Directorate General of Civil Aviation
said yesterday. The plan fits into a development strategy the Gulf state has devised for the year 2035, the

chairman of Kuwait’s aviation authority Sheikh Salman
Al-Humoud Al-Sabah told the press on the sidelines of
a meeting involving the region’s aviation safety body.
He pinpointed flight safety as an integral factor
that contributes to the development of the aviation
industry, citing the Regional Safety Oversight
Organization in the Middle East and North Africa as
a prominent body that has the support of many Arab
nations. On the aviation industry in the region, the
Kuwaiti official said that tremendous progress has
been made despite the growing challenges facing the
sector. He went on to say that the growth of the
tourism industry, which is a core component of any
development plan, could help prop up the aviation
sector in the Middle East. — KUNA

KUWAIT: GCC housing ministers have adopted a joint scheme which is to
be valid for the next five years, a Kuwaiti authority declared yesterday. The
Public Authority for Housing Welfare (PAHW) said in a press release that
the ministers, during their meeting held here, recommended adopting a
reference for the best housing experience and a proposal by the GCC
General Secretariat on boosting joint action in the sector among the council member states. — KUNA
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Workers in Kuwait caught
between law redress, abuses
Voice against the rights of domestic workers

T

his report by the Kuwait Society for Human Rights
examines the reality of labor in Kuwait, and specializes in monitoring legal, administrative, positive and
negative changes happening in the field, and in reading the
dimensions of these changes on migrant workers “noncitizens” and their impact on the Kuwaiti society, State, economic vision and foreign policy. The report comes as an
interpretation to what is happening inside Kuwait, according to the following criteria.
● What has been published in
● Complaints that have been

media and social sites.
received by Kuwait Society
for Human Rights via the Hotline which receives workers’ complaints and inquiries in Arabic, Hindi, English
and Urdu, or via the electronic platform that receives
complaints in Arabic and English.
● Field visits to labor groups in different locations.
● Administrative decisions issued during the reporting
period.
● Communication and coordination with competent government agencies to find the latest statistics and indicators related to workers’ issues.

Note that the reporting period is the second trimester
of the current year 2018: May, June, July and August.
Events of the reporting period
The number of non-Kuwaitis who are working in governmental agencies is 78,317. The majority of them are in
the ministries of health and education. The Ministry of
Health includes 33,303 workers, and the Ministry of
Education 26,433 workers, with total of 59,736 workers
which equals 76% of workers in the public sector.
The number of unemployed Kuwaitis is about 12 thousand citizens which is about 8158 unemployed citizens do
not have a scientific qualification, and approximately
3479 citizens do not hold any qualification, not even a
middle school, while only 3,828 of them hold the middle
certificate. The remaining unemployed citizens registered
in the systems of the Bureau have already been nominated more than once for many jobs and yet do not wish to
accept them. In light of these figures and the concerns
that have been expressed by the Director of the Civil
Service Bureau that the replacement policy cannot be
applied in the ministries of health and education, on May
24, the Bureau addressed the Ministry of Education to
include a number of teachers in replacement, while claims
rose by the Parliamentary Replacement Committee on
May 20 to terminate the services of non-Kuwaiti doctors
over 65 years.
The period of the report has witnessed various events,
such as the termination of the services of 10,000 nonKuwaiti workers in the public sector, and on July 24, the
activation of the decision not to pay end of service benefits to employees whose services have been terminated,
unless they were given a notice of leaving the country. And
they should not transfer their residency to the private sector otherwise their end of service benefits will be denied.
The government has taken concrete steps in protecting
workers and started implementing the decision to ban the
employment of workers in exposed places from 11 am to 4
pm during the period from the first of June until the end of
August in order to implement the provisions of Law No. 6
of 2010 on the work in civil sector and its commitment to
the international conventions taking into account the
workers’ health and safety.
Although the government urged the community to participate in controlling the labor market by reporting if
there has been any violation of the provisions via the hotline number, there were workers who were working in this
period in some exposed places. On July 30, the Kuwaiti
Deputy Foreign Minister has affirmed Kuwait’s support for

and cooperation with the international community in its
efforts to combat human trafficking.
Increasing irregularities
During the reporting period, the domestic labor file was
heated by responsible actions that started to move from
the decision of the Council of Ministers to transfer the
competences of the domestic labor to the Public Authority
for Labor Force and the opening of the Citizen Service
Center by the Ministry of the Interior on May 7 inside the
headquarters of Al-Durra Company for the recruitment of
domestic workers.
Besides, the Supreme National Committee for Studying
the Imbalances of the Population Structure at the Central
Administration of Statistics has issued a decision to maximize the value of fees in some procedures for work per-

mits, which led to the departure of overcrowded domestic
workers in embassies for fear of increasing irregularities
fees and issuance of a legislation to punish anyone who
helps to “incite to escape “ since there is no provision to
punish the instigator in Law No. 68 of 2016 concerning
domestic labor.
The domestic labor file of the Philippines has
remained controversial during the reporting period.
Although the Ministries of Foreign Affairs of Kuwait and
the Philippines has signed the agreement on the
employment of domestic workers between Kuwait and
the Philippines on May 11. However, the Philippine side
has later amended this document.
The agreement between the two countries has affirmed
the support to the policies, regulations and procedures
for the ethical recruitment and employment of domestic
workers in accordance with the laws and regulations of
both countries, the introduction and employment of

Philippine em bassy. They r ef er r ed to that “The
Philippine president has withdrawn his position and
asked to visit Kuwait.” And the Kuwaiti Foreign
Ministry confirmed that Philippine labor crisis and the
practices of some Embassy diplomats have been
addressed. Despite the efforts made by the two countries to resolve the issue of domestic labor, which
reached its peak this year and caused a diplomatic crisis between the two countries and was resolved later,
the disappearance of a Filipino female domestic worker
for a year and a half was announced on August 21. The
Philippine Employment Agency sent a letter to the
Embassy of the Philippines in Kuwait inquiring about
her fate, which may bring the problem of domestic
labor back to the forefront.
In the context of the domestic labor file, the Public
Authority for Labor Force has met with the Ambassador
of Sri Lanka in Kuwait on July 13 and discussed “ways of

Filipino domestic workers for a model work contract
and assurance of recruitment, entry and home return of
domestic workers under the provisions of the agreement. The agreement covered a number of issues, the
most important of which are legal measures against
v i olator s whether em ployer s, dom estic wor ker s,
recruitment offices in the State of Kuwait and employment agencies in the Philippines, in respect of any violation of the labor contract and the laws, rules and regulations in both countries as well as reduction of the
fees of domestic labor recruitment.
However, on July 22, the Philippine side has issued an
executive regulation No. 10 of 2018 on the mechanism for
implementing the agreement signed between the governments of Kuwait and the Philippines, which included a
new condition that was not included in the agreement.
The Kuwaiti recruitment offices of domestic workers
should pay an insurance amount of $10,000 to a local
bank in Philippines. The amount is to be deducted if the
worker returns without completing the contract period or
as a result of not receiving his/her salary or any other
complaint. The regulation pointed out that in the case of
frequent complaints against the offices, the amount of
insurance raises up to $50,000.

cooperation between the two countries, the procedures
concerning domestic labor and labor in the private sector and the procedures concerning labor protection as
well as confirmation of the importance of the countries
of the domestic labor to participate in awareness of their
labor in Kuwait.”

Information on
the labor force
in Kuwait

T

he average monthly wage of Kuwaiti male
workers in the public sector is about 1769 KD
and of Kuwaiti female workers is about 1265
KD, with a difference of 8.39% in favor of men in the
public sector. The average monthly salary of nonKuwaiti males in the public sector is about 710 KD
and of non-Kuwaiti females is about 656 KD, with a
difference of 2.8% in favor of males.
That means the difference between the genders is
fairer in the case of non-Kuwaitis. The average
monthly wage for Kuwaitis of both genders in the
public sector is about 1478 KD. The same rate for
non-Kuwaitis is about 684 KD, and the difference
between the two rates is of about 1.116 percent in
favor of Kuwaitis.
The average monthly wage of Kuwaiti males in the
private sector is about 1,387 KD, which is 6.21 percent lower than that of males in the public sector. The
average of Kuwaiti females in the private sector is
about 835 KD, about 34 percent lower than their
female peers in the public sector, and we do not know
the impact of allocations to support the national
employment to fill these differences.
The average monthly wage of non-Kuwaiti males
in the private sector is about 261 KD or about 8.36
percent lower than their peers in the public sector.
The average monthly wage of non-Kuwaiti females in
the private sector is about 375 KD, which is 7.43 percent higher than the rate of non-Kuwaiti males in the
private sector but lower than the rate of their peers in
the public sector at 8.42 percent.

Finding a compromise
After the signing of the agreement, specifically on
May 16, the ban on Philippine labor was lifted by the
Philippine government, but some reports of Philippine
newspapers revealed in July that the decision did not
enter into force and quoted the Philippine immigration
expert Mani Gislavi said “Despite the decision to lift the
ban on sending Philippine labor to Kuwait since May 16
by the Philippine President, but these directives have not
yet entered into force by the Philippine Department of
Overseas Employment.”
On June 19, requests to receive domestic workers
from the Philippines started and on July 23, that was followed by the Philippines agreement with Kuwait to provide a “complex” for the Philippines labor to spend their
weekly leave and the launch of a special monitor sector
to enable the two sides to control the conditions of
domestic labor as affirmed by the labor attache at the
Philippine Embassy in Kuwait in a press statement. On
May 19, Al-Durra Company has contacted Vietnam’s
domestic labor offices to find a compromise formula to
receive their domestic labor.
On July 24, local media reported that the Philippine
ambassador in Kuwait had apologized to the Kuwaiti
Foreign Ministry more than once about the smuggling
of domestic workers from homes by a division of the

Solving the crisis
On May 30, India has prepared a memorandum of
understanding with Kuwait for the return of domestic
workers without a bank guarantee as stated by the Indian
Ambassador in Kuwait. Then on July 1, the recruitment of
female domestic workers from India has begun, according
to a press statement by Al-Durra Company for the recruitment of domestic workers.
The efforts to solve the crisis of domestic workers in
Kuwait collide with the practices of officials, celebrities
and members of the National Assembly and raise social
issues. On July 18, a member in the parliament asked for
the services of Al-Durra Company to be specific for citizens without expatriates. He said, “It is unacceptable in
light of the labor crisis and after the long wait for the start
of the services of the troubled company, that the citizen
enters another trouble because of the competition of
expatriates.”
On August 10, a domestic worker from Ghana threw
herself from the fourth floor in a housing of one of the
recruitment offices of domestic workers. Also statements
made by a Kuwaiti citizen, who is one of the celebrities on
Instagram and she is followed by more than two million
people, has started a new crisis in the file of domestic
labor after her objection to the delivery of passports and
personal documents to her workers and said, “What funny
contracts are these! How it comes that you have a domestic worker at home and he keeps his passport? What’s
worse is that every week he has a day off. What is left?”
The domestic labor crisis between Kuwait and the
Philippines has just closed when it was rekindled by that
“celebrity” again. She inquired about the weekend and
wondered what the worker would do in these days. “If the
worker takes a day off a week, it means 4 days a month.
We don’t know what does she do on that day, and she has
her passport. If she travels, who will compensate me?”
Then she announced: “With the new contracts, I do not
want a Philippine (maid).” — Provided by Kuwait Society
for Human Rights, visit www.kuwaithr.org for more info

See this page for the continuation of this report in
tomorrow’s Kuwait Times
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KEPS prepares to launch
visual database system
‘A complete visual system of all the wildlife and sea creatures in Kuwait’
KUWAIT: Kuwait Environmental Protection Society yesterday
announced the completion of all preparations and procedures for
launching its visual database system. The system includes media
documents such as films, TV productions, video clips, and photographs of the society’s field activities carried out between 2011 and
2018 to monitor and document all natural habitats in the country,
Abdulredha Al-Ramzy, director of KEPS’ environmental media and
documentation center, said in a press statement.
“It is more like a comprehensive archive of all environmental
media materials and a complete visual system of all the wildlife and
sea creatures in Kuwait, including various types of plants, mammals, birds, fish, arthropods, and habitats”, said Al-Ramzy. “All documented materials have been shot in a High Definition system technology via multiple cameras and were stored in a visual e-Archive
format”, he said, adding KEPS has also completed the development
of a storing unit that saves all data and converts analogue materials
such as video cassettes into a modern digital format.
“The system would supplement various bodies in the country
with all the necessary information in accordance with their need
and request,” Al-Ramzy said, affirming KEPS’ keenness to
exchange information and data as part of its permanent cooperation with the ministry of information. Furthermore, Al-Ramzy commended the cooperation that KEPS has received from various state
and private bodies, institutions, and companies over the past seven
years, adding that they have allowed the society to compile film
and video materials that would eventually benefit students,
researchers, and amateurs. — KUNA

Grilling motion
planned at the
start of new term
By A Saleh
KUWAIT: MP Al-Humaidi Al-Subaei
announced plans to file a grilling motion
against Minister of Commerce and Industry
Khaled Al-Roudhan at the beginning of the
new parliamentary term. Subaei added he
will also grill Minister of Oil and Minister of
Electricity and Water Bakheet Al-Rasheedi.
“I will file my motion by the beginning of the
new term and this might coincide with
another motion to be simultaneously filed by
MP Mubarak Al-Hajraf,” he said, noting that
his grilling motion will be constitutionally
irrelevant if Roudhan is reshuffled.
Responding to a question about the growing number of grilling motions, Subaei said
ministers had been given enough time and
ample chance for reform, and that the past
period was more than enough to evaluate

Abdulredha Al-Ramzy

them. “I declared my intentions to grill both
ministers a year ago and nothing was done
ever since,” he said. In a different concern,
Subaei said Kuwait’s cultural office in London
was the “worst ever” and that Kuwaiti students had made several complaints about it.
Nursing concerns
Health Minister Sheikh Dr Basel Al-Sabah
yesterday met the Kuwait Nursing
Association board headed by Bader Nashmi
Al-Enezi to discuss various nursing concerns. Enezi expressed satisfaction with the
meeting, noting that many topics were discussed including nurses’ rights and the problems they face. Enezi added the agenda
included Kuwaiti nurses’ salaries and granting GCC and bedoon nurses two days off a
week, which the minister promised to study.
Qadsiya denies allegations
Al-Qadsiya Sports Club secretary Hassan
Abul Hassan expressed dissatisfaction over
what he described as ‘truth twisting’ and ‘random accusations’ pointed at the club concerning a match on Friday with the Egyptian
Al-Zamalek club. Abul Hassan issued a statement noting that Qadsiya were very keen on
the minutest details of hosting the match and

KUWAIT: A team from the Center for Environmental Information and Documentation at the Kuwaiti Society
for the Protection of the Environment during a field trip to document wildlife in Kuwait. —KUNA photos

that they respected all regulations, starting
with printing the exact number of tickets
according to the stadium capacity. “However,
crowds of fans without tickets rushed in just
before the match,” he explained, expressing
amazement at Kuwait Football Federation’s
attitude and its attempts to disclaim responsibility for what happened.
Abul Hassan added the Zamalek team
arrived just before the match accompanied
by a diplomat who claimed to be the ambassador and started snobbishly ordering security forces to allow hundreds of Egyptian
fans in, which led to an argument. Qadsiya
Chairman Sheikh Khaled Al-Fahd quickly
responded to resolve the problem. “The
diplomat then refused to get in because he
realized the problem he had created,” Abul
Hassan added, urging the media to verify all
news reports.
In addition, Abul Hassan said the club filed
a complaint with the Arab Football
Federation for stopping the match for 10
minutes and declaring that Qadsiya would be
deemed the loser even if its team won the
match. “This negatively affected the players,”
he added, noting that some parties were
“fishing in murky waters” and trying to
blame the whole thing on Qadsiya.

Arab conference aims to study
present, future energy needs

‘Green & Clean
Environment’
expo kicks
off today
KUWAIT: Preparations for the ‘Green
& Clean Environment Forum’ organized
by the Leaders Group Company for
Consultancy and Development in collaboration with EPA and a number of relevant ministries and bodies at Jaber AlAhmed Cultural Center on Oct 2 and 3
are complete, said the organizing committee, noting that the forum will be held
under auspices of HH the Amir and with
the attendance of Minister of Public
Works and Minister of State for
Municipal Affairs Hossam Al-Roumi.
The committee said the forum will
open at 10 am with formal speeches followed by a tour of the exhibition. The
two-day forum will also include a number of symposiums with the participation of officials, experts and academics,
in addition to the main sponsors - KGL,
the Amiri Diwan, Jaber Al-Ahmed
Cultural Center and ATC. The committee
added that the exhibition will include

Municipality
fined for
cutting power
By Meshaal Al-Enezi
KUWAIT: Municipality Director
Ahmed Al-Manfouhi revealed relevant
municipal teams used to disconnect

Opening Session of the 11th Arab Energy Conference
MARRAKECH: The 11th Arab Energy
Conference is an opportunity to identify
global dimensions of energy and its effects
on Arab countries, Secretary General of the
Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OAPEC) Abbas Al-Naqi said
yesterday.
“This conference is considered one of the
most important events of the energy sector
in Arab countries, as well as the oldest”, Al-

Citizen arrested
over attempted
murder of maid
KUWAIT: Concerned authorities at the
interior ministry are investigating a case of
attempted murder of a domestic helper, as
a Kuwaiti was arrested over the case. The
man’s family claimed he was defending his
mother as the victim beat her. The helper
denied the claims and said she was almost
killed. Meanwhile, police found a metal

Naqi told KUNA on the sidelines of the
opening ceremony of the event, referring to
the convening of the first session of the conference in 1979 in Abu Dhabi. Among objectives of the conference is to examine the
current and future energy needs of the
region, as well as a means to meet them in
order to identify available resources and
efforts, he added.
The conference, held under the patronage

object the suspect used. The helper had
earlier accused the son of her sponsor of
beating her with the object.
One year work absence
An official source at the Municipality
said data of the fingerprint system were
manipulated as a cover for 35 female
employees who were absent from their
work for more than a year without facing
any administrative or legal action. The
source said the women’s names were not
listed in the attendance records.
Noisy neighbor
An Egyptian accused his neighbor of
disturbing him with loud music every night

of King Mohammad VI, is titled “Energy and
Arab Cooperation” and sees the participation
of ministers of oil, petroleum, energy and
electricity, as well as senior officials in the
concerned institutions, he noted. It will discuss, among other issues, current developments in the oil and natural gas markets and
their implications on the Arab energy sector
and the investments necessary to develop the
energy sector in Arab countries. — KUNA

and preventing his family from sleeping.
The neighbor was summoned and he confessed to playing the loud music because it
is ‘food for soul’, adding he did not disturb
anyone deliberately. Investigations are
ongoing.
Drug users caught
A citizen and an Egyptian were found
using drugs in the pa r ki ng l o t o f a
school. Policemen found illicit tablets
and brown material thought to be drugs.
The two we re found s i t t i ng o n t he
ground next to their car. They were in an
abnormal condition and were arrested.
They were sent to the Drugs Control
General Department. — Al-Anbaa/Al-Rai

Firemen
quickly put
out fire in eight
storey building
By Hanan Al-Saadoun
KUWAIT: Firemen hastily put out a
fire in an eight-storey building yesterday. Firemen responded to a call about
the fire in an annex of the building. The
building was evacuated and the fire was

Minister of Public Works Hussam Al-Roumi

stalls of the Municipality, MPW, DGCA,
Kuwait Society for Inventors Support,
Universal Hospital Services Company,
Limak, National Cleaning Company,
Bremen International and Metal &
Recycling Company.
Moreover, the committee said that an
evening session will be held on the first
day to discuss the problem of medical
waste and solutions suggested by EPA
for safe disposal, adding that speakers
will include the health ministry’s assistant undersecretary for public health Dr
Majeda Al-Qattan, assistant undersecretary for private medical services Dr
Fatima Al-Najjar, head of the private
medical profession owners union Dr
Adel Ashkanani, and Leaders Group
medical advisor and UHS administrative
engineer Ramez Qebti.

electricity supply to houses rented out
to “bachelors” in private residential
areas, until a court order was issued
against the procedure that compelled
reconnecting power and fined the
municipality.
Campaign against hawkers
Municipality teams launched a strict
campaign against hawkers in the vicinity
of the Philippine Embassy after several
videotaped complaints were filed by citizens concerning these vendors’ activities.

put out. No injuries were reported.
Roaming vendors
The Municipality’s central emergency team launched a campaign
against roaming vendors in Siddiq,
resulting in their arrest. The vehicle that
supplied them with foodstuff was also
impounded.
‘NFPA 20+25’
The planning and administrative
department organized with the
National Fire Protection Association
the “NFPA 20+25” on water pumps,
with the participation of 20 officers and
engineers from the prevention sector as
well as Kuwait Oil Company (KOC).
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ANKARA: The President of Turkey, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, addresses Turkish members of the parliament during the opening of the second legislative year of the 27th Term of Grand National Assembly of Turkey (TBMM) in Ankara. —AFP

Erdogan’s Germany visit exposes splits
Turkish President shows a more conciliatory tone
ISTANBUL: Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
showed a more conciliatory tone on a hugely sensitive
visit to Germany but both sides still have daunting task
ahead to rebuild relations and trust battered by a succession of disputes. Erdogan’s full state visit came just oneand-a-half-month after Turkey endured a currency crisis
which saw the lira plunge some 40 percent in a spat with
the United States that highlighted the importance of
Ankara’s economic ties to Europe.
Turkey’s relations with Germany-and other key EU
states-had hit historic lows in the aftermath of the 2016
failed coup as Berlin took issue with the scope of the
remorseless crackdown that also caught up German
nationals. Interpretations of the controversial visit varied
wildly in Turkey and Germany, with Erdogan boasting it
was a hugely successful but the conservative German
press complaining the red carpet treatment brought
nothing but hassle and expense.
Erdogan on Saturday in Cologne also inaugurated a
new mosque-seen as a symbol of the integration of three
million people of Turkish origin in Germany-although the
resonance was undermined by the absence of key
German politicians. “At a critical period, we made an
extremely productive, extremely successful visit,”
Erdogan said.

‘Repair the damage’
Erdogan negotiated a potentially thorny news conference
with Chancellor Angela Merkel without any major provocation,
smiling when security bundled out a journalist wearing a T-shirt
with the slogan “freedom for journalists”. “Both sides are willing
to move forward, out of the stalemate,” Ilke Toygur, analyst at the
Elcano Royal Institute in Madrid
said. She said Turkey was particularly keen on “repairing the damage” after Ankara’s relations with
Washington entered a state of crisis over the summer, but Germany
and Europe wanted to see “concrete steps” to relieve tensions.
While a resumption of
accession negotiations for
Turkey’s moribund EU bid
was not on the table, some
improvements-such as a modernization of a Customs
Union-could take place after European parliament elections in May 2019, said Toygur. Merkel also announced
that she planned to take part later in October in an
Istanbul summit hosted by Erdogan on the crisis in
Syria which also aims to include French President

Frenchman in
Nobel scandal
jailed for rape

daily Dagens Nyheter published the testimonies of 18
women claiming to have been raped, sexually assaulted or
harassed by Arnault, who had close ties to the Academy.

STOCKHOLM: A Swedish court yesterday sentenced a
Frenchman at the heart of a Nobel scandal to two years in
jail for rape in a scandal that emerged during the #MeToo
campaign. An influential figure in Stockholm’s cultural
scene, 72-year-old Jean-Claude Arnault went on trial last
month on two counts of rape relating to incidents dating
back to 2011. In its ruling yesterday, the Stockholm district
court found him guilty on one of the charges while acquitting him of the other.
“The defendant is found guilty of rape committed during the night between the 5th and 6th of October 2011
and has been sentenced to imprisonment for two years,” a
court statement said. “The injured party has been awarded compensation for damages.” Prosecutors had called
for a minimum sentence of three years in what was one of
the first big trials to come out of the #MeToo movement.
“There is no reason why the sentence should be less than
two years,” presiding judge Gudrun Antemar told a press
conference, saying the victim had been put in a situation
where she was “helpless”.
Arnault is married to a member of the Swedish Academy
which selects the Nobel Literature Prize winner, with the
scandal prompting the postponement of this year’s award.
The scandal erupted in November 2017, one month after
rape and sexual abuse accusations surfaced against
Hollywood mogul Harvey Weinstein. At the time, Swedish

Emmanuel Macron and Russia’s Vladimir Putin. “The
visit’s first achievement is that it took place. It therefore
marks the beginning of a road towards detente,” Marc
Pierini, visiting scholar at Carnegie Europe and a former
EU ambassador to Turkey, told AFP.
‘Arduous road’
Yet it will take more to overcome months of tensions and
the magnitude of the challenge
was underlined in a strikingly
frank speech by German
President
Frank-Walter
Steinmeier as he hosted
Erdogan for the welcoming
state dinner late Thursday.
Dispensing with the usual
diplomatic
pleasantries,
Steinmeier expressed concern
over Germans, union activists,
lawyers, journalists and politicians jailed in Turkey, telling
Erdogan: “We cannot simply gloss over this issue.”
Steinmeier said the “strong emotions” the visit aroused
in Germany were a reflection of tensions that have yet to
be overcome and warned: “A single visit is not enough to

Germany,
Turkey
trying rebuild
relations, trust

Intense fear
Prosecutors investigating the allegations against Arnault
dropped several of them due to lack of evidence or because
the statute of limitations had expired. The two counts of rape
involved one woman. According to the prosecution, Arnault
allegedly forced the woman-who was in a state of “intense
fear”-to have oral sex and intercourse in a Stockholm apartment on October 5, 2011. He was also accused of raping her
during the night of December 2-3 while she was asleep but
the court found there was insufficient evidence to convict
him on that charge. The trial was heard behind closed doors
to protect the victim, whose identity has not been disclosed.
Arnault has maintained his innocence from the start. He has
been held in preventive custody since the end of his trial on
September 24 and will remain in jail until the formal start of
his sentence, the court said.
Culture of silence
His accusers claim the Swedish Academy was well aware
of his behavior, and blame the institution for having helped
create a “culture of silence” that pervaded Sweden’s cultural
circles. An internal Academy probe concluded there were
conflicts of interest between Arnault and the Academy, and
that several female Academy members and people close to
them had been harassed or assaulted by the Frenchman. It
also found he had leaked the names of Nobel literature laureates to his friends on several occasions. According to the
Svenska Dagbladet daily, Arnault was born in Marseille in
1946 to Russian refugee parents and came to Sweden in the
late 1960s to study photography. —AFP

Russia strikes
in Syria leave
18,000 dead
BEIRUT: More than 18,000 people, nearly half of them
civilians, have been killed in Russian air strikes on Syria
since Moscow began its game-changing intervention
exactly three years ago, a monitor said Sunday. Russia,
for its part, said its “accurate” strikes had killed 85,000
“terrorists”. A steadfast ally of Syria’s ruling regime,
Russia began carrying out bombing raids in the country on September 30, 2015 — more than four years
into the devastating conflict. Since then, they have
killed 18,096 people, according to the Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights. “That number includes
7,988 civilians, or nearly half of the total,” said
Observatory chief Rami Abdel Rahman.
Another 5,233 Islamic State fighters were also killed in
Russian strikes, with the rest of the dead including other
rebels, Islamists and jihadists, the Britain-based monitor
said. Russia’s defense commission published drastically
different figures on Sunday. “All of the air strikes have
targeted and are still accurately targeting terrorist targets,” said commission chief Viktor Bondarev, cited by
the Russian Interfax agency. Human rights groups and
Western governments have criticized Russia’s air war in

restore normality.” Erdogan hit back at Steinmeier in
Turkish media, saying the president’s comments were “not
very appropriate” and adding Turkey would not behave
the same towards “a guest”.
Almut Moller, senior policy fellow at the European
Council on Foreign Relations, said the outcome was “far
away from a detente” with the deterioration in Turkey’s
rule of law and human rights still of “great concern to
Berlin”. But she told AFP: “Germany has no interest in
losing Turkey as a partner to work with” and wanted to
see Ankara overcome its economic difficulties. Pierini
said the visit “illustrated sharp divergences on rule of
law, especially freedom of speech and freedom of dissent. “It will be a long and arduous road toward normalization,” he said.
For many in Germany, the opening of the Cologne
mosque was a missed opportunity, with the Turkish president preferring the chance to bask in the limelight rather
than promoting cross-community harmony. The mosque
opening “left behind a pile of shards in the GermanTurkish relationship which can only be swept up with a lot
of effort,” said the president of the Turkish Community in
Germany (TGD), Gokay Sofuoglu. But he expressed satisfaction that “both sides made a cautious attempt at rapprochement.” —AFP

Syria, saying it bombs indiscriminately and targets civilian infrastructure including hospitals.
The White Helmets, a Syrian rescue force that works
in opposition areas, said in a report released Sunday that
it had responded to dozens of strikes by Russia on buildings used by civilians since 2015. They included Russian
bombing raids on 19 schools, 12 public markets and 20
medical facilities over the past three years, as well as 21
of its own rescue centers. “Russia has flaunted its disregard for agreements over safe zones, no-conflict zones,
cessations of hostilities, and de-escalation zones by continuing with airstrikes on civilian spaces,” the White
Helmets charged.
Russia has operated a naval base in Syria’s coastal
Tartus province for decades, but expanded its operations
to the nearby Hmeimim airbase in 2015. It also has special forces and military police units on the ground in government-controlled parts of the country. The air strikes
were crucial in helping troops loyal to President Bashar
al-Assad retake swathes of the country, including second
city Aleppo in 2016 and areas around Damascus, the
rural centre, and the south this year alone.
“The regime controlled just 26 percent of Syrian territory” when Russia intervened, said Abdel Rahman, compared
with close to two-thirds now. In addition to the Russian and
Syrian air forces, warplanes from the US-led coalition
fighting IS have also been carrying out bombing raids on
Syria since September 2014. Last week, the Observatory
said that US-led coalition air strikes on Syria had killed
more than 3,300 civilians since the alliance began operations against IS targets. —Agencies
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Battle rages over EU defense pact
EU may miss out on expertise without US and Britain
BRUSSELS: A diplomatic tussle has broken out over the
European Union’s flagship defense cooperation pact, amid
warnings the bloc could cut itself off from major allies like
the US and post-Brexit Britain. London and Washington
want their defense companies to get involved with projects launched under the deal, but the EU is sharply at
odds over what the rules should be for non-members to
take part. A number of ministers and diplomats have said
that if the EU excludes non-members it risks sacrificing
expertise on the altar of principle, just as fears about
Russian threats to European security are running at postCold War highs.
Brussels launched “permanent structured cooperation
on defense”, known as PESCO, last year to great fanfare.
The aim was to unify European defense thinking and to
rationalize a fragmented approach to buying and developing military equipment. There is broad agreement
among the 25 states signed up that non-EU countries
should be allowed to contribute to some of the projects.
But a group of four major states-led by France-want to
set tough conditions to limit participation, dividing them
from a bloc of 13 — led by the Netherlands-who favor a
more inclusive approach.
Evil in the details
Portuguese Defense Minister Jose Alberto Azeredo
Lopes told AFP “the evil is always in the details-it’s very
very easy to stress consensus concerning third state participation but it’s very difficult to define the conditions”.
Lopes said Portugal backed the Dutch approach of seeking cooperation from allies who can bring added value,
whether it be established NATO players like the US and
UK, or other countries like Brazil. Across the divide,
France leads Germany, Spain and Italy in arguing for a
focus on promoting EU “strategic autonomy”-reducing
the bloc’s decades-long reliance on the United States for
its defense.
They say the rules for third countries must not undermine the main purpose of PESCO, which is to promote
defense cooperation between the 25 EU countries taking
part, arguing that there are other forums for third countries to cooperate. But a number of diplomats and officials
in Brussels said the approach smacks of protectionism by

Iran, US in tense
wait for world
court sanctions ruling
THE HAGUE: The International Court of Justice will
hand down an eagerly awaited decision this week on
Iran’s demand for the suspension of debilitating
nuclear-related sanctions imposed by the United
States. Accusing Washington of “strangling” its
economy, Tehran has asked the court in The Hague
to order Washington to lift the measures, reimposed
after US President Donald Trump pulled out of a
multilateral 2015 accord.
Despite its long enmity with the United States,
Iran brought the case under a 1955 “friendship
treaty” that predates the country’s Islamic
Revolution. Washington has forcefully told the court,
which rules on disputes between United Nations
member states, that it has no jurisdiction to rule on
the case as it concerns a matter of national security.
The ruling on Wednesday at 0800 GMT-in the
grand surroundings of the 1913-built Peace Palace in
the Dutch city-follows four days of hearings at the
end of August.
Rulings by the ICJ are binding and cannot be
appealed, but it has no way to enforce its decisions.
“If the court orders measures, they should be
respected,” Eric De Brabandere, a professor of
international law at the University of Leiden, told
AFP. If the court decides it has jurisdiction, it will
likely “declare that the parties should refrain from
aggravating the dispute”, but any steps beyond this
remain to be seen, he said.
The 2015 nuclear deal saw Iran agree to limit its
nuclear program and let in international inspectors
in return for an end to years of sanctions by the
West. But Trump pulled out of the deal in May, to
the dismay of European allies, arguing that funds
from the lifting of sanctions under the pact had
been used to support terrorism and build nuclearcapable missiles.
Economic warfare
At the United Nations General Assembly last
week, Trump denounced the deal as “horrible” and
“one-sided”. During the ICJ hearings, Iran said the
sanctions reintroduced in September are causing
economic suffering for its citizens. US lawyers
retorted that economic mismanagement was at the
root of Iran’s woes. A second wave of US measures
is due to hit Iran in early November, targeting its
vital oil exports.
Experts said the Iran-US case was an important
opportunity for the ICJ to rule on the issue of “economic warfare”-not currently designated as a use of
force. The case “may offer the court sufficient legal
basis to indicate a limit under international law to coercion by the US,” Geoff Gordon, an international law
expert at the Asser Institute in The Hague, told AFP.
“International law, for reasons to do with power
politics, has never formally recognised economic
warfare to be a use of force as prohibited by the UN
Charter, though economic sanctions can have the
same effects and worse as guns and bombs.”
But he warned that “the decision is likely to be
occasion for escalating tensions.” Relations have
plunged to a new low since Trump’s election, even
as the US president reaches out to North Korean
leader Kim Jong-un over his nuclear program.
Trump and Iranian President Hassan Rouhani faced
off at the UN last week, with Rouhani denouncing
leaders with “xenophobic tendencies resembling a
Nazi disposition.”
Despite their 1955 Treaty of Amity and Economic
Relations, Iran and the United States have not had
diplomatic ties since 1980. The ICJ was set up in
1946, after the carnage of World War II, to rule in
disputes between countries. —AFP

countries with large defense industries-in particular
France-as it would limit market access for British and US
contractors. The US ambassador to NATO, Kay Bailey
Hutchison, warned the EU earlier this year not to “fence
off” American, British or Norwegian defense companies.

Evil is always
in the details

Such a move could “splinter” the transatlantic security
bond, she said. Adding to the lure, the EU is planning to
vastly expand its defense budget from 2021, allocating
some 13 billion euros over seven years to research and
develop new equipment-up from less than 600 million
euros in the current budget.
Cyber threat
Moreover, officials warn that without the US and
Britain, the EU may miss out on expertise and information
that would improve its defenses. One PESCO project, to
work on making it easier to move tanks and troops
around the bloc, has already run into difficulties because
it cannot consult the United States, which has decades of
experience in moving its forces to bases around Europe.
“Shutting out potential partners at this stage is something
we don’t think makes a lot of sense,” said a diplomat from
one of the countries supporting the “inclusive” approach.
The risk is even greater when it comes to cyber
defense-a conflict domain of growing importance which
can ignore traditional national borders. Lithuania, which
suffers thousands of cyber-attacks a year, most blamed on
Russia, is leading a PESCO project to build up an intervention team to help countries hit by electronic warfare.

BIRMINGHAM: Anti-Brexit protestors carry EU ﬂags on the sidelines of the Conservative Party Conference
2018, in Birmingham. — AFP
Edvinas Kerza, the country’s vice-minister of defense, said
working with countries with strong cyber capabilities like
Britain and the US would strengthen the effort.
“It’s obvious for me that I need to have a very good
link, very good cooperation-not only sharing information,
but practical cooperation with their authorities,” Kerza
said. Brussels officials are wrangling over the final terms
of third-country involvement in PESCO in the hope of
agreeing a deal that EU foreign ministers can approve at a
meeting in November. But officials told AFP that the divi-

Convicts on the
run after
Indonesia disaster
JAKARTA: Some 1,200 Indonesian convicts are on the run from
three different detention facilities in devastated Sulawesi after the
region was rocked by a powerful earthquake and tsunami, a justice
ministry official said yesterday. One prison in tsunami-struck Palu
city-built to hold just 120 people-saw most of its 581 inmates
storm past guards and escape to freedom through walls collapsed
by the massive 7.5 magnitude shake.
“Things were initially fine...but not long after the quake, water
erupted from under the prison yard causing prisoners to panic and
then run onto the road,” said Ministry of Justice official Sri Puguh
Utami, adding that the water was not from the tsunami. “I’m sure
they escaped because they feared they would be affected by the
earthquake. This is for sure a matter of life and death for the prisoners,” she added.
Inmates had fled from another overcapacity facility in Palu by
breaking down its main door and another in Donggala, an area also
hit by the disaster. The Donggala jail was set on fire and all 343
inmates were now on the run, Utami said. The arson was thought to
have been sparked by angry detainees demanding to see their
families. “They panicked after learning that Donggala was badly hit
by the earthquake,” Utami said.
“Prison officials did negotiate with prisoners about allowing
them to go to check on their families. But some prisoners were
apparently not patient enough and committed the arson.” Some of
the convicts were jailed for corruption and narcotics offences, she
said. Five people convicted of terror-related crimes had been
moved from the prison just days before the disaster. Just over 100
prisoners at the two facilities in Palu were still in jail, but overstretched guards were struggling to keep them fed. “The prison no
longer had enough food,” Utami said. “Officials then tried to buy
supplies from stores around the prison that were still open.”—AFP

Police shooting
in India sparks
call for reform
LUCKNOW: The deadly shooting of an
Apple manager by police in India’s mostpopulous state prompted human rights
activists and opposition parties to demand
reform, saying it was only the latest in a
series of extrajudicial killings by local police.
The government of Uttar Pradesh, run by
the Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party
of India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi,
attempted to quickly defuse the attacks by
offering the dead manager’s widow a state
government job and compensation for the
death of her husband.
Police in the northern state also issued a
public apology and assured it would act
against the two officers involved. Two
police constables on motor-bike patrol
early on Saturday morning stopped the car
of mid-level Apple sales manager, Vivek
Tiwari, who was returning from an iPhone
store launch with another Apple employee.
There have been conflicting accounts of
what happened next.
The patrolman who shot Tiwari told
reporters on Saturday: “I didn’t shoot at
him. The bullet was shot by mistake.” But
the state’s top police officer, O.P. Singh,
said on Saturday that the officer claimed to
have fired in self-defense. One of Tiwari’s
friends said he had been told by his family
that when Tiwari declined to step out of
the car, he was shot. A photograph from
the site of the incident, which occurred
about 13 km (8 miles) from state capital
Lucknow, showed Tiwari’s damaged sports
utility vehicle with a cracked windshield.

sions are such that this target may be missed. Officials
from potential partner countries say they need clarity
about the rules they would be asked to sign up for. They
have warned that if they cannot go through PESCO they
may work around it to reach bilateral deals-dealing a
major credibility blow to the EU’s flagship defense project. “The real trick will be that we raise the bar high
enough that everyone can agree on it but not so high that
third countries say ‘that’s too high and we’ll go around
PESCO’,” an EU diplomat said.—AFP

Bangladesh delays
plan to shift
Rohingya to
remote island
DHAKA: Bangladesh has postponed plans to
begin relocating Rohingya Muslims to a remote
island, officials said yesterday, amid staunch
opposition to the controversial idea among
refugees living near the Myanmar border.
Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina was slated to
open the new settlement built to house
100,000 refugees on Bhashan Char on
October 3, despite warnings the silty strip was
prone to violent weather.
But a spokesman for Bangladesh’s armed
forces, which has overseen the $280 millioneffort to transform the muddy islet into a habitable camp, said the opening ceremony had
been delayed. “We will announce a new date
soon,” Lieutenant Colonel Alamgir Kabir told
AFP, without providing further details. The
controversial plan, first floated in 2015, was
already well behind schedule.
Officials previously said they wanted to
start moving refugees from overcrowded
camps near the border with Myanmar to the
island in June, before the monsoon season
began. A senior disaster management official
said in September that nearly three quarters
of the project was complete, with the navy
fast-tracking construction of shelters and

evacuation centers. No reason was provided
for the latest delay.
But the proposal to uproot the refugees to a
remote island that only rose from the sea in
2006 remains unpopular in the teeming
Rohingya camps. The island is one hour by
boat from the nearest land but violent storms
make the journey by sea dangerous or sometimes impossible. “It is cut off from the mainland. What if someone needs emergency medical attention?” said Rohingya community
leader Abdul Gowffer. The UN has insisted that
any relocation to Bhashan Char be voluntary.
Local authorities have been seeking to reassure refugees that they will be safe on the
island. “We are still working on it. We’re talking
to the families,” Bangladesh’s Refugee
Commissioner Mohammad Abul Kalam said.
One million displaced Muslims live cheek by
jowl on hillside shanties near the Myanmar border, in conditions aid groups warn put them at
risk from floods, landslides and disease. There
was a further push to get the plan off the
ground after 700,000 Rohingya, fleeing a violent crackdown in Myanmar in August last year,
poured into southeast Bangladesh.
But rights groups have warned it is too risky
to house refugees on the island. Hundreds of
thousands have died in Bangladesh from natural disasters in the last 50 years, mostly in
coastal areas near Bhashan Char. Local officials
have pointed to a newly-constructed threemeter high embankment around the island they
say will keep out tidal surges in the event of a
cyclone. But refugees remain wary. “Any strong
blow from a cyclone and, God forbid, the shelters would be wiped out,” said a community
leader, Mohammad Shoyeb.—AFP

Yesterday, state chief minister Yogi
Adityanath met Tiwari’s wife, assured her a
job and at least 2.5 million rupees
($34,326) in compensation. The two officers have been arrested and the Uttar
Pradesh state police officer Singh said he
was determined to “punish & wean out
such rogues in uniform”. Though such
killings are frequently reported across
India, swift police action is rare. But
Tiwari’s case has resonated as he worked
for one of the best-known companies in
the world and belonged to the upper caste
Brahmin community.
Police misusing power
Apple on Sunday said it was shocked
and heartbroken by Tiwari’s death, and
extended deepest sympathies to his family.
Human rights activists said the state, which
has a high crime rate and a reputation for
gangsterism, needed to do more to stop
police killings of civilians. State police in
September invited journalists to film a confrontation between police and two armed
men in Aligarh city in which the two men
were shot dead, according to media
reports. The clash began when the two
opened fire on police, police said.
India’s National Human Rights
Commission said 19 alleged criminals were
killed and 89 injured in 433 police encounters in in Uttar Pradesh in six months to
August 2017. In February, the commission
said the state’s police officers were “feeling
free, misusing their power in the light of an
undeclared endorsement given by the
higher ups”. “It is unfortunate that there is
an uproar only about this case and not
questions raised about Uttar Pradesh
police operating procedures,” said
Meenakshi Ganguly, South Asia director at
Human Rights Watch.
“Suspects have to be arrested, prosecuted, not killed on the streets by police,”

LUCKNOW: The damaged vehicle of Vivek Tiwari, a sales manager for Apple, is seen
after he was shot dead by a police constable in the Gomti Nagar neighborhood of
Lucknow, India. — Reuters
she said. The case has also drawn political
attention. Pawan Khera, a spokesman for
the main opposition Congress party,
blamed the state government for the killing
and called for “stringent action” against the
police officers involved in the shootout.
The incident is a stark reminder of how
police brutality is widely prevalent in India.
Jovial hard worker
Earlier this year, police in the port city
of Thoothukudi in southern state of Tamil
Nadu gave no warning before firing with
live ammunition on protesters seeking the
closure of a copper smelter, killing at least
ten people. “Police in Uttar Pradesh have
become trigger happy, we have to see that
minimum use of force is done,” said
Vappala Balachandran, a former deputy
police commissioner in Mumbai. “The cen-

tral government should ensure that the
police, their training methods are
reformed”. Tiwari is survived by his wife
and two daughters.
Ajay Kumar, one of Tiwari’s friends,
described him as a hard working, jovial
person who was fond of singing folk songs.
He had faced financial hardship but then
his life changed after 2014 when he landed
a job as an Apple manager responsible for
managing sales and working with the company’s partners in the state. “It was only
now that he had started enjoying his life,
we still can’t believe he’s dead,” Kumar told
Reuters, adding that he was also involved
in a poster campaign after the incident.
“Police uncle, if you stop the car, dad will
stop. Please don’t shoot,” read the poster,
which was pasted on some cars in the city
of Lucknow. — Reuters
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Six men nabbed as German police
swoop on far-right ‘terrorists’
Arrests cast spotlight on extremism in Chemnitz
BERLIN: German police yesterday arrested six men on investigating what exactly was being plotted for that
suspicion of belonging to a far-right “terrorist” group day. More than 100 police officers have been deployed
that attacked foreigners in the city of Chemnitz. The to search apartments and other premises.
German nationals, aged 20 to 31, were taken into cusDeep resentment
tody for allegedly forming a group called “Revolution
Chemnitz, a city in the former East Germany, has
Chemnitz” with the aim of subverting the democratic
state. “To this end, they intended to launch violent and been polarized over the question of migrants since 35armed attacks against foreigners and people who have year-old carpenter Daniel Hille was stabbed to death
different political views,” said federal prosecutors in a on August 26. Police probing that killing have detained
a Syrian man, Alaa S., 23, while an international warrant
statement.
Their targets included representatives of different has been issued for an Iraqi man. In the hours after the
political parties as well as members of the economic killing, thousands of people took to the streets in
protest, answering calls by
establishment, the prosecufar-right party AfD and
tors said. They added that the
nationalist group PEDIGA,
group appeared to have been
planning an assault on
Police officers which campaigns against what
it calls the Islamisation of the
Germany’s Unity Day, which
deployed West.
falls on Wednesday. The
Police found themselves
arrests once again cast an
to search overwhelmed
by the swift
uncomfortable spotlight on
apartments mobilization of the region’s
extremism in Chemnitz, a city
football hooligans and farin Saxony state, which is a
right extremists, with the
stronghold of the far-right
demonstrations degenerating
party AfD.
into mob violence against forGerman authorities did not
say whether the suspects were involved in the wave of eigners. August’s week of xenophobic protests in
xenophobic marches that swept Chemnitz at the end of Chemnitz deeply shocked Germany. Chancellor Angela
August following a fatal stabbing, allegedly by an asy- Merkel urged Germans to stand up against the far right.
Merkel is due to visit Chemnitz in November, but she
lum seeker. But prosecutors said that on September 14
five of the suspects “armed with glass bottles, weighted faces a cold reception. Resentment runs deep in the
knuckle gloves, and an electroshock appliance, attacked city over her liberal refugee policy that led to the
arrival of more than a million asylum seekers since
and hurt several foreign residents” in Chemnitz.
“Investigations show that the assault was a test-run 2015. The Chemnitz riots also threatened to break up
for an event that one of the accused planned for Merkel’s fragile government coalition. Germany’s spy
October 3, 2018,” said prosecutors. Police are still chief Hans-Georg Maassen appeared to play down the

News in brief
Two dead in Typhoon Trami
TOKYO: Two people have been killed in a powerful
typhoon that battered Japan over the weekend, officials said yesterday, as the storm’s aftermath
brought travel chaos to Tokyo’s morning commute.
By yesterday morning, Typhoon Trami had cleared
Japan, but its powerful winds and heavy rainfall
caused damage that blocked roads and train lines.
Local officials and police said two people had been
killed in the storm. One was engulfed by a landslide
in western Japan’s Tottori and the another drowned
in high waters in Yamanashi, west of Tokyo. —AFP

Three killed in car blast
WASHINGTON: Autopsies are expected on the
bodies of three men killed in a US car blast, a rare
event which tight-lipped police called a criminal
case. The explosion in Allentown, Pennsylvania late
Saturday, turned the car into a fireball and before it
was reduced to twisted metal. “It burst into flames
while it was still going,” Anthony Sealy, a witness,
said. Coroner Scott Grim confirmed three men had
been killed, but police said the victims were still
being identified. —AFP

Pro-independence
protesters in
Catalonia block
roads, railway line
BARCELONA: Pro-independence protesters
obstructed major roads and a high-speed railway line
in Spain’s Catalonia region yesterday, one year after a
banned referendum on secession marred by police
violence. “Everything began on October 1 and everything goes back to October 1,” the region’s separatist
president Quim Torra said in a ceremony in Sant Julia
de Ramis in northern Catalonia on a stage next to a
large black and white banner that read “No forgetting, no forgiving.”
Some 10 kilometres (six miles) away in Girona, hundreds of activists, many covering their faces with
scarves, occupied high-speed railway tracks for around
three hours, blocking services linking Figueres, Girona
and Barcelona, Spain’s state-owned rail operator Renfe
said. Central streets in Barcelona and Lleida were
blocked, as was the AP-7 motorway, south of
Barcelona, and A2 linking Barcelona to Madrid, images
on Catalan TV showed.
Activists also got into Catalonia’s regional govern-

KARLSRUHE: Policemen escort a suspected right-wing terrorist after arriving at the Federal Supreme
Court in Karlsruhe, southwestern Germany. —AFP

severity of far-right mob violence.
Hardline Interior Minister Horst Seehofer of the
CSU backed Maassen, while Merkel’s other coalition
partner the SPD wanted him removed from the job. A
compromise was finally reached to move Maassen to

another post responsible for domestic security. But the
dispute left all three parties of Merkel’s coalition weakened. A survey published late September showed that
the trio would not have a majority if Germany were to
go to the polls. —AFP

ment building in Girona and took away the facade’s
Spanish flag, replacing it with a red, yellow and blue
separatist flag. In his speech, Torra praised their
actions, saying they were “doing well in putting on the
pressure.”

Carles Puigdemont, pushed ahead with the vote on
secession despite it having been deemed illegal by the
Spanish courts. The vote was marred by a violent
police crackdown on polling stations that made headlines around the world.
Even if it was illegal and therefore non-binding, 2.3
million people cast their ballots out of 5.5 million eligible voters, 90 percent of whom voted to break from
Spain. Opponents of independence largely boycotted
the vote. In a radio interview, the spokeswoman for
the Socialist government in Madrid, Isabel Celaa, said
the referendum had been “illegal” and had no “legal
consequence.”
But she said the sometimes violent police intervention to impede the vote-as ordered by Spain’s then
conservative government-was a mistake. She said the
footage of police charging at voters-even if some of it
was later found to be false-”seriously damaged Spain’s
reputation” abroad. After the Catalan government
declared unilateral independence on October 27,
Madrid swiftly sacked the Catalan government,
prompting several key figures to flee abroad, including
Puigdemont. Others were jailed.
In total, 13 separatist leaders have been charged with
rebellion, nine of whom are in preventative custody in
Spain awaiting trial, while four others are in self-exile in
Belgium, Scotland and Switzerland. In a video broadcast on social media, Puigdemont called on pro-independence Catalans to “not divert from the only path
possible to be able to live in a full democracy-achieving
the republic and its international recognition.”—AFP

Damaged Spain’s reputation
A year after the contested October 1, 2017 referendum, disagreements over separatism have nevertheless
deepened in the wealthy northeastern region of Spain,
which is home to some 7.5 million people and has its
own distinct language. Far from uniting the community,
it has polarized opinion, leaving deep divisions over the
region’s fate. The independence movement itself is
divided and rudderless, with the separatist parties that
have an absolute majority in the regional parliament
split on what strategy to pursue to break from Spaindirect confrontation or moderation.
The protests were called online by a grassroots
group calling itself the Committees for the Defense of
the Republic (CDRs), founded to help stage last year’s
banned referendum and now demanding a clean break
with the Spanish state. “A year ago we voted for independence... Let’s act,” the CDRs tweeted. Already on
Saturday, Barcelona was the scene of unrest, with 24
people injured and six detained when separatists
clashed with police.
They were taking part in a demonstration called to
counter a rally by police paying tribute to colleagues
deployed to prevent the 2017 Catalan independence
referendum. The Catalan government, then led by

Car bomb strikes EU convoy
MOGADISHU: A suicide car bombing by Islamist
group al Shabaab hit a European Union armored
convoy in Somalia’s capital Mogadishu yesterday,
damaging one vehicle but causing no casualties,
police and the Islamists said. A Reuters witness
saw men towing their damaged vehicle after the
explosion hit its rear end. The armored vehicles
had Italian and EU flags on them. Police said the
blast caused no casualties. “We targeted officers
of EU forces with (a) suicide car bomb. We shall
give details of casualties later,” Abdiasis Abu
Musab, the group’s military operations spokesman
said. —Reuters

Two Koreas remove landmines
SEOUL: The two Koreas yesterday started to
remove landmines along a section of their heavily
fortified border as part of a summit deal to ease military tensions, Seoul said. The agreement between
the nations-which are technically still at war-was
reached at a meeting in Pyongyang last month
between South Korean President Moon Jae-in and
his North Korean counterpart Kim Jong Un. The
summit was the third this year between the leaders,
following a rapid thaw in relations. Both sides undertook to carry out landmine removal work at the Joint
Security Area (JSA) over a 20-day period, according to the South Korean defense ministry. —AFP

Macedonia PM
defies low turnout to
push name change
SKOPJE: Macedonia’s prime minister vowed to push
ahead with changing the country’s name after voters
approved it in a referendum, but the outcome looked
uncertain yesterday as opponents said low turnout
made the result void. Premier Zoran Zaev wants to
rename the Balkan state North Macedonia to end a
long-running row with Greece and build ties with
the West.

Questions linger
50 years after
Mexico student
massacre
MEXICO CITY; Fifty years ago today,
Mexican troops opened fire on student
demonstrators, killing hundreds just days
before Mexico City hosted the 1968
Olympics-one of the darkest episodes in a
year of global turbulence. But five decades
on, the October 2 massacre is little-remembered by the rest of the world, and is
shrouded in mystery in Mexico, where no
one has ever been punished. Today, it
remains unclear exactly what happened,
and how many people were killed.
Felix Hernandez, one of the leaders of
the student movement that had gathered
thousands of people that night at a square
in Mexico City’s Tlatelolco neighborhood,
recalls how the army just kept firing into
the crowd for about half an hour. “There
were hundreds of dead, thousands of
wounded, thousands arrested,” said
Hernandez, 72. “We still don’t know exactly

how many people died,” he told AFP, his
eyes red, the anger palpable in his voice.
The authoritarian government at the
time put the death toll at 20, claiming “terrorists” had fired on army troops, who
responded in self-defense. That version of
events has today been discredited.
Independent reports say the firing came
entirely from government forces, and put
the death toll at anywhere from 300 to 500
people.
Olympics in troubled times
Just like in the United States and
Europe, 1968 was a year of upheaval in
Mexico, where student protesters were
calling for democratic change after four
decades of one-party rule. The turmoil
increasingly alarmed President Gustavo
Diaz Ordaz and the ruling Institutional
Revolutionary Party (PRI) as Mexico prepared to host the summer Olympics, the
first time a Latin American country had
been awarded the Games.
“The government was terrified the students would sabotage the Olympics, to
such an extent that they were ready to
eliminate the movement,” said the writer
Elena Poniatowska, author of an acclaimed
book on the killing called “Massacre in
Mexico.” On the morning of October 2, 10
days before the opening ceremony, the

More than 90 percent of the country’s 1.8 million voters supported the name-change in Sunday’s referendum,
but only a third of the electorate turned out. “More than
90 percent of the total votes are ‘yes’, so now it is parliament’s turn to confirm the will of the majority,” Zaev
told AFP late Sunday. But opponents of the move said
the low turnout called the legitimacy of the referendum
into doubt. The head of the right-wing opposition
VMRO-DPMNE party, Hristijan Mickoski, told reporters
the government had “lost its legitimacy”.
Through the name change, Zaev aims to open a path
to integration with the West by settling the decadeslong dispute with Greece. Greece has its own northern
province named Macedonia and has accused its northern neighbor of territorial ambitions. Zaev and his Greek
counterpart Alexis Tsipras agreed in June on the name
North Macedonia. —AFP

MEXICO CITY: Mexican photojournalist Jesus Fonseca-who witnessed and registered the Massacre of Tlatelolco-speaks during an interview at the Tres
Culturas square, in Tlatelolco neighbourhood, in Mexico City. —AFP

leaders of the student movement met with
authorities and agreed to cancel a march
later that day.
A second meeting was scheduled for the
next day to discuss suspending the movement altogether until after the Olympics, in
return for the release of political prisoners.
The student leaders did not call off a rally

Son of US Marine
wins Okinawa
governor vote
TOKYO: The son of a US Marine and Japanese
mother won an election for governor of Japan’s
Okinawa island on Sunday on an anti-US military
presence platform, defeating a candidate backed by
the ruling bloc in a blow to Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe. Denny Tamaki, who was backed by opposition

scheduled for that night in Tlatelolco, and
informed the government of their plans,
according to Hernandez. About 8,000 protesters gathered at the Plaza of Three
Cultures-which is where student leaders
were standing on an improvised stage
addressing the crowd when the shooting
started. —AFP

parties, soundly defeated Atsushi Sakima, who ran
with the support of Abe’s Liberal Democratic Party
and its junior coalition partner, the Komeito, official
results showed.
Public broadcaster NHK showed a jubilant Tamaki
and his supporters cheering and dancing after news of
his victory. Sakima’s defeat is a blow for Abe, as the
Okinawa vote was the first high-profile election after
the premier won a Sept 20 LDP leadership vote, putting himself on track to become Japan’s longest-serving premier. Senior politicians from the ruling bloc had
visited Okinawa over the past few weeks to throw
their weight behind Sakima, underlining the significance of the outcome of the election. —Reuters
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Chaotic scenes in earthquake-hit
Indonesia as bodies lie unclaimed
Survivors run short on food, water, fuel; Police guard banks
PALU, Indonesia: Police guarded banks in the
Indonesian city of Palu yesterday as residents scrambled to flee and dozens of bodies lay unclaimed in a
hospital three days after a major earthquake and
tsunami. The confirmed death toll from a 7.5 magnitude
earthquake on Friday, which triggered tsunami waves
as high as six meters, rose to 844 but was sure to go
higher as rescuers reach remote villages cut off since
disaster struck.
All but 23 of the confirmed deaths were in Palu, a
city of about 380,000
people at the head of a
long, narrow bay on the
west coast of Sulawesi
island. On a hill above the
city, authorities used an
excavator to claw a long,
mass grave from the sandy
soil. They are hoping relatives can identify bodies of
loved ones before they are
buried. But it is a heartbreaking search. “There
are a few young girls but I
can’t recognize them,” said Lisa, 38, who was at Palu’s
hospital looking for her 14-year-old daughter and
mother among dozens of bodies in orange bags lined
up out the back.
They had been at a restaurant on Palu’s beachfront
when the tsunami hit. “We ran and ran but the waves
caught us. We ran together but I lost them,” she said. “I
can’t say how I feel.” Palu appeared to be teetering on
the verge of chaos yesterday, with survivors short of
food and water, and fuel. Children gathered by roads

held out their hands hoping for help from cars streaming out of Palu.
About 3,000 people also thronged the city’s small
airport hoping to catch a ride on military planes laid on
to take people out, most to a provincial capital to the
south. Lines of car, several kilometers long, stretched
back from filling stations and a Reuters news team saw
dozens of people looting one petrol station. Nearby
supermarkets were cleared out. People said they had
been looted. Mini marts and convenience stores were
also empty.
Fractured roads, no water
The government has
played down fears of looting.
Officials say quake victims
can take things from shops
and the government will pay
compensation later. There
have been no reports of violence and there was no
major security presence on
Palu’s streets yesterday but
dozens of armed police were
guarding city banks. Parts of the city are expanses of
devastation - shattered timbers and concrete, broken
window frames and roofs.
One main road into Palu was blocked by a boat,
swept ashore by the tsunami. Workers with heavy
machinery were trying to clear debris from another
stretch of the road. Many of Palu’s streets are fractured
by huge cracks or just gone, swept away into muddy
ravines. Leaning lamp posts hold up wires that carry no
power. A red and white national flag on a bamboo pole

No help
from the
government

PALU: People queue for gasoline in Palu, Indonesia’s Central Sulawesi after an earthquake and tsunami hit
the area. — AFP
fluttered by one swathe of destruction. Some people
poked about the wreckage looking for belongings.
“There has been no help from the government,”
said one man who identified himself as Ruslan on the
outskirts of Palu. “We’ve been eating noodles and any
snacks that people passing by give us.” The govern-

Thousands
protest in Hong
Kong over China
suppression
HONG KONG: Several thousand marched in
Hong Kong yesterday against suppression by
Beijing as fears grow that freedoms in the
semi-autonomous city are seriously under
threat. The pro-democracy protest comes a
week after Hong Kong banned a pro-independence party on the grounds it was a threat to
national security, the first time a political party
has been prohibited since the city was handed
back to China by Britain in 1997.
The emergence of an independence movement calling for Hong Kong to split from China
has incensed Beijing as it emphasizes the
importance of territorial integrity and has led
to a crackdown on political expression.
Leading pro-democracy campaigner Joshua
Wong said he feared his party, Demosisto,
could be next because it promotes self-determination for Hong Kong. One high-profile
Demosisto candidate was already barred from
a recent by-election. “We need to protect and
defend the freedom of association in Hong
Kong,” Wong, 21, told AFP at the rally.
The pro-democracy protest is held every
October 1, China’s National Day, which marks

ment says aid, including tons of rice, is on the way.
Ruslan said the quake had also disrupted water supplies. “We’ve got no water. We’re trying to get whatever we can from the pipes,” he said. A government
official said later yesterday a team was sent to dig
new wells. —Reuters

London, New York property of
Indian celebrity jeweler seized

HONG KONG: Protestors take part in a National Day pro-democracy rally in Hong Kong. —AFP
the communist party’s establishment of the
People’s Republic of China. Hong Kong enjoys
rights unseen on the mainland including freedom of speech but there are growing fears
those are being eroded. There are also concerns that the city will introduce a controversial anti-subversion law designed to protect
China’s national security and potentially put
freedoms at further risk.
Totalitarian agenda
“They talk about national security, but what

about our security? They don’t care about
that,” said a 50-year-old office worker who
gave her name as Miss Hau. “Today they say
we can’t talk about A, but tomorrow they might
say we can’t talk about B, and in the end we
won’t be able to talk about anything,” she said.
Other protesters criticized the government’s
“totalitarian agenda”. Hong Kong leader Carrie
Lam, appointed by a pro-Beijing committee,
said in an official address yesterday that Hong
Kong must “firmly uphold China’s sovereignty,
security and development interests”. —AFP

NEW DELHI: Indian authorities yesterday said they have seized assets of
fugitive billionaire jeweler Nirav Modi
worth some $87 million, piling pressure on one of the main suspects in a
$1.8-billion fraud at a major state-run
bank. The seized assets included overseas bank accounts and diamond studded jewelry to the tune of $3.1 million
that has been brought back to India
from Hong Kong in 23 shipments, the
Enforcement Directorate (ED) said.
The jewelry had been shipped out
after Indian federal police registered a
case of fraud against Modi in January.
“The international cooperation has
borne fruit,” the ED said in a statement. “This has resulted in (the)
seizure and provisional attachment of
jewellery, bank accounts and immovable properties worth $87 million in
India as well as four foreign jurisdictions.” The list of seized assets include
a London property worth about $7.8
million and two others in New York
valued at $29 million. Modi, last seen

in Britain, fled India in February after
authorities accused him of defrauding
the Punjab National Bank.
Modi and his uncle and business
partner Mehul Choksi, also a diamond
merchant, are accused of illegally
diverting loans from the bank to foreign-based companies. Choksi is in
Antigua. Modi, 47, had luxury stores in
several major cities and boasted
celebrity customers including actresses Naomi Watts, Kate Winslet and
Priyanka Chopra. Before the case,
Forbes had estimated his worth at
$1.73 billion, placing him 85th on
India’s rich list. He has now been
removed from the ranking. In February
and March, the ED seized Modi’s
farmhouse, high-end antique jewellery,
watches and rare paintings. Modi is
not the only Indian billionaire facing
heat from the authorities. Vijay Mallya,
a business tycoon who owned a
Formula One team, left India in 2016
after authorities launched moneylaundering charges against him. —AFP
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Lula’s shadow
looms large over
Brazil election

T

he imposing figure of former president
Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva will likely cast a
shadow over the next Brazilian government in much the same way it has during the
often surreal election campaign, especially if the
left returns to power. Though Lula has been in
prison since April, the saga of his on-off candidacy made this one of the most unpredictable
presidential races in recent memory, until he
was ruled out of the running in August. His 12year conviction for accepting a bribe disqualified him from running for office due to Brazil’s
“clean slate” law. But only a month later did he
finally admit defeat and name the relatively
unknown Fernando Haddad to replace him as
the Workers’ Party (PT) candidate in the
October elections.
The 72-year-old former metal factory worker
fought so long and hard to try to win a third
presidential mandate-following a largely successful previous stint from 2003-10 — that he
left Haddad little time to campaign. While many
denounced Lula’s stubborn fight as an “ego
trip,” it may pay off in the end, as Haddad’s
chances don’t seem to have been harmed in the
slightest by his 11th-hour inclusion on the ballot.
The latest polls show him second to right-wing
frontrunner Jair Bolsonaro with 22 percent in
the October 7 first round-but predicted he
would defeat the ex-army captain in a run-off
on October 28.
‘Master of timing’
“The master of timing in this campaign has
been Lula,” insisted Gaspard Estrada, a Latin
America specialist at the Institute of Political
Studies (Sciences-Po) in Paris. “It is by maintaining his candidacy that he managed to place
the PT at the center of the game. From his cell in
Curitiba, he played a key role.” Other parties
were left hanging for months, waiting to find out
if Lula would run, with the center-right suffering
the most adverse effects as it “took a huge
amount of time to define its strategy of
alliances.” And even behind bars, Lula’s charisma has the power to incite passions.
He left office in 2010 with record approval
ratings in an emerging economy enjoying
unprecedented growth. He maintains great
appeal on the left but has many enemies, from
the center to the far-right. They blame the PT,
which has won the last four presidential elections, for Brazil’s current political, economic and
security woes. Both Lula and his hand-picked
successor, Dilma Rousseff, have been caught up
in the wide ranging “Car Wash” corruption
probe. If elected, Haddad says he will continue
the program set out by his iconic party leader,
whom he regularly visits in jail.
That loyalty has been mocked by center-left
candidate Ciro Gomes, who quipped that
Haddad would be a president “who goes to
consult his mentor at every crisis.” Should
Haddad win, Lula is more than likely to play a
key role in running the country, despite his
incarceration. Few expect him to serve his entire
12-year sentence behind bars. In April 2020 he
will qualify for semi-open incarceration, meaning he would only need to spend the night in
prison. Two years after that, and before the next
president’s term comes to an end, he could be
transferred to house arrest.
‘The law will decide’
But at the same time, as of early next year the
Supreme Court could review his sentence and
even extend it, while he is also the subject of
another five court cases, meaning further convictions are possible. “What will decide” Lula’s
political future “is what the law does with him,”
said Christophe Ventura, a researcher at the
Institute for Research on Innovation and
Science. What won’t happen though, is Haddad
using the president’s right to pardon to free
Lula. “Lula is not going to abandon the defense
of his innocence. He’s the first to say: ‘I don’t
want favors, I want the Brazilian courts and
international forums to recognize that I was the
victim of a judicial error’,” Haddad recently told
CBN radio and the G1 website.
Estrada, though, has “no doubt” Lula would
“play a central role as Haddad’s consultant,”
whether formally or not. As for Lula being
named in a Haddad government, “theoretically
that’s a possible scenario but it’s certainly a red
line that mustn’t be crossed for a large part of
Brazilian society,” says Ventura. Haddad would
have enough problems managing “really difficult
conditions” in a country mired in crippling debt,
with feeble growth and 13 million unemployed
that “he couldn’t allow himself to bring into the
government the object of all Brazil’s passions.”
Whatever happens in the elections, “Lula will
continue to exert his moral duties” over society,
insists Ventura. — AFP

Confusion among Syria rebels; deadline nears

W

ith a deadline for establishing a
demilitarized zone around
Syria’s Idlib inching closer, confusion and apprehension is rife among
Turkish-backed rebels who fear it will cost
them their last stronghold. Two weeks ago,
regime ally Moscow agreed with Ankara to
create a buffer area ringing Idlib in a bid to
avert a massive government blitz on the
northwestern opposition bastion.
Most rebels cautiously welcomed the
deal, but the last two days have seen many
factions raise objections over several of the
accord’s key points and demand clarifications from Turkey. Those concerns came to
a head at the weekend, with a major
Turkish-backed rebel alliance denying
reports it had begun implementing the
agreement and rejecting any future
Russian presence in the planned zone.
“There’s still disagreement and debate over
the explanation of some points,” said Naji
Mustafa, spokesman for the National
Liberation Front, which welcomed the
agreement last month.
The accord was reached on September
17 by Russian President Vladimir Putin and
Turkish counterpart Recep Tayyip
Erdogan in the Russian resort town of
Sochi. Announcing the deal, Putin said the
15-20 kilometer buffer would fall along the
“contact line” between rebel and regime
forces, without specifying a geographic
location. All factions in the demilitarized
zone must withdraw heavy weapons by
October 10, and radical groups must leave
by October 15. Turkish troops and Russian
military police would then monitor the
zone, he said.
‘Still coordinating’
But questions remain over the finer
details, said Sam Heller, analyst at the

International Crisis Group. “Broadly, the
deal that was reached in Sochi is itself
unclear and doesn’t include many practical
details,” Heller told AFP. “That’s why there
has been no clear vision for the Syrian
opposition on its implementation,” he said.
“Technical talks” were held in recent days
between Moscow and Ankara, and Turkish
officials are meeting with rebels to clarify
the accord’s execution.
“We are still coordinating with the
Turkish guarantor on following the agreement and ways to implement it,” said Sayf
al-Raad, spokesman for Faylaq al-Sham, a
member of the NLF. The rebels’ lasting
apprehension seems to stem from two
points. First, they worry the zone would be
carved exclusively out of rebel territory,
with the regime losing no ground. That
prompted Jaish al-Izza, a formerly USbacked group, to reject the accord at the
weekend.
“We are against this deal, which eats
into liberated (rebel-held) areas and bails
out Bashar al-Assad,” Jaysh al-Izza chief
Jamil al-Saleh told AFP. He feared “the
buffer zone would only be from our side,”
demanding it be created “evenly” from
regime and rebel zones. The second concern is that a Russian military presence
would inevitably pave the way for regime
troops to enter. That, the NLF told Ankara
on Sunday, would be a red line. “We discussed the issue, and the NLF took a clear
position rejecting this matter,” rebel
spokesman Mustafa said, adding that
Turkey “pledged that it would not happen”.
‘Not consulted’
A Syrian source close to rebels blamed
the muddied waters on poor coordination.
“The difficulties arise from the fact that the
Syrian rebel groups are not closely con-

This general view shows the destruction in the rebel-held town of Maaret AlNuman, in the north of the Syrian Idlib province. — AFP
sulted when the Turkish side seals agreements with the Russians,” the source said.
Heller said rebel concerns may be legitimate. “It was clear from the original
Russian-Turkish agreement, published
after Sochi, that the demilitarization zone
would be within opposition territory only,”
said Heller. And as the regime’s main global
ally, Russia has an interest in chipping
away at rebel territory. “It’s unthinkable for
Russia to sign a deal that includes a gap in
the sovereignty and control of Syria’s government over Syrian territory,” said Heller.
All patrols could ultimately get struck off
“given the presence of some factions and
jihadist groups that may target any foreign
presence, even Turkish,” he said.

The confusion has already played out
on the ground, with the NLF and Faylaq alSham denying reports on Sunday that they
had pulled heavy weapons from the
planned zone. Most of the territory where
the zone would be established is controlled
by either hardline jihadists or by Hayat
Tahrir al-Sham, an alliance led by former
Al-Qaeda members and widely considered the most powerful force in Idlib. The
rest is held by the NLF and other rebels.
HTS has yet to announce its position on
the deal but has shown no sign it is moving out either fighters or heavy weapons.
Al-Qaeda loyalists Hurras al-Deen, which
have a presence in the zone, rejected the
deal last week. — AFP

New Zealand’s leader
faces domestic woes

N

ew Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern and
baby daughter Neve charmed the world in New
York during last week’s UN General Assembly,
but pundits say her government’s lustre has started to
fade back home after almost a year in power. “Jacindamania goes global” trumpeted Kiwi pop culture website
The Spinoff, saying Ardern had been embraced “as a
beacon of hope for our troubled world”. For the head of
a small, remote nation of just 4.5 million people, Ardern
enjoyed an extraordinarily high profile at the global
meeting. The centre-left leader, who won power in an
election upset late last year, graced talk show host
Stephen Colbert’s couch, met with celebrities such as
Anne Hathaway and shared parenting tips with the panel of NBC’s Today Show.
Part of her appeal was undoubtedly the presence of
“first baby” Neve, born in June when Ardern became
only the second female prime minister in the world to
give birth while serving in office, after Pakistan’s Benazir
Bhutto in 1990. “Images of a baby and her mother in the
UN general assembly are historically significant,”
Victoria University political analyst Bryce Edwards
wrote after photographs of Ardern kissing her daughter
in the UN Assembly Hall went viral.
The infant’s presence provided Ardern, 38, with
ample anecdotal fodder on the chat show circuit but
also added heft to her passionate advocacy for gender equality. Political commentator Martyn Bradbury
said the sight of Ardern addressing the UN while
partner Clarke Gayford looked after Neve “reset the
brand that is New Zealand”. Ardern’s repeated calls
for action on climate change and more compassionate
political discourse prompted TVNZ to label her “the
anti-Trump”, while Stuff website said her words to the
UN “directly challenge the view of the world outlined
by US President Donald Trump in his speech there
earlier this week”.

While Jacinda Ardern, Prime Minister of New Zealand delivers a speech at the United Nations her partner Clarke
Gayford holds their baby Neve during the United Nations General Assembly in New York City. — AFP
‘Plenty of chaos’
But while Ardern projects a can-do image of youthful
vigor overseas, her policy initiatives have been stymied on
several occasions back home by coalition partner New
Zealand First (NZF). Ardern’s Labor Party needs the populist NZF to govern, and its 73-year-old leader Winston
Peters is not averse to undercutting her on issues such as
law and order if he feels it will appeal to his electoral base.
Ardern also faces difficulties within the Labor ranks, including sacking last month a cabinet minister who allegedly
became involved in a physical altercation with a staffer.
The prime minister was forced to deny that the minister’s departure-the second in just a few weeks-was a sign
her coalition government was becoming unstable.
Dominion Post political reporter Andrea Vance said while
the prime minister was away “there was plenty of chaos
going on back home-most of it right in the heart of

Ardern’s own government”. She said Ardern was not about
to lose power over some “messy-but-minor beltway scandals” but they reinforced the fact that she is not longer
regarded as a political cleanskin in her homeland. “Politics
is a grubby world,” Vance wrote. “Did we really believe
Jacinda Ardern’s government was going to rise above it?”
The New Zealand Herald’s Claire Trevett said the New
York trip had briefly allowed Ardern to recapture the optimism generated when she rose to prominence last year
and she should make the most of her moment on the world
stage. “In New Zealand, she now has to deal with the same
problems as any other prime minister with all the annoying
side shows that brings, but she remains a breath of fresh
air internationally,” Trevett wrote. “Whatever her domestic critics might say, that gives Ardern great leverage and
some influence. And when a Prime Minister looks good, so
does New Zealand.” — AFP
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Strike-hit Ryanair warns
on profits, signals job cuts

All-new INFINITI QX50 makes its
way to Infiniti Al-Babtain Kuwait
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KIF 2018 sheds light on lucrative
investment opportunities in Kuwait

BEIJING: In this file photo, Harald Krueger (center), chairman of the board of management of BMW AG, presents the BMW iX3 concept car during a press conference at the Beijing Auto Show in Beijing. After years watching Tesla’s electric cars speed ahead while they have been on the defensive over an industry-wide diesel emissions scandal, German high-end manufacturers have finally unveiled their first challengers to the Californian upstart. — AFP

European, Asian factory growth sputters
Export orders weaken before escalation of US-China trade conflict
BENGALURU/TOKYO: Growth in factory activity
slowed across Europe and Asia in September, with
export orders weakening before the latest escalation in
the US-China trade conflict, in another sign the global
economy is shifting into lower gear.
Business surveys released on Sunday and yesterday
showed the pace of expansion slowing across European
and Asian factories. Gauges of future activity offered little hope for a turnaround in the next few months. Some
of the gloom will be offset by news that the United
States and Canada clinched a deal on Sunday to salvage
the North American Free Trade Agreement, removing
one near-term risk to the global outlook.
But with neither Beijing nor Washington ready to
compromise and the latest tariffs on each other’s goods
already imposed, that conflict is a worrying backdrop to
a weakening factory expansion in Europe and Asia.
Manufacturing growth in the eurozone slowed to a
two-year low at the end of the third quarter, according
to the latest IHS Markit purchasing managers’ indices.
“Overall, the picture remains for a less buoyant manu-

US reaches
trade pact with
Canada, Mexico;
Trump hails
agreement
WASHINGTON: A new US trade pact
with Canada and Mexico is “a great deal”
for all three countries, President Donald
Trump said yesterday, hailing the replacement of the old NAFTA deal which he had
long railed against and threatened to cancel. “Late last night, our deadline, we
reached a wonderful new Trade Deal with
Canada, to be added into the deal already
reached with Mexico,” Trump said on
Twitter. “It is a great deal for all three
countries.”
The new pact known as the United
States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) “solves the many deficiencies and mistakes” in the 24-year-old North American
Free Trade Agreement it replaces, Trump
said after accomplishing one of his signature policy initiatives. USMCA “greatly

facturing sector in Q3, with not very strong signs yet of
a better outlook for the end of the year,” noted Nicola
Nobile, a senior economist at Oxford Economics.
“A slowdown in world trade and continuing concerns
about the escalation of trade tensions between the US
and China continue to weigh on manufacturing sentiment.” German manufacturing growth slowed to just
over a two-year low in September, grew at the slowest
pace in three months in France and stagnated in Italy,
marking the first time in two years of no expansion.
Weaker export order growth was a common explanation for the slowdown across the eurozone.
And while British factories perked up unexpectedly
in September, halting a three-month run of slowing
growth, the bigger picture was subdued performance,
just six months before the UK is scheduled to leave the
European Union.
Asia growth faltering
Two manufacturing surveys from China on Sunday
pointed to weakening in its vast manufacturing sector. A

opens markets to our Farmers and
Manufacturers” while reducing trade barriers “and will bring all three Great Nations
closer together in competition with the rest
of the world. The USMCA is a historic
transaction!” the president said.
The rewritten deal “will result in freer
markets, fairer trade and robust economic
growth in our region,” a joint statement
from US Trade Representative Robert
Lighthizer and Canada’s Foreign Affairs
Minister Chrystia Freeland said late
Sunday after six weeks of intense talks
and more than a year of fraught, broader
negotiations.
In the end, Canada and the United States
overcame their differences after both sides
conceded some ground to reach a deal covering a region of 500 million inhabitants
and which conducts about $1 trillion in
trade a year.
“It’s a good day for Canada,” Canadian
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau said Sunday
night. Mexican Foreign Minister Luis
Videgaray tweeted that the deal was good
for his country “and for North America”.
The political stakes were high. Trump,
who pursues an “America First” policy on
trade, needs to look strong heading into the
November midterm elections where his
Republican Party is fighting to keep control
of Congress.

private poll showed factory growth stalled after 15
months of expansion, while an official gauge confirmed
manufacturing was losing steam under the weight of
shrinking export orders.
The first major readings on China for September
suggest the world’s second-largest economy is continuing to lose momentum as domestic demand weakens
and U.S. tariffs bite. The combination is likely to prompt
Beijing to roll out more growth-support measures in
coming months.
However, analysts don’t expect additional stimulus to
start stabilising China’s economy until at least early next
year. Elsewhere in Asia, manufacturing also faltered in
Vietnam, Taiwan and Indonesia last month, with Taiwan’s
factories expanding at the slowest pace in more than two
years on sluggish export orders, business surveys showed
yesterday. Major economies like Japan and South Korea
saw headline activity readings hold up, but also suffered
declines in export orders, suggesting that increasing protectionism and concerns of slowing Chinese demand
were weighing on Asia’s biggest economies.

Trudeau, for his part, did not want to be
seen as caving in before next year’s general
election in Canada. But on the other hand, it
risked being frozen out of a US-Mexican
deal reached in August.
The Canadian dollar jumped to a fivemonth high in Asian trade after initial
reports of the agreement, which also helped
Tokyo’s benchmark Nikkei index touch a
27-year high yesterday.
“The news about NAFTA gave an extra
boost to the market,” said Toshikazu
Horiuchi, a broker at IwaiCosmo Securities.
Early yesterday a copy of the deal’s 34
chapters was posted on the US Trade
Representative’s website.
The pact can now be signed before
Mexico’s President Enrique Pena Nieto
leaves office December 1, the date that
caused the last-minute flurry of activity.
US law requires the White House to submit the text to Congress 60 days before
signing-and officials barely made it by the
midnight deadline. In order to reach the
deal Canada agreed to open its dairy market further to US producers, and-in returnWashington left unchanged the dispute settlement provisions.
Under Canada’s supply-managed dairy
system, Ottawa effectively sets production
quotas, which raises prices to consumers
but provides farmers with a stable income.

“Global growth is now cooling, which we think is
weighing on foreign demand for Chinese goods irrespective of tariffs,” Capital Economics said in a note
to clients.
India was among the few bright spots in Asia. Its factory activity expanded more quickly in September on
strong domestic and export order growth, a welcome
sign as policymakers worry about a sharp drop in the
rupee and fallout from global trade frictions.
While rising protectionism is expected to deal the
world economy a relatively modest blow this year, analysts expect risks will intensify in 2019 as tougher US
tariffs kick in and global borrowing costs rise.
“Countries that saw their currencies slump may be
suffering from rising import costs. There are also signs
China’s slowdown and the trade friction are starting to
hurt sentiment,” said Koji Kobayashi, senior economist
at Mizuho Research Institute. “It would take time for
companies to relocate production from China to other
countries. That means the initial impact of the trade friction on Asian economies would be negative.”— Reuters

In this June 8, 2018, photo, Canada’s Prime Minister Justin Trudeau meets with US
President Donald Trump at the G7 leaders summit in La Malbaie, Quebec.
Tariffs of up to 275 percent have kept
most foreign milk out of the Canadian market. Canada had opposed US demands to
weaken or eliminate NAFTA’S dispute res-

olution mechanism, whose arbitration panels Ottawa used to resolve trade conflicts,
particularly concerning its important lumber industry. —AFP
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Turkish manufacturing slides to
9-year low; recession signs seen
Natural gas operator, electricity regulator hike prices
ISTANBUL/ANKARA: Turkish manufacturing activity
slid to its lowest level in nine years in September, a business survey showed yesterday, in what economists said
was among the clearest signs yet that Turkey was headed
for a deep recession after months of currency turmoil.
Further underscoring the pain for consumers and businesses, authorities hiked electricity and natural gas prices
for the third month running, sources said, as the lira’s selloff drives up the cost of everything from food to fuel. The
currency has lost some 37 percent of its value against the
dollar so far this year, hit by concerns about President
Tayyip Erdogan’s control over monetary policy and a
diplomatic rift with the United States. The crisis has reverberated across global markets and deepened concerns
about the outlook for Turkey’s banks and manufacturers.
A closely watched measure of manufacturing health, the

Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI), fell to its lowest since
March 2009, the survey from Istanbul Chamber of
Industry and IHS Markit showed. The decline was driven
by a slowdown in output and new orders, the survey
showed, which in turn caused scaling back in employment
and purchasing activity.
“The sharp drop in Turkey’s PMI last month chimes
with other very weak survey data and adds to the evidence that the economy has entered a deep recession,”
Liam Carson of Capital Economics said in a note to clients.
Inflation hit 18 percent last month, its highest in nearly 15
years, and is expected to surge to 20 percent this year.
Turkey is dependent on imports, which are usually denominated in foreign currency, for almost all of its energy
needs. Turkey’s energy regulator raised electricity prices
for residences by 9 percent and by 18.6 percent for indus-

try from October 1, sources said, after the state-owned gas
operator made a similar increase.
Pain for shoppers
Highlighting the pain for shoppers, retail prices in
Istanbul surged by more than four percent in September
from a month earlier, data showed. Retail prices in Turkey’s
biggest city were nearly 19 percent more expensive last
month than they were in September 2017.
The government has responded to the crisis by cutting
its growth forecasts for this year and next and promising
to tighten spending. The central bank’s mammoth 6.25 percentage point rate increase, and Erdogan’s attempts to
repair ties with the United States have gone some way to
ease investor concerns, although worries remain, particularly about banks.

Strike-hit Ryanair
warns on profits,
signals job cuts
LONDON: Ryanair slashed its profits forecast
yesterday and signalled job losses in the
Netherlands and Germany, as the Irish no-frills
airline revealed the fallout of pan-European
strikes by its disgruntled staff. The Dublin-based
carrier cut its annual net profits forecast by 12
percent owing to recent walkouts by pilots and
cabin crew that has forced it to cancel hundreds
of flights over the summer peak season.
Ryanair lowered its estimate for annual profits after tax to 1.10-1.20 billion euros ($1.27$1.39 billion) from a range of 1.25-1.35 billion
euros for its financial year ending next March.
The airline posted net profit of 1.45 billion
euros in 2017-18. “Ryanair cannot rule out further disruptions... which may require full-year
guidance to be lowered further,” the airline said
in a statement. It added that from November 5,
it would leave eight aircraft on the tarmac,
equivalent to a 1.0-percent reduction in its winter capacity.
All four aircraft will be taken out of its
Eindhoven base in the Netherlands, while the
only two planes based in Bremen, Germany, will
also be removed from action.
Two out of five aircraft stationed in
Niederrhein, Germany, will also be grounded.
“We will... now consult with our pilots and
cabin crew at these three bases to minimise job
losses,” Ryanair said.
“We expect to offer our pilots vacancies at
other Ryanair bases but, as we have a large
surplus of winter cabin crew, we will explore
unpaid leave and other options to minimise

Struggling GE
removes CEO,
warns on
2018 earnings
BARCELONA: A Ryanair Boeing 737-800 aircraft lands next to a hangar of Spanish airline Iberia
at Barcelona’s ‘El Prat’ airport. — AFP
cabin crew job losses.” Ryanair’s share price
was down more than seven percent to 12.16
euros on the news.
‘ Regret these disruptions’
The profit warnings come three days after
cabin crew walked out in Germany, Belgium,
Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal and Spain-and
after some pilots’ unions also went on strike.
Ryanair staff have been seeking higher
wages and an end to the practice whereby many
have been working as independent contractors
without the benefits of staff employees.
A key complaint of workers based in countries other than Ireland is the fact that Ryanair
has been employing them under Irish legislation.
Staff say this creates huge insecurity for them,
blocking access to state benefits in their country. While Ryanair has struck some deals with
unions-last week it signed deals with cabin crew
unions in Italy to provide employment contracts
under Italian law-it has yet to reach agreement
in other countries. Also in September, Ryanair

pilots across Europe staged a separate coordinated 24-hour stoppage to push their demands
for better pay and conditions, plunging tens of
thousands of passengers into transport chaos at
the peak of the busy summer season.
In July meanwhile, strikes by cockpit and
cabin crew disrupted 600 flights in Belgium,
Ireland, Italy, Portugal and Spain, affecting
100,000 travellers. “While we successfully managed five strikes by 25 percent of our Irish pilots
this summer, two recent coordinated strikes by
cabin crew and pilots across five EU countries
has affected passenger numbers,” Ryanair chief
executive Michael O’Leary said in Monday’s
statement.
“While we regret these disruptions, we have
on both strike days operated over 90 percent of
our schedule. “However, customer confidence,
forward bookings and third-quarter fares has
been affected, most notably over the (upcoming)
October school mid-terms and Christmas, in
those five countries where unnecessary strikes
have been repeated,” he added. — AFP

Japan business
confidence down
for third straight
quarter: BoJ
TOKYO: Confidence among Japan’s biggest
manufacturers has slipped for the third straight
quarter, a key central bank survey showed yesterday, reflecting concern about trade wars and
a string of natural disasters. The Bank of Japan’s
Tankan report-a quarterly survey of about
10,000 companies-showed a reading of 19
among major manufacturers in its September
survey, against 21 in the June report.
It is the first time the reading has fallen for
three straight quarters since 2008, at the height
of the economic crisis. Economists say the
decline was partially due to worries over US-led
trade disputes, with companies also rattled by
major quakes and typhoons that have affected
Japan’s regional economies this year.
The index for non-manufacturers also
declined for the quarter, slipping to 22 from 24
in the previous quarter. But economists said the
readings were not seen as cause for concern
about the world’s third largest economy, with
the headline index still close to its highest level
in over a decade.
The Tankan report, the broadest indicator of
how Japan Inc is faring, marks the difference

Kazakhstan to
get $1.1bn from
investors for
energy
field settlement
ASTANA: Kazakhstan said yesterday it
would receive over a billion dollars in
compensation after settling a dispute
over profit-sharing at a lucrative oil and
gas field with private investors.
The former Soviet state’s energy ministry said it had reached a “mutually
advantageous...friendly settlement” with
the five energy firms that make up the

In one bright patch for the economy, data showed that
exports rose 22.6 percent year-on-year in September, to
$14.5 billion, the Trade Ministry said. The trade deficit
shrank 76.85 percent, the ministry said. The most exported
products were cars, it said, with Germany, Britain and Italy
the leading export destinations. Turkey imported the most
from Russia, China and Germany, it said.
Meanwhile, President Tayyip Erdogan said yesterday
Turkey would not compromise on budget discipline or
give up on free market rules, and aims to attract foreign
investment.
In a speech at the opening of parliament Erdogan also
said uncertainty caused by fluctuations in lira - which has
slumped 37 percent against the dollar this year - was
slowly fading but Turkey will closely monitor problems
caused by inflation and interest rates. — Reuters

NEW YORK: Embattled US engineering
giant General Electric yesterday removed
its CEO and warned it would fall short of
its 2018 earnings guidance as the conglomerate’s cash flow struggles continue.
The ouster of John Flannery, a 30-year
GE veteran, comes barely a year after he
took over in a bid to rescue the company,
long a pillar of American industry that has
seen its shares tailspin 35 percent since
the start of the year. The company was
stricken from the prestigious Dow Jones
Industrial Average in June.
H. Lawrence Culp, named to the GE
board in April, will replace Flannery
immediately, the firm said in a statement, following a unanimous decision of
the board.
The company said because of weaker
performance in the GE Power business,
GE would fall short of previous profit
guidance for this year. GE will also book a
$23 billion non-cash charge related to its
power business.
Executives are due to brief investors
on the charge when GE reports third
quarter results later this month. The once
mighty conglomerate, long a standardbearer of US industrial preeminence, is
still working to right the ship following
the global financial crisis of a decade ago,
which blew a hole in GE’s once-massive
lending business.
‘Fight for the company’
Shares of GE last week hit a nine-year
low, after news of a glitch in new powerplant turbine technology that temporarily
shut two electricity plants in Texasadding to woes in the company’s industrial segments. A year into Flannery’s tenure,
investors were reportedly concerned he
was not working fast enough to restructure the company.

TOKYO: It is the ﬁrst time conﬁdence among Japanese businesses has fallen for three straight
quarters since 2008. — AFP
between the percentage of firms that are upbeat
and those that see conditions as unfavorable.
Looking ahead, “big companies appear to
have stronger confidence than expected, partially due to a weak yen,” Hideo Kumano, chief
economist at Dai-ichi Life Research Institute,
told AFP.
The survey came after solid job marketlinked data released last week, including a further fall in the nation’s jobless rate, while
Japanese shares are hovering around a 27-year
high. Economists argue Japan is on a solid
recovery path on the back of a global economic
recovery, with investments linked to the Tokyo
2020 Olympics also giving the economy a shot

consortium at the Karachaganak oil and
gas condensate field in the country’s
northwest. The out-of-court settlement
reflected the “experience of cooperation
over the years” with Russia’s Lukoil, Eni
of Italy, US energy giant Chevron,
Netherlands-headquartered Shell and
Kazakhstan’s state energy champion
KazMunaiGas.
Kazakhstan’s energy ministry first
revealed it had filed an international
arbitration claim against the consortium
last year. In addition to $1.1 billion the
consortium will pay Kazakhstan under
the terms of the settlement, Kazakhstan
expects to receive $415 million in additional revenues up to 2037 thanks to
changes to the profit-sharing mechanism, the energy ministry said.
The calculation for additional revenues is based on an oil price of $80 per
barrel, the ministry noted.

in the arm. However, they warn that the impact
of US-led trade disputes with its partners, especially China, could overshadow progress made
by Japan, which relies heavily on global trade.
“The fight between the number one and the
number two economies can’t be ignored,”
Kumano said. “The impact will be visible
soon.” US President Donald Trump last week
imposed a further $200 billion in tariffs on
Chinese goods and vowed to press ahead until
Beijing buckles. His latest volley against
China, which retaliated with more levies of its
own, brings the amount of goods hit by duties
to more than $250 billion, roughly half of
China’s US exports. — AFP

Eurozone delivers
warning to Italy
on EU budget rules
LUXEMBOURG: Eurozone finance ministers firmly warned Italy yesterday to abide
by EU rules on public spending, just days
after Rome announced a big spending
boost in defiance of Brussels.
But, meeting in Luxembourg, the ministers also vowed not to rush to judgment
on the economic plans laid out by Italy’s
populist government, which have already
spooked markets and put the country’s
already fragile economy under pressure.
“I just want to make very clear that there

In this ﬁle photo the logo of US company General
Electric is seen at a factory of the group, in
Montoir-de-Bretagne, western France. — AFP
Last week, shares in the company fell
seven percent, pushing GE’s market
capitalization below $100 billion and
causing Wall Street analysts to cut their
price targets.
As the problems in Texas occurred,
Flannery held an emergency meeting
last week, calling on staff to “fight for
the company,” according to The Wall
Street Journal.
“GE remains a fundamentally strong
company with great businesses and
tremendous talent. It is a privilege to be
asked to lead this iconic company,” Culp
said in the statement.
“We remain committed to strengthening the balance sheet including deleveraging.” In addition to adding Culp
to the board, GE also appointed Thomas
Horton, the former chief executive of
American Airlines and AT&T, as lead
director-citing his experience with corporate restructuring in the merger of
American and US Airways.
The company’s stock was up more than
15 percent in pre-market trading in New
York shortly before 1300 GMT. — AFP

are rules and the rules are the same for
every state because our futures are
linked,” French Finance Minister Bruno
Le Maire told reporters ahead of the
regular monthly talks with his eurozone
counterparts.
However, “rushing is not the best
advice,” he said, adding that ministers must
move ahead “step by step” before coming
down on Italy too strongly.
The fragile state of Italy’s economy has
reawakened memories of the debt crisis
amid dangers that Italy could face punitive
measures by its EU partners if it insisted
on breaking bloc rules on running excessive deficits and high debt.
“Italy is on everybody’s mind,” said
Mario Centeno, head of the Eurogroup and
Portuguese finance minister. “I know that
we all have questions about it and that we
are expecting answers.” — AFP

EXCHANGE RATES
CURRENCY
Europeritish Pound
Czech Korune
Danish Krone
Euro
Georgian Lari
Hungarian
Norwegian Krone
Romanian Leu
Russian ruble
Slovakia
Swedish Krona
Swiss Franc

BUY
Europe
0.388574
0.005645
0.043156
0. 344679
0.115436
0.000998
0.033217
0.058722
0.004618
0.009078
0.030378
0.303439

SELL
0.402474
0.014945
0.048158
0.358379
0.115436
0.001188
0.038417
0.075572
0.004618
0.019078
0.031476
0.314439

Australian Dollar
New Zealand Dollar

Australasia
0.210674
0.194539

0.222674
0.204039

Canadian Dollar
US Dollars
US Dollars Mint

America
0.231112
0.299850
0.300350

0.240112
0.305150
0.305150

Bangladesh Taka
Chinese Yuan
Hong Kong Dollar
Indian Rupee
Indonesian Rupiah
Japanese Yen
Korean Won
Malaysian Ringgit
Nepalese Rupee
Pakistan Rupee
Philippine Peso
Singapore Dollar
Sri Lankan Rupee
Taiwan

Asia
0.002971
0.042738
0.036730
0.003578
0.000016
0.002582
0.000263
0.070054
0.002628
0.001837
0.005501
0.216205
0.001522
0.009820

0.003772
0.046238
0.039480
0.004350
0.000022
0.002762
0.000278
0.076054
0.002968
0.002607
0.005801
0.226205
0.002102
0.010009

Thai Baht

0.009046

10.009596

Bahraini Dinar
Egyptian Pound
Iranian Riyal
Iraqi Dinar
Jordanian Dinar
Kuwaiti Dinar
Lebanese Pound
Moroccan Dirhams
Omani Riyal
Qatar Riyal
Saudi Riyal
Syrian Pound
Tunisian Dinar
Turkish Lira
UAE Dirhams
Yemeni Riyal

Arab
0.791557
0.014356
0.000084
0.000205
0.424402
1.000000
0.000150
0.022460
0.783162
0.079198
0.079967
0.001288
0.104277
0.044398
0.081329
0.000988

0.808057
0.020074
0.000085
0.000265
0.433402
1.000000
0.000250
0.046460
0.788842
0.084138
0.081287
0.001508
0.112477
0.055898
0.083029
0.001066
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All-new INFINITI QX50 makes its
way to Infiniti Al-Babtain Kuwait
Introducing the VC-Turbo: First variable compression ratio engine in a production vehicle

KUWAIT: Abdulmohsen Abdulaziz Al-Babtain Co
(AABC), the sole authorized dealer of Infiniti vehicles in
the State of Kuwait, proudly unveiled all new INFINITI
QX50 in Kuwait amidst senior representatives from AlBabtain and media partners in the respective showroom.
The much-anticipated vehicle further advances
INFINITI’s market-leading presence in the mid-size premium SUV segment.
The all new QX50 has been created to fully meet the
needs of today’s premium car buyers and to deliver on
their desire to own the latest masterpiece of technology.
The QX50 introduces what is possibly the most innovative internal combustion engine on the market at this time.
Considered by many industry observers the holy grail of
internal combustion engines, the company’s engineers
succeeded in bringing a world’s first to the market for
INFINITI: variable compression technology. The VCTurbo engine delivers the strong and convincing performance of a V6 and the fuel economy of a 4-cylinder

engine - transforming on demand and based on the input
of the drivers. Instantly adapting to their needs, the VCTurbo lets them harness the exhilarating performance of
268 hp and 380 nm at 4,400 rpm of torque.
The QX50 appeals to buyers who require the unique
combination of interior space, power, efficiency, handcrafted quality, and modern design, along with effortless
on-road performance. Al-Babtain Automotive GMLaurent Pernet said: “We are delighted to bring the new
INFINITI QX50 to Kuwait and introduce new features
and possibilities to all of the local car enthusiasts. INFINITI Al Babtain implores its fans to discover the best in class
comfort, craftsmanship, and exquisite engineering that
comes with this one vehicle backed by many talents.”
Developed on an entirely new platform, the QX50 features the sophisticated and assuring INFINITI Intelligent
All-Wheel Drive. Drive Assist technologies react instantaneously to critical driving situations, supporting the
drivers with a range of empowering ‘co-pilot’ features,

Three new cars in
Paris tell the story
of an industry in flux

ally. Inside the cabin, drivers and passengers can view
information on two 12.3- inch screens.
The GLE also takes another step toward automating
the process of driving, with a system that can steer and
vary the speed of the car within a marked lane up to 37
miles per hour. The GLE can effectively pilot itself in rush
hour traffic jams. Mercedes will offer in the GLE a 48-volt
electrical system that gives the vehicle an electric boost
away from stops. That offers a modest reduction in fuel
consumption at a time when regulators worldwide want
automakers to eliminate their oil-burning, internal combustion technology and go all-electric.
The GLE highlights the auto industry’s conflicted
response to the regulatory and consumer pressure to
dump diesel technology and accelerate the shift to allelectric vehicles.
Petroleum-fueled SUVs such as the Mercedes GLE
generate the bulk of profits for global automakers. Allelectric Tesla gets praise for its innovation, but is scrambling to show a profit in the third quarter after a tumultuous year.

PARIS: Three new vehicles debuting at the Paris car show
this week will show investors and consumers the challenges facing the global auto industry as it grapples with
the biggest technological changes in a century.
A new BMW 3-series sedan, the latest in a line of cars
that defined the concept of a premium sports sedan, will
aim to reinvigorate a range that has ceded ground to
SUVs and electric drives, while the Mercedes GLE marks
an attempt to take an SUV to a new level, with some
autonomous driving features.
And the Peugeot e-Legend concept stands for what
automakers need to do next, and fast: design electrified
vehicles that are both appealing and profitable.
The new generation BMW 3-series sedan will immediately fight for attention with a different car bearing the “3”
designation - Tesla Inc’s electric Model 3.
Tesla’s Model 3 is now out-selling the BMW model in
the United States, although the BMW 3 remains the bigger
seller by far worldwide. Tesla’s all-electric car challenges
BMW and other traditional premium brands for technological leadership with software that can be constantly
upgraded to improve the car’s performance and driver
experience, and to add features.
The new BMW 3-series will also fight for attention in
Paris - as in the marketplace - with the worldwide shift to
SUVs. That phenomenon will be represented by the new
generation of the Mercedes GLE sport utility, among other
models.
Conflicted response
The new GLE, which goes on sale next year, will come
with a new, 48-volt electronic suspension system that can
vary the shock absorbing function at each wheel, individu-

Stocks charge
higher on North
American trade deal
LONDON: World stock markets pushed higher yesterday
on news of a historic trade deal between Canada and the
United States. The United States-Mexico-Canada
Agreement (USMCA), replaces the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) — which US President Donald
Trump had threatened to cancel.
“Late last night ... we reached a wonderful new Trade
Deal with Canada, to be added into the deal already
reached with Mexico,” Trump tweeted. “It is a great deal
for all three countries, solves the many deficiencies and
mistakes in NAFTA, greatly opens markets to our Farmers
and Manufacturers, reduce Trade Barriers to the US and
will bring all three Great Nations closer together in competition with the rest of the world,” he added.
Analysts at Briefing.com said the new deal makes modest changes to NAFTA, giving American farmers improved
access to Canada’s dairy market and capping Canada’s
auto exports to the United States, while strengthening
intellectual property provisions. “There’s been a bright
start to the week for equities,” said XTB analyst David
Cheetham.

Fantasy car
The challenge for established automakers is to design
electric cars compelling enough to persuade consumers to
pay a profitable premium to own them.
Legacy automakers have tended to produce electric
cars that are drab, small or strange.
PSA Group’s Peugeot e-Legend concept aims to break
that pattern with a battery-powered homage to the 1968
Peugeot 504 that looks like it could have starred in a late
1960s French New Wave movie.
While not destined for production, the e-Legend does
reflect a dilemma facing automakers like PSA - and its
track-racing boss Carlos Tavares - over how to reconcile
connected, autonomous cars with more traditional product
traits such as driving pleasure, where their expertise really
lies. While the Peugeot fantasy car is self-driving, it can
also be driven manually, or flipped into a “sharp”
autonomous mode that accelerates and steers more
aggressively - because, as the company said in promoting
the concept, “boredom is not part of our DNA”. —Reuters
“The main catalyst for these gains is the agreement
reached late last night.” Wall Street’s main indices jumped
higher at the opening of trading, with the Dow gaining 0.6
percent. In Europe, both Frankfurt and Paris advanced.
London’s blue-chip FTSE-100 retreated slightly, however,
under the effect of a stronger pound. Meanwhile, the
Canadian dollar leapt to a four-month pinnacle against the
greenback at 1100 GMT, with the loonie at 1.2787 to one
US dollar-a level last seen in May. “The Canadian dollar
has reacted positively to the news hitting a four-month
high against the buck,” said Cheetham. The Mexican peso
also rose against the dollar.
Tokyo scales 27-year peak
The news also helped send Tokyo stocks to a 27-year
peak, but shares struggled elsewhere in Asian holiday
trade. Tokyo’s leading Nikkei index closed at 24,245.76 —
the highest since November 1991 — as traders shrugged
off disappointing business confidence data and a weekend
typhoon that hit the country. Japanese equities also won
support from the weaker yen against the dollar. Analysts
warned, however, that traders could be looking to take
some cash off the table following recent healthy gains.
Markets in Hong Kong and China were shut for holidays. Separately, the pound rose versus the dollar as
British Prime Minister Theresa May gathered her ruling
Conservative Party in the central city of Birmingham, facing an open revolt by former colleague Boris Johnson over
her plans for Brexit. —AFP

and enabling them to always be in total control.
The aerodynamically efficient exterior remains true to
that of the QX50 Concept and QX Sport Inspiration,
bringing a fresh interpretation of INFINITI’s distinctive
‘Powerful Elegance’ design language to the SUV segment.
Combining a confident SUV stance with intelligent
packaging, and deep character lines with INFINITI signature design cues, the appearance of the QX50 highlights the influence of human artistry in the design
process to emphasize the car’s premium quality.
The unrivalled interior space, artistic application of
high quality materials, and advanced craftsmanship make
the cabin as welcoming and comfortable as it is flexible.
Driver-centric, yet passenger-minded, the QX50 offers a
package of technologies to enhance the driving experience, while a calm, connected, and relaxing cabin features
an asymmetric layout - designed to meet different needs
of the driver and the passengers.
Infiniti Al-Babtain encourages its customers to discov-

Electric cars
cast growing
shadow on profits
PARIS: Electric cars are poised to arrive en masse in
European showrooms after years of hyped concept-car
launches and billions in investment by automakers and suppliers. Now comes the hard part: selling them at a profit.
Battery models making their car-show debut in Paris this
week, from PSA Group’s electric DS3 Crossback to the
Mercedes EQC, will erode profitability as they struggle to
stay in the black, executives generally acknowledge.
But concerns are mounting that the impact could be
worse, as consumers resist paying more for electrified vehicles - forcing carmakers to sell them at a bigger loss to meet
emissions goals. “What everyone needs to realize is that
clean mobility is like organic food - it’s more expensive,”
said Carlos Tavares, chief executive of Peugeot, Citroen and
Opel manufacturer PSA. A Sept. 25 profit warning by BMW,
blamed in part on electrification costs and tightening emissions rules, was “a first alarm signal”, Tavares said in a
weekend radio interview.
“Either we accept paying more for clean mobility, or we
put the European auto industry in jeopardy.” Underlining
the turbulence facing automakers, British Prime Minister
Theresa May will confront Conservative rebels demanding
a harder Brexit stance at her party’s annual conference, just
as the Paris show gets underway today. On its second day,
the European Parliament votes on plans to cut carbon dioxide car emissions by as much as 45 percent by 2030 from
an average 95 grams per kilometer in 2021 - a goal many
automakers are already in danger of missing, on pain of
fines running to hundreds of millions of euros.
Priced to push
After declining for a decade, new-vehicle carbon emissions are rising again as customers flock from cars to SUVs,
and from diesel to gasoline engines. Diesels emit more
nitrogen oxides and particulates, but less CO2.
Early signs suggest electric-car prices may fall sooner
and faster than production costs, as carmakers adjust for
stalled emissions progress and weak consumer appetite.
That promises more red ink, as discounted battery car
sales finally take off.
Volkswagen has said the ID hatchback, due to open the
brand’s electric onslaught next year, will be priced close to
conventionally powered versions of the Golf compact.
“VW is about to launch a load of electric vehicles at the
same price as gasolines, and therefore at a loss,” said
Laurent Petizon, a managing director at consulting firm
AlixPartners.
“Our interpretation is that the 2021 fines have already
been factored into their sales strategy,” he said. “Rather than
pay penalties they prefer to lose money on vehicles and get
the market going.”
Volkswagen declined to discuss pricing in detail. “We
want our electric cars to be a real alternative to a reasonably equipped Golf Diesel,” a spokesman said.
Volkswagen and Mercedes parent Daimler, which
between them have announced 30 billion euros ($35 billion)
in electrification investment, both warned last month that it
would not be enough.
They and other carmakers are also mandated to sell

er true empowerment behind the wheel on Kuwait’s welcoming roads by visiting the designated showroom located in Al-Rai and test the all New INFINITI QX50.

more electric cars in China and a group of US states led
by California. More than 200 electric and plug-in model
launches are already scheduled globally over the next
three years.
Cost gap
Electric cars still cost 7,800 euros more to produce
on average than conventional ones, AlixPartners calculates. Plug-in hybrids - which combine a smaller
rechargeable battery with a combustion engine - overshoot by 5,000 euros.
When that cost gap is reflected in the price, few are sold.
Mass-market electrics such as the Renault Zoe and Nissan
Leaf have been on sale for most of the current decade, and
heavily subsidized in Europe, while Tesla has made inroads
into the premium business. Yet pure-electric cars claim just
1 percent of the market overall.
Despite their higher cost, BMW plug-in models are
already priced broadly on a par with diesels. The luxury
carmaker acknowledges that their margins are significantly thinner.
Mercedes also says the EQC electric SUV will be priced
close to its GLC cousin to tackle Tesla’s $49,000 Model 3.
“It absolutely is impacting the profitability of the industry,”
said Rebecca Lindland, a senior analyst at Kelley Blue Book,
which tracks vehicle pricing. “Demand doesn’t justify investment at all - it’s all regulation.”
Which is why, on this subject more than most,
European carmakers talk from both sides of their mouths.
While executives exude confidence for investors’ and customers’ benefit, their Brussels lobby group ACEA warns of
an imminent threat to the region’s 3.4 million automotive
manufacturing jobs.
“The conditions for such a systemic change clearly aren’t
met, and consumers just aren’t ready for full-electric,” ACEA
Secretary General Erik Jonnaert said recently.
Scale effects
Carmakers are demanding increased public investment
in recharging networks - which may yet awaken mass
demand. Economies of scale should also bring some relief.
But lithium-ion batteries, which claim 40 percent of an
electric car’s value, face global cobalt and nickel shortages
that will pull the other way, inflating costs as production
volumes rise.
Perhaps more critically, generous government sales subsidies are unlikely to survive much growth. In markets where
incentives have been dropped, electric car sales have fallen.
Renault is discounting its recently upgraded Zoe in the UK
market with a 5,000 pound ($6,500) trade-in bonus, in
addition to the government’s 4,500 pound plug-in incentive.
French rival PSA will price its new rechargeable hybrids to
match diesel leasing rates, program director Olivier Salvat
told reporters on a recent factory visit - adding that the carmaker aimed to avoid losing money on each vehicle sold.
“We don’t launch vehicles with negative operating margins,”
Salvat said. German luxury carmakers including Volkswagen
Group, which includes Audi and Porsche, could put up with
losses on electrified vehicles if it enables them to keep selling their biggest earners, upscale SUVs and large sedans.
That would leave mid-market competitors such as PSA
and Renault, which can ill afford to sell large volumes of
electric cars below cost, in a tougher bind.
“In electromobility you have to be a cost leader,”
BMW research and development chief Klaus Froehlich
told Reuters. “If you are not a cost leader you will not
survive.” —Reuters
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KIF 2018 sheds light on lucrative
investment opportunities in Kuwait
Kuwait Investment Forum showcases dynamic projects pipeline
KUWAIT: Under the patronage and presence of His
Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber AlSabah in March this year, the second edition of the
Kuwait Investment Forum (KIF 2018) was held, which
shed light on Kuwait’s dynamic market, and promoted a
plethora of lucrative investment opportunities to the
global investors network.
KIF 2018 announced a series of projects across
diverse sectors of the economy - from infrastructure
development, renewable energy, to the digital transformation initiatives of the country. Furthermore, pathbreaking announcements were made to boost the status
of Kuwait as a financial and capital market hub. These not
only underpin the national vision 2035 - New Kuwait but also reiterate the leadership’s strong resolve to focus
on economic diversification to drive sustainable growth.
This is exemplified in the impressive Northern Gulf
Gateway, an integrated flagship project that will identify
the “Future Kuwait”, and will open the doors for mega
investment opportunities for global investors. The
Northern Gulf Gateway is initially billed to attract $150
to 200 billion in foreign direct investment for developing
20 per cent of the project - a significant step that will
drive the economy’s all-round economic diversification
and growth.
It is intended to also create over 300,000 to
400,000 knowledge-based jobs for the youth, and is
positioned to welcome 3 to 5 million visitors annually,
boosting the tourism, hospitality and leisure sectors.

NBK the only
Kuwaiti bank among
the world’s 50 safest
banks in 2018
KUWAIT: National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) maintained its listing in The World’s 50 Safest Banks in
2018 list by Global Finance for the 13th consecutive time; topping international financial heavyweights. NBK is the only Kuwaiti bank in Global
Finance’s list.
According to the new ranking, NBK ranks 45th
on Global Finance’s list of the World’s 50 Safest
Banks for 2018 and 2nd in the Middle East regional
list. This recognition demonstrates NBK’s exceptionally strong ratings, successful strategy, high
standards and rigorous risk management discipline
& governance.
NBK has maintained this prestigious ranking for
more than a decade, reflecting the strength and
consistency it has enjoyed. During this period,
which witnessed many challenges in the banking
industry, NBK demonstrated its ability to overcome the obstacles within a changing environment
and strengthen its leadership position.
“Global Finance’s Safest Banks rankings are a
standard we developed to compare the reliability of
banks across the world. We pride ourselves on providing this metric to aid readers in their decisionmaking processes regarding which bank they use.”
said Global Finance publisher and editorial director
Joseph D Giarraputo.
“This year changing trade policies are having an
impact on countries everywhere with continuing
political uncertainty.” He added. Global Finance
rankings are based on collective long-term credit
ratings from Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s and Fitch
Ratings in addition to the total assets of the 500
largest banks worldwide. For 27 years, Global
Finance’s listings have been well-recognized and
trusted standards for the creditworthiness of financial institutions.
NBK continues to enjoy one of the highest credit
ratings in the MENA region and internationally,
with ratings of Aa3 from Moody’s, A+ from
Standard & Poor’s and AA- from Fitch, all ratings
carry a stable outlook. The Bank’s ratings are supported by NBK’s conservative strategy, strong capitalization & asset quality, prudent lending policies,
wise risk management and a highly stable management team.
NBK enjoys a wide banking presence with an
international footprint spanning across the world’s
leading financial centers including London, Paris,
Geneva, New York and Singapore, as well as China
(Shanghai). NBK’s MENA presence extends to
Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq, Egypt, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia,
the UAE and Turkey.

Besides a touristic destination, it will further serve as an
economic catalyst by integrating various competitive
specialized zones: an educational hub, a world-class
medical facility, a center for smart industry and future
technologies, a financial hub with a stock exchange, and
a port of 8 million TEU capacity.
Other mega opportunities in the infrastructure sector
that will boost Kuwait’s economy include the ongoing
construction of the new terminals at Kuwait International
Airport, scheduled to be completed in 2022, with an
annual capacity of 25 million passengers that will achieve
additional annual revenues of $300 million. This project is
expected to create 12,000 job opportunities for engineers and skilled workers especially young Kuwaitis.
Kuwait’s focus on energy sector diversification was
also highlighted at the Forum, which opens up new
investment opportunities. It was announced that AlShaqaya Renewable Energy Complex aims to increase
the capacity available for power plants with total completion rate of the project at 80% and due for completion in 2022. The Clean Fuels Project, an overhaul of the
Mina Abdullah and Mina Al-Ahmadi refineries, was also
highlighted leading to an increase in oil production and
development of reserves with returns on investment on
the project expected at 11.5 per cent.
Serving Kuwait’s digitization transformation, the
Communication & Information Technology Regulatory
Authority (CITRA) is spearheading several lucrative initiatives in the ICT sector, driving the upgrade of e-gov-

ernment services to international standards, and encouraging ICT startups led by young Kuwaiti entrepreneurs.
The Al-Nayeem Industrial city, focuses on shifting
from creating industrial zones to smart integrated cities,
that complements the goals of Kuwait National Vision
2035. The Al Nayeem Industrial City will focus on diversifying the industrial base, bringing high-end technology
and creating higher value-add. It will be an innovative,
green city development, powered by solar energy, and
with innovative smart buildings.
A new Cargo City at Kuwait International airport
(First phase), built on 3 million square meters, is considered to be one of the most important projects in the
development plan, and will be the largest cargo city in
the Middle East enhancing Kuwait logistics and storage

capabilities. Kuwait is also seeking to develop its
tourism sector. The country has the biggest internal
domestic demand and the largest outbound expenditure
per capita on travel and tourism in the entire Gulf
region. Developing a national tourism sector is a key
pillar of the New Kuwait, and the country is currently
reaching out to the private sector to join hands in several ambitious projects.
KIF 2018 also highlighted several initiatives to transform the banking system, and promote advanced financing with several new investment channels. In this, Kuwait
Bourse and Capital Markets Authority (CMA) play a central role with a focus on diversifying investment tools and
in protecting the rights of investors. CMA announced at
the Forum implementing the second phase of reforms,
with new products and new listing rules mooted. Three
more phases of reforms are being planned this year and
next, making Kuwait’s capital market even more attractive, in addition to stimulating liquidity. In June 2018, the
global index compiler MSCI said that it is considering the
reclassification of Kuwait from Frontier Market to
Emerging Market status in its annual review next year,
even as FTSE Russell reclassified the nation as an
Emerging Market in 2017, promoting an expected inflow
of $700 million from investors.
With multibillion dollar investments in multi-sector
projects highlighted at the Forum, Kuwait is well-positioned to serve international investors’ appetite in mutually rewarding growth sectors.

allow them to dine at any time they wish during the flight.
This privileged service concept applied by very few airline
companies in the world allows passengers to get a more
customized service.
Turkish Airlines passengers will have the opportunity to

experience a more flexible flight by determining the time
they want to rest and dine.
The passengers can use this service in all Turkish
Airlines intercontinental night flights departing from and
arriving in Istanbul.

Turkish Airlines
offers two
new services
for business
class passengers
KUWAIT: Awarded many times for its in-flight catering
services, Turkish Airlines has carried its service a step further and implemented a new project enabling business
class passengers to choose their meals before the flight.
With this service, which is applicable to the belowmentioned intercontinental destinations departing from
Istanbul, business class passengers can view the meal
details and visuals of the main dishes and make their
choices on the webpage and/or mobile application.
Passengers can make their choices within the period
starting from 1 week before their flight date until the
last 48 hours.
Turkish Airlines passengers who fly from Istanbul to
Atlanta, Bangkok, Beijing, Bogot, Boston, Cape Town,
Chicago, Guangzhou, Hanoi, Havana, Ho Chi Minh City,
Hong Kong, Houston, Jakarta, Johannesburg, Kuala
Lumpur, Los Angeles, Manila, Miami, Montreal, New
York, Phuket, Port Louis, San Francisco, Sao Paulo, Seoul,
Shanghai, Singapore, Taipei, Tokyo, Toronto, Washington
DC, Caracas, Panama City, Madagascar, Durban, Maputo,
and Buenos Aires can take advantage of this service.
‘Dine on Demand’ service
Another new experience: Turkish Airlines offers to its
Business class passengers in intercontinental flights is to

Burgan Bank
announces
winners of
Yawmi draw
KUWAIT: Burgan Bank, the second largest in
terms of assets, announced yesterday the
names of the daily draw winners of its Yawmi
account draw, each taking home a cash-prize of
KD 5,000.
The lucky winners are:
● Yasmeen Anwar Nasser Alhamait
● Hanouf Gharbi Othman Alaiban
● Abdulaziz Abdullah Essa Alwazzan

Gulf Bank
announces
winners of
Al-Danah
weekly draw
KUWAIT: Gulf Bank held its Al-Danah weekly
draw on the 30th of September 2018 announcing the names of its winners for the week from
the 23rd till the 27th of September 2018, in
which five winners will receive KD 1,000 each,
every week.
The winners this week are:
● Khaled Abdulrahman Alrasheed Albader
● Suliman Aayed Alsharhan Al Shemari
● Sabeha Ahmed Qasem Husain
● Abdulredhah Abdullah Ali Ashkanani
● Salwa Mubarak Ali Suliman
Gulf Bank Al-Danah’s 1st quarterly draw for
KD 200,000 prize was held on 28 March, and
the 2nd Al Danah quarterly draw, for the prize
of KD 250,000 was held on 27th June and the
3rd quarterly draw for the prize of KD
500,000 was held on 26th September. The final

●
●

Farah Ali Ghaleb Albusairi
Salah Saleh Hasan Hussain
In addition to the daily draw, Burgan Bank
also offers a quarterly draw with more chances
to win higher rewards, offering the chance to
one lucky customer to win KD 125,000 every
three months. The Yawmi Account offers daily
and quarterly draws, wherein the quarterly
draw requires customers to maintain a minimum amount of KD 500 in their account for
two months prior to the draw date. Additionally,
every KD 10 in the account will entitle customers to one chance of winning. If the
account balance is KD 500 and above, the
account holder will be qualified for both the
quarterly and daily draws.
Burgan Bank encourages everyone to open
a Yawmi account and/or increase their deposit
to maximize their chances of becoming a winner. The higher the level of the deposit, the
higher the likelihood to win.
Al-Danah draw for KD 1 million will be held on
10th January 2019, where the Al-Danah millionaire will be announced.
Gulf Bank encourages customers to increase
their chances of winning with Al-Danah by
depositing more into their Gulf Bank accounts
using the new ePay (Self-Pay) service, which is
available on Gulf Bank’s online and mobile
banking services.
Al-Danah offers a number of unique services to customers, including the Al-Danah
Deposit Only ATM card, which allows account
holders to deposit money into their accounts at
their convenience. Account holders can also
calculate their daily, weekly and yearly chances
of winning the draws through the ‘Al Danah
Chances’ calculator available on the Gulf Bank
website and app.
Gulf Bank’s Al-Danah account is open to
Kuwaiti and non-Kuwaiti residents of Kuwait.
Customers require a minimum of KD200 to
open an account and the same amount should
be maintained for customers to be eligible for
the upcoming Al-Danah draws. If the customer’s account balance falls below KD200 at
any given time, a KD 2 fee will be charged to
their account monthly until the minimum balance is met. Customers who open an account
and/or deposit more will enter the daily draw
within two days. To take part in the Al-Danah
2018 upcoming quarterly and yearly draws,
customers must meet the required hold period
for each draw.

KIB appoints
Raed Bukhamseen
as new Vice
Chairman and CEO
KUWAIT: KIB recently appointed Raed Jawad
Bukhamseen as Vice Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of the Bank, after obtaining
the necessary approvals from the Central Bank
of Kuwait (CBK). A longtime member of the
KIB leadership team, Bukhamseen has served
as Vice Chairman of the Bank since 2015 and
has also been a member of the Bank’s Board of
Directors since 2010.
Bukhamseen has extensive and broadranging experience in the banking, real
estate and investment sectors in Kuwait and
across the GCC. He has also continued to
pursue a path of self-enrichment through
executive programs in investment and banking at some of the world’s most renowned institutions. Throughout his
career, Bukhamseen has been regarded as a leader and visionary, having
served in key leadership roles at several leading companies, such as serving as an Board Member of the Bukhamseen Group Holding Company currently, as well as Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the Arab
Investment Company (AIC) previously. Additionally, he continues to hold
positions as a board director of several companies and banks in Kuwait
and the Middle East, including: Warba Insurance Company, Shared
Electronic Banking Services Company (K-net), Egyptian Gulf Bank in
Egypt, Layan Real Estate Company in Dubai, Salmiya Market Real Estate
Company and Credit One Kuwait Holding Company.
KIB noted that Bukhamseen’s role as Vice Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of KIB is a strong reflection of his unwavering commitment to the leadership succession strategy. Additionally, it came as part of
his continued dedication to supporting and developing local talents, as well
as appointing them in senior positions that are in line with their skills and
expertise; thereby enabling the Bank to achieve its ambitious goals aimed
at strengthening its position in the banking and finance sector both locally
and internationally.
In order to maintain its leading position, KIB promotes leadership continuity by preparing and cultivating generations of leaders who add exceptional value to the team, senior management and the Bank overall. With
succession planning, these leaders are able to add true value to the Bank
through their extensive skills and experience in the banking industry.
It is worth noting that Raed Jawad Bukhamseen holds a Bachelor of
Science in Business Administration from Boston University, USA, which he
obtained in 1999.
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Musk escapes the worst, but
Tesla still faces bumpy road
SEC settlement may not end billionaire’s regulatory troubles
WASHINGTON: Tesla has promised to
revolutionize the automobile, but the highend electric car maker keeps hitting road
blocks created by its founder Elon Musk’s
erratic behavior and considerable ego.
Those traits contributed to fraud charges
brought against Musk on Thursday by federal regulators, a potentially serious blow
coming just as Tesla is ramping up efforts to
become a mainstream manufacturer. But on
Saturday, the brilliant billionaire escaped
the worst after reaching a settlement with
the US Securities and Exchange
Commission that leaves him as chief executive while forcing him to step down as
chairman and pay a $20 million fine.
The settlement, which will leave the 47year-old overseeing Tesla’s daily operations, provides at least a momentary
reprieve from the company’s many challenges - including Musk’s own sometimes
counterproductive instincts. Tesla is at
something of a turning point. It has been
accelerating production of its Model 3, the
mass-market vehicle with a potential to disrupt the entire automotive sector - yet the
company remains burdened by billions in
debt and has yet to show a profit.
The SEC filing on Thursday alleged that
Musk committed securities fraud by mis-

leading investors when he tweeted on
August 7 that he had “funding secured” to
privatize the electric automaker at $420 a
share, a comment that caused Tesla’s share
price to briefly spike. The case underscored
doubts about the mercurial entrepreneur’s
ability to lead Tesla, while at the same time
highlighting the confidence some retain in
him as a necessary visionary force behind
the company.

Tesla is at
something of a
turning point

“Despite Musk’s recent erratic behavior,
we think most investors want him to remain
with the company and they value shares at
what we view as extremely lofty multiples
given the potential for Musk’s vision to drive
future growth,” Garrett Nelson of the
research firm CFRA said in a note to clients.

Analyst David Whiston at Morningstar reiterated his comments from a month earlier
that “Musk is effectively Tesla, and without
him Tesla is just a capital-intensive
automaker burning cash with too much debt
due soon.” Tesla shares have skidded nearly
30 percent from their peak in early August,
amid growing concerns on the company’s
ability to expand without its founder.
Criminal case coming?
Tesla’s brash leader has faced increased
scrutiny over his volatile behavior, including smoking marijuana during a podcast
interview and assailing a man involved in
the Thailand cave rescue as a “pedo guy”.
Musk initially rejected the SEC’s allegations on Thursday, calling the charges
baseless and vowing to defend himself. But
investor pressure amid the tanking share
prices may have given him second
thoughts. Tesla has continued to express
support for Musk, saying the company and
its directors “are fully confident in Elon, his
integrity, and his leadership”.
The SEC settlement may not end Musk’s
regulatory troubles, however, since there
are reports of a pending criminal investigation as well. Keri Axel, a former federal
prosecutor and SEC enforcement lawyer

who now is in private practice, said the
swift filing of charges - so soon after
Musk’s August comments - raised eyebrows
in the legal community. “The timing of this
is so fast, that seems very aggressive,” Axel
told AFP. “One possibility is that the SEC is
cooperating with criminal authorities”
preparing to file additional charges. But a
criminal case would be much harder to
prove since prosecutors would need to
show “an intent to deceive investors”,
according to Axel.
‘Everyone was wrong’
Gene Munster and Doug Clinton of Loup
Ventures said in a research note that they
believe Tesla will survive. The sharp decline
in Tesla shares is “an overreaction”, the
analysts wrote. They had predicted, before
the settlement was announced, that Musk
could remain CEO and “find a way to continue to be involved with the company in
some sort of product/visionary capacity”.
They added that Tesla appears to have built
up a sustainable production pace and that
“the trajectory of the business is improving
at a level that can support servicing its
upcoming debt obligations and eventually
generate cash.” Trip Chowdhry of Global
Equities Research, a longtime Tesla bull, said

Renewable
energy on rise
in Jordan
AMMAN: Set atop a mosque in the south of
Jordan’s capital, dozens of shimmering solar
panels reflect a growing trend in the
resource-poor desert kingdom as it tries
combat its heavy reliance on imported energy. Standing in front of the Hamdan Al-Qara
mosque, Sheikh Adnan Yahya says that
before installing the panels he used to pay
up to 13,000 dinars ($18,350, 15,500 euros)
a year for electricity. “The bill has now
dropped to almost zero,” says the imam.
With panels popping up on the rooftops of
homes, schools, hotels and factories across
Jordan, the growing popularity of solar power is easy to spot.
The dishes and other desert-based solar
fields are part of the kingdom’s drive to steer
the country away from foreign energy and
towards renewable options available domestically. Jordan imports nearly 98 percent of its
energy needs, and has long relied on gas,
heavy fuel oil and diesel to run its power
plants. Each year, it pays more than $4.5 billion on oil imports alone, according to official
data. Public debt exceeds more than $40 billion in Jordan, rocked this summer by rare
anti-austerity protests.
But a government plan to make clean energy 20 percent of the country’s overall power
consumption by 2020 has seen alternative
energy projects skyrocket in recent years. At
the beginning of this year, a set of 140 panels
were affixed to the top of Sheikh Yahya’s
mosque at a cost of $45,000 - generating
nearly 44 kilowatts of energy. The installation
powers the 1,500-person capacity place of

Booming industry
That eSports have arrived in authoritarian
Turkmenistan, a country of around five million
people which was practically offline just over
a decade ago, testifies to gaming’s global pull.
The multi-billion dollar industry has even
attracted interest from the International
Olympic Committee (IOC), and the 2022
Asian Games in Hangzhou could see medals
doled out for gaming in spite of opposition
from proponents of traditional sports.

his view on the company is unchanged by
the SEC action. Chowdhry said Tesla is
“hyper-innovative” and that the company is
essentially “in autonomous mode” in its production scheme, far ahead of rivals in battery
technology. “They are creating a brand new
industry which never existed before,” the
analyst said. — AFP

Long road
ahead for Asian
drivers revving
for electric

AMMAN: A picture shows on Sept 6, 2018 a view of the Hamdan Al-Qara mosque in southern
Amman, equipped with 140 solar panels on its roof. — AFP

prayer, its 50 air conditioners, 35 fans, 120
lamps, 32 cameras and sound system.
“In the past, worshippers would complain
about the heat in the summer and ask us to
turn up the air conditioners. But now they tell
us: ‘Turn it down, we’re freezing!’” the whitebearded sheikh says with a broad smile. The
Hamdan Al-Qara is one of 380 mosques and
churches across Jordan that have been supplied with solar-power systems in the past
five years, according to the energy ministry.
‘Qualitative leap’
Last year, solar plants were opened at the
Syrian refugee camps of Zaatari and Azraq,
providing tens of thousands of people with
free and clean electricity. In Maan province,
the kingdom’s largest which stretches from
the south of the capital west to the border
with Saudi Arabia, 11 renewable energy proj-

ects have been launched since 2012. They
include the Shams Maan solar plant.
Managed by a consortium of companies
including Jordan’s Kawar investment group,
Qatar’s Nebras Power and Japan’s Mitsubishi,
the $170 million project generates 52.5
megawatts of electricity - one percent of the
country’s electricity production.
“Solar energy will help Jordan save on the
price of fuel purchased from abroad in hard
currency and help it to be self-reliant in power generation,” says Hanna Zaghloul, Kawar’s
chief executive. “Jordan is eligible for such
vital projects and the results are very encouraging. Solar energy is available 320 days a
year and provides hundreds of jobs,” he says.
With 640,000 panels set up across a twosquare-kilometre area, Shams Maan is the
largest project of its kind in Jordan, adds
Zaghloul. —AFP

Turkmenistan
enters brave new
world of eSports
ASHGABAT, Turkmenistan: Reclusive, gasrich Turkmenistan is dipping its toe into the
world of eSports having got a taste for gaming at a showcase sporting event it held last
year. The Central Asian country is in the
process of forming a national eSports team
that will represent it in events devoted to
Counter-Strike, Dota 2, Hearthstone and other popular computer game titles. Denis
Oglodin, who plays under the gaming name
Den4EZ, has already earned the right to wear
the republic’s colours after his five-man team
triumphed in a national contest for Dota 2 - a
multi-player battle game - on Friday.
“I’ve been into computers since I was four.
Now I spend 12-15 hours behind a computer,” Oglodin, a 17-year-old student at an IT
college in Ashgabat, told AFP. “My parents
understand me and aren’t bothered by it. My
goal (in gaming) is money and glory,” he said.

Elon Musk

ASHGABAT, Turkmenistan: People take part in the first cybersports championship on Sept
23, 2018. — AFP

For Emil Gasanov, who at 38 is currently
the oldest member of the eSports delegation
that will represent Turkmenistan in a forthcoming Central Asian tournament, gaming’s
growing global prestige is exciting to see.
“My hobby has turned into a profession,”
says Gasanov, who founded one of the capital
Ashgabat’s first computer game clubs in 1998
and now coaches younger gamers like
Oglodin for a privately-sponsored cyber collective called Galkynysh.
Some of the players from Galkynysh competed in an exhibition eSports tournament
held in Ashgabat during the 2017 Asian
Indoor and Martial Arts Games, a secondary
sporting event backed by the Olympic
Council of Asia. Those games also saw
Kenneth Fok elected as head of the Asian

Electronic Sports Federation, which has
emerged as an important advocate for
Olympic status thanks to gaming’s strong
popularity across the continent.
Hello, Internet
Turkmenistan’s eSports adventure was
given a boost by the creation of a new
national federation earlier this year that has
backing from the culture and sports ministry.
Its chief Mekan Eyeberdiev estimates that
there are several thousand eSports enthusiasts in the country, 70 percent of whom are
students at schools and universities. “Our task
is to popularize this sport in Turkmenistan,”
Eyeberdiev told AFP, adding that he expected
“conservative views” of gaming as a hobby
rather than a sport to fade over time. — AFP

KUALA LUMPUR: When Benjamin
Jacob stops his new scooter at traffic
lights in Malaysia’s capital, fellow
drivers sometimes flash their lights or
honk their horns at him, though he has
done nothing wrong. With his silent
electric motorcycle, other users of
Kuala Lumpur’s congested roads
wrongfully assume the 29-year-old
has turned off his engine or fallen
asleep at the wheel. But the delivery
driver is always alert - especially since
he was picked to take part in a new
electric-vehicle pilot project run by
logistics giant DHL eCommerce.
When drivers beep at him or wind
down their windows, Jacob lets them
know he rides an electric bike that
makes no sound. Parcel delivery firm
DHL eCommerce is testing electric
vehicles in Malaysia and Vietnam for a
year as it works towards a goal of
cutting its logistics-related greenhouse gas emissions to zero by 2050.
As well as helping companies boost
their green credentials, electric vehicles ease air pollution and can reduce
a country’s costly oil imports.
If the electricity that powers them
is from renewable sources, they can
also help meet the emissions reduction targets submitted by governments for the 2015 Paris Agreement
to curb climate change. Cities in the
Asia-Pacific region have seen
unprecedented growth over the last
two decades. Many face air pollution
crises, crippling congestion and other
challenges related to mobility and
infrastructure. Tackling noise pollution is also becoming increasingly
important to improve the wellbeing of
residents.
The DHL project is rare in Asia,
which experts say lags other regions
in creating the right incentives, regulatory frameworks and infrastructure
needed to make electric vehicles more
attractive to both drivers and businesses. At first, DHL wanted to pilot
the project in three countries, but regulatory issues and limited availability
of e-bikes in Thailand prevented it
from launching there, it said. Globally,
the group hopes to replace 70 percent of all the vehicles it uses for “first
and last-mile” delivery services with
cleaner energy versions by 2025.
“After one year, we will see which bike
does the best and how practical it is
to scale up and look at more fleet
joining us,” Anil Gautam, managing
director for DHL eCommerce
Malaysia, told the Thomson Reuters
Foundation.
Right signals
Around the world, electric and
plug-in hybrid cars topped 3 million in
2017, a 54 percent jump from 2016,
according to a 2018 report by the
Paris-based International Energy

Agency (IEA). China was the largest
electric car market, accounting for
half sold last year - about 580,000
cars. Facing public health risks from
increasingly polluted cities, the
Chinese government has put in place
clear targets for electric vehicle sales,
said Nick Twork, general manager for
innovation and technology communications at the Renault-NissanMitsubishi alliance in Paris.
China has also invested in technology and mass production to bring
down costs and make electric vehicles
more affordable, he added. The United
States had the second-highest number of plug-in vehicles, with about
280,000 cars sold last year, although
Nordic countries lead on market
share, the IEA said. Norway was in
the top slot, with electric cars making
up 39 percent of new car sales. China
and Japan aside, experts said Asian
governments should consult more
with industry and consumers to
improve policies on electric vehicles,
especially as the economic advantages of switching to electric from
fossil fuel vehicles are slim.
There is a need to expand infrastructure for electric vehicle charging
beyond homes and work places - a
key barrier to take-up of electric
vehicles in the region, said Dominic
Patella, a transport specialist with the
World Bank in Brussels. Governments
can also provide incentives or subsidies for electric vehicle buyers including low-cost registration - and
tax breaks for sellers, experts said.
“Where this generally works is when
you have close cooperation between
industry and government, and there
are economic incentives for both
infrastructure and the purchase of
vehicles,” said Twork of RenaultNissan-Mitsubishi.
Preferential parking and lane
access are other options for cities,
many of which already ban diesel
vehicles from the center at busy times
of day or have late-night curfews to
reduce noise pollution. Governments,
meanwhile, can make it easier to
import electric vehicles, and play a
role in persuading public and private
transport providers to go electric.
“Sometimes it takes government intervention to enable the uptake of electric mobility - and that’s where you
need good policy, good programs,
good investments to enable good
things to take place in the transport
sector,” said Patella.
Sea-change
Businesses like parcel delivery and
taxi companies have an easier route to
switching to electric fleets because
they can track routes and busy times,
and recharge during quiet periods.
Charging time for the DHL scooters is
between 60 to 90 minutes for a range
of about 140 km, but this differs
depending on the make of motorcycle
tested, weight of the load and driver,
battery age and the type of charger
used. Most privately owned electric
vehicles take hours to charge up, a
process usually done overnight, but
experts said the cost of batteries and
charge times are falling fast. —Reuters
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Ahmadi Governor Sheikh Fawaz Khalid Al-Hamad Al-Sabah separately received British Ambassador to Kuwait Michael Davenport and Indian Ambassador K Jeeva Sagar. Matters of mutual interests were discussed.

ICAI Kuwait holds
seminar: ‘Oil, INR
or jobs - What
will give in first?’

Knowledge Club introduces
sim trainings with
skills workshop

T

V

he Institute of Chartered Accountants
of India, Kuwait Chapter organized yet
another outstanding talk as part of its
continuing professional education program
for its members in Kuwait. The topic was
what will crack first - oil, Indian rupee or
jobs. The speaker for the evening was M R
Raghu, Head of Research at Markaz and an
authority on the financial and economic landscape of the GCC.
The evening began with the formal introduction of the speaker by CA Trisha Dalmia.
The technical session was listened to with
rapt attention by the audience as the topic
resonated with the current economic scenario in the region. Raghu’s presentation was
concise, insightful and well researched, laced
with interesting anecdotes. The audience was
very well engaged. The talk was followed by
the Q&A session where members had the
opportunity to interact with Raghu on a wide
variety of topics.
There was a raffle draw conducted at the
event by CA Aditya Danuka and CA Shweta
Chipra and the lucky winner won a voucher
from the popular Indian restaurant Zaffran.
The vote of thanks was presented by CA
Kaizar Shakir, Secretary ICAI Kuwait.
The event was sponsored by Focus Net
and Almulla Exchange. The Institute of
Chartered Accountants of India, Kuwait

chapter has a membership of over 400 Indian
chartered accountants and provides its members a platform for networking and knowl-

edge sharing in Kuwait. It regularly conducts
continuing professional education programs
for the benefit of its members.

ICSK- Khaitan observes ‘Save Water’ week

igor Events, in co-operation
with Al Gas Events, is organizing
the first simulation training within The Knowledge Club this year Decision Mojo - in Kuwait. The 2-day
experiential learning workshop will take
place on October 7 and 8, 2018 at the
Hilton Resort, Mangaf Burgan Meeting
Room. The experiential learning workshop, presented by James Van Der
Westhuizen, is designed with the objective for participants to experience various decision situations that are
designed to replicate the decisions they
face in reality.
Drawing on the most recent
research in neuroscience, decision theory and behavioral economics,
Decision Mojo is a powerful learning
experience that helps leaders and managers recognize key cognitive traps
that can cause sub-optimum decisions
by learning the very specific strategies
for avoiding the traps and making more
effective decisions.
The experiential learning workshop
should help leaders and managers recognize the cognitive traps that can sabotage a decision process or outcome
by practicing a variety of techniques
and approaches for making better decisions, learning anticipatory decision
strategies for situations participants
may encounter in the future, learning
how to apply the 8 Disciplines of
Decision Acumen to improve effectiveness in both organizational and personal decision situations and applying the

appropriate decision-making strategies
for different types of situations.
It is worth mentioning that James
Van Der Westhuizen is a trusted advisor to many blue chip organizations
and leading executives, active since
1998 as the managing member of
Know House - a globally respected
organizational development and
change consultancy active across the
African continent, Asia and the Middle
East. He led large scale organizational
development and change projects for
major public and private sector companies such as MTN South Africa &
MTN Group, Microsoft, PepsiCo,
Saudi Basic Industries Corporation and
many others. James is also one of the
most experienced Celemi solution
providers with a track record across all
products since 1998 and founding
member of Sveiby Knowledge associates, African accreditation partner for
Celemi of Sweden.
The experiential learning workshop
is part of the Knowledge Club 2018
series that addresses leaders involved in
the day-to-day business of strategy
execution and decision making. The
Knowledge Club, the leading development platform for top organizations in
Kuwait, is attended by Warba Bank and
Burgan Bank as Gold Members,
Commercial Bank of Kuwait and Kuwait
Oil Company as Corporate Members
and with media support by the
International Advertising Association
(IIA) - Kuwait Chapter.

Recipe

Baklava
Ingredients:
5 cups finely chopped blanched
almonds
4 1/2 cups sugar
1/3 cup bread crumbs
1 1/4 tsp. ground cinnamon
40 sheets (about 2 lb.) phyllo
dough
1 lb. unsalted butter, melted
2 tbsp. fresh lemon juice
1 stick cinnamon

G

one are the days to learn theories of
saving water; instead, practicing it in
day-to-day life is the necessity of the
present world. Water is one of nature’s most
important gifts to mankind. It is an essential
component of life and it is vital for sustenance. Assimilating the importance of water,
ICSKians commenced a new era of saving
water practically in daily life. Owing to the
appeal of the director of energy efficiency
and rationalization at the ministry of electrici-

ty and water, the school observed ‘Save
Water Week’ from September 23 to 27 to
impart the message of the importance of saving water.
Special assemblies were conducted by the
students based on this theme and all bulletin
boards were filled with displays on the theme
of saving water. Children highlighted facts on
the increasing demand for water and beautiful videos and PPTs were shown to students
related to it during assemblies. Water har-

vesting, cutting shower time, maintaining
leaky taps, etc were some of them. By practicing these simple steps, we can conserve
water and ensure the availability of water for
future generations.
Simple and effective ways to save water in
Kuwait and cultivate such an awareness and
culture in students are the needs of the time.
The school management encouraged and
appreciated the students for their active participation in this activity.

Instructions:
Heat oven to 300 degrees.
Combine almonds, 1/2 cup sugar,
bread crumbs, and ground cinnamon
in a large bowl; set filling aside.
Unwrap phyllo and trim to fit an 11” x
15” x 2” baking pan. Cover phyllo
sheets with a damp dish towel.
Grease pan with some of the melted butter. Place 1 sheet of phyllo in
pan; brush with butter. Lay a second
sheet of phyllo over first sheet, brush
with butter, and then evenly sprinkle
with 2 tbsp. almond filling. Spread a
sheet of phyllo out on a clean work

surface, brush with butter, then transfer, buttered side up, to pan (nuts in
the filling make it difficult to butter
phyllo in the pan). Evenly sprinkle
with almond mixture. Set aside two
sheets of phyllo for the top, then continue alternating almond mixture with
single buttered sheets of phyllo. Use
reserved phyllo sheets, separated
only by butter, to cover top.
Brush top with butter. Arrange pan
so short side faces you. Cut across
baklava with a serrated knife at about
2” intervals. You should have 8 equal
strips. Sprinkle top with water, cover
with 2 sheets of parchment paper, and
bake until golden, about 1 1/2 hours.
Heat remaining 4 cups sugar, juice,
cinnamon stick, and 2 cups water in a
saucepan over medium heat; cook until
sugar dissolves, about 15 minutes.
Remove from heat, and discard cinnamon stick; let cool. Remove baklava
from oven. Discard parchment paper,
then pour syrup over entire surface.
Tilt pan so syrup reaches all corners,
then set baklava aside to cool for 2
hours. Finish cutting baklava on the
diagonal for a traditional diamond
shape or cut into squares.
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STAR TRACK
Aries (March 21-April 19)
High energy and assertiveness find their way to you today. You
are unstoppable. You are ready to face anything that comes your way. You
are able to laugh at an obstacle thay finds itself in your path. You have definatley lived and learned. Turning the problems you have faced into life lessons
and learning from your mistakes have made you the person you are today.
Aries, you are invincable. Face this day with pride. You have truly learned to
enjoy the ride.

Libra (September 23-October 22)
You long for emotional security. A deeper connection with the one
you love is priority in your world today. Begin by treating your significant
other just as you desire to be treated. If you feel as if the daily stress life
brings your way has driven a wedge between the two of you then it is time to
regroup and rekindle the fire. Begin by taking time to breathe and relax.
Clear your mind and set your focus on the what your heart desires. Leave
work at work. You may be surprised how quickly they will respond once you
make them, and not your daily stresses, the center of your world.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Scorpio (October 23-November 21)
Don’t be alarmed if you feel as if the hair on the back of your neck
is standing on end. Something is leaving you with an unsettled feeling.
Suspicions are high. Your mind is in overdrive and you will find your words
come quick and sharp. This could be a great time to take a deep breath and
count to ten before you speak. You may find yourself in some type of conflict
today. This could be with someone or just a feeling of conflicting emotions.
You have a deep insight emotionally and may find yourself lost in your
thoughts. You may find friends are not very supportive of the mood you are in
and your actions today.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

ACROSS
1. A white linen liturgical vestment with
sleeves.
4. Canadian writer (born in Sri Lanka in
1943).
12. 3 to 30 gigahertz.
15. Term of address for a man.
16. Deciduous or evergreen shrubs or
small trees.
17. A pass between mountain peaks.
18. An independent agency of the United
States government responsible for
collecting and coordinating intelligence and counterintelligence activities abroad in the national interest.
19. An organization of independent states
to promote international peace and
security.
20. A United Nations agency created by a
multinational treaty to promote trade
by the reduction of tariffs and import
quotas.
22. Excessive spending.
26. A high wave (often dangerous) caused
by tidal flow (as by colliding tidal currents or in a narrow estuary).
29. Of or relating to stonemasons or
masonry.
32. Sweet liqueur made from wine and
brandy flavored with plum or peach or
apricot kernels and bitter almonds.
36. (Islam) The man who leads prayers in a
mosque.
37. American professional baseball player
who hit more home runs than Babe
Ruth (born in 1934).
40. A colorless odorless gaseous element
that give a red glow in a vacuum tube.
41. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked
on a skewer usually with vegetables.
42. (Scotland) A small loaf or roll of soft
bread.
43. The form of RNA that attaches the correct amino acid to the protein chain
that is being synthesized at the ribosome of the cell (according to directions coded in the mRNA).
44. A loose sleeveless outer garment made
from aba cloth.
48. (prefix) Bad or erroneous or lack of.
49. Tropical woody herb with showy yellow flowers and flat pods.
51. Realistic Norwegian author who wrote
plays on social and political themes
(1828-1906).
52. A city in central New York.
54. In operation or operational.
55. According to the Old Testament he
was a pagan king of Israel and husband of Jezebel (9th century BC).
57. The amount a salary is increased.
60. Any of a group of enzymes (trade
name Lactaid) that hydrolyze lactose
to glucose and galactose.
64. Separate or cut with a tool, such as a
sharp instrument.
68. Port city of Denmark in eastern
Jutland.
69. A boy or man.
70. Situated at an apex.
73. Cause to lose courage.
74. Used of a single unit or thing.
75. Travel by boat on a boat propelled by
wind or by other means.
77. European strong-scented perennial
herb with gray-green bitter-tasting
leaves.
78. A doctor's degree in dental surgery.
79. Red Asian weaverbirds often kept as
cage birds.
80. The month following March and preceding May.

DOWN
1. United States writer (born in Poland)
who wrote in Yiddish (1880-1957).
2. Being three more than fifty.
3. (informal) Exceptionally good.
4. Trade name for an oral contraceptive
containing mestranol and a progestin
compound.
5. Grandson of Amaterasu and first ruler of
Japan.
6. A logarithmic unit of sound intensity.
7. A long flexible steel coil for dislodging
stoppages in curved pipes.
8. A constellation in the southern hemisphere near Telescopium and Norma.
9. Explosive consisting of a yellow crystalline compound that is a flammable
toxic derivative of toluene.
10. Something that bulges out or is protuberant or projects from a form.
11. The square of a body of any size of
type.
12. Someone who works (or provides
workers) during a strike.
13. A disreputable vagrant.
14. Any broad thin and limber covering
attached at one edge.
21. A gold coin of the Byzantine Empire.
23. Leafless East Indian vine.
24. A tax on employees and employers that
is used to fund the Social Security
system.
25. Injured by bites or stings.
27. A colorless liquid aldehyde.
28. Imperial dynasty that ruled China
(most of the time) from 206 BC to 221
and expanded its boundaries and
developed its bureaucracy.
30. Pertaining to or resembling amoebae.
31. A region of Malaysia in northeastern
Borneo.
33. A metric unit of length equal to one
quadrillionth of a meter.
34. Containing or involving or occurring in
the form of ions.
35. Squash bugs.
38. The elementary stages of any subject
(usually plural).
39. Someone who drives racing cars at
high speeds.
45. A tranquilizer (trade name Valium) used
to relieve anxiety and relax muscles.
46. A French abbot.
47. White grape grown especially in the
Loire Valley in France.
50. A Tibetan or Mongolian priest of
Lamaism.
53. Brightly colored tropical freshwater
fishes.
56. Capital and largest city of Cuba.
58. A plant hormone promoting elongation
of stems and roots.
59. Yellow-fever mosquitos.
61. (Zoroastrianism) Title for benevolent
deities.
62. The first light of day.
63. Formed by reaction between an acid
and an alcohol with elimination of
water.
65. Relating to or characteristic of or
occurring on land.
66. Harsh or corrosive in tone.
67. Mentally or physically infirm with age.
71. Any of various coarse shrubby plants
of the genus Iva with small greenish
flowers.
72. A room equipped with toilet facilities.
76. A hard gray lustrous metallic element
that is highly corrosion-resistant.

Today is a great day to spend with someone you love. You may
find yourself very emotional and deep in thought. You are focused on the
meaning of life and what your true purpose in this life is. You will find great
satisfaction and peace with where you are in life and comfort in the arms of
your love one. This should prove to be a very satisfying day for you and one
that is overall productive. Barriers may be crossed in your relationship and you
may feel you have reached a new level with this person. Your ability to speak
and truly be heard will play a major role in this connection being made today.

You crave all that is new and different. What has been great motivation to you in the past may seem meaningless. You have been a creature of
habit as long as your friends can remember. This new you and the new path
you have chosen may catch others off guard. Follow your heart. This is your
journey and your journey alone. Do what makes you happy and put yourself
first for a change. You can not change the way others see you. Chase your
dreams and do what sets your soul on fire.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)
As clearly as you can see what direction you want to be headed,
you are also able to see the past today. Memories of days gone by seem to
flood in. You have come to appreciate the obstacles life has put in your path.
You know that the struggles you have faced have only made you stronger.
You may develop a strong bond with someone younger today. Your wisdom
and life experience will be very beneficial when helping them with a situation
they are dealing with.

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
You know what you want and you will not let anything stand in
your way. You have your eye on the prize. This has gone way beyond a want.
You are actually obsessed with obtaining what you want. You will let nothing stand in your way and nothing stop you.

Leo (July 23-August 22)
You can see the furture as clearly as you can see the past today.
Memories of days gone by seem to flood in. You have come to appreciate the
obstacles life has put in your path. You know that the struggles you have
faced have only made you stronger. You may develop a strong bond with
someone younger today. Your wisdom and life experience will be very beneficial when helping them with a situation they are dealing with.

Your focus should be on keeping your own feelings and emotions
in check. It is ok to listen to and help others in times of trouble. Be sure to not
take things so personally. No one can succeed while carrying the weight of
the world on their shoulders. Take time to step back and take in the beauty of
the world that surrounds you. Feed your soul with positive vibes.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)
You may feel an emotional distance to your loved ones at this
time. You are deeply focused on your ideas at this time. Personal concerns
are trivial to you as your level of thinking and focus deepens to that which is
new, edgy, and unusual. An abstract way of thinking. You are fascinated by
the more eccentric things in life. You may find that you are surrounding yourself with like-minded individuals as you have no tolerance for those who do
not appreciate your points of views on matters. Within the company of these
individuals you find your communication skills to be on point today and feel
as if you are in your element.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)
You may find yourself feeling emotionally detached from your
surroundings. Ideas are what are important to you now. You may not have
tolerance and find yourself distancing yourself from those who do not see
things this way. You seem to be drawn to all that is unusual and a bit on the
eccentric side. From the way you are beginning to think to the material possessions you wish to acquire, your taste is changing. You have a desire to
travel and are focused on your relationships with friends and those who are
in your social circle. Pay close attention to any red flags that seem to appear.
Do not ignore these signs as they may be just the encouragement you need
to take a detour and avoid some type of conflict or setback.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)
Imaging can be a powerful tool for attaining your goal.
Remember when you were a child and could be anybody you wanted to be
just by pretending? Some athletes have found that imagining themselves
shooting long shots or hitting the baseball out of the park is a good substitute when they can’t physically practice. Find a quiet place and image yourself being the person you wish you were. Pretend you are being assertive
when someone takes advantage of you. Image yourself telling a coworker
what you need from her.
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Charles Aznavour,
France’s eternal

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 2018

This ﬁle photo taken on June 8, 1982 shows French actors
Charles Aznavour (left) and Michel Serrault on the set of the
ﬁlm “Les FantÙmes du chapelier”, directed by Claude
Chabrol.

crooner poet
In this ﬁle photo taken on November 27, 1968 French singersongwriter Charles Aznavour is welcomed by his daughter
Patricia (left) and his wife Ulla upon his arrival to Stockholm.

T

In this ﬁle photo taken on January 5, 1967 French singer
Charles Aznavour and Swedish model Ulla Thorssel swear in
during their wedding ceremony in Las Vegas.

In this ﬁle photo taken on November 20, 1991 French singersongwriter Charles Aznavour and US singer Liza Minnelli perform on the stage of Palais des Congres in Paris.

In this ﬁle photo taken on November 16, 1987 French singersongwriter Charles Aznavour poses with French singer
Mireille Mathieu on the set of the TV show “Le Grand
Echiquier” in Boulogne.

In this ﬁle photo taken on August 24, 2017 French-Armenian
singer Charles Aznavour (center) steps onto his Hollywood
Walk of Fame Star at a ceremony where he was the recipient
of the 2,618th Star in the category of Live Performance in
Hollywood, California.

hey told him he was too ugly, too short and that
he couldn’t sing. But Charles Aznavour, who has
died aged 94, became one of the greatest singersongwriters of the 20th century. He was dubbed
France’s Frank Sinatra, but unlike the American
crooner, Aznavour wrote his own songs, often breaking
taboos about marriage, homosexuality and men talking
about their emotions. With lyrics that talked of sex,
depression and flagging libidos, he said what was then
unsayable, such as his 1973 hit “What Makes a Man”,
about a gay transvestite.
Still performing to packed stadiums well into his 90s,
Aznavour continued to write every day and push the
boundaries, eulogizing the smell of his Swedish wife’s
armpits in one song celebrating their 50 years of marriage.
“It’s a kind of sickness I have, talking about things you’re
not supposed to talk about,” he said. “I started with homosexuality and I wanted to break every taboo.” “I felt
strongly and I had to take a stand,” he said.
The same fearlessness made him a tireless campaigner
for the recognition of the slaughter of Armenians by
Ottoman Turks during World War I as genocide, becoming
Armenia’s ambassador to Switzerland and permanent delegate to the United Nations. Born Shahnour Varinag
Aznavourian in Paris on May 22, 1924, to parents who had
fled the massacres, Aznavour sold more than 180 million
records in a career spanning eight decades and as many
languages. A gifted actor as well as linguist, Aznavour
brought a rare intensity to the stage, turning every song
into “a one-act play”. And it was his leading role in
Francois Truffaut’s film “Shoot the Piano Player” in 1960
that catapulted him to fame outside France.
Refugee heroes
He would later appear in the Oscar-winning “The Tin
Drum”, playing a kindly Jewish toy seller. In fact, Aznavour
saw himself “more as an actor who sings than a singer who
acts”. Yet starring in more than 60 films did not stop him
writing over 1,300 songs in a staggeringly prolific career.
It was only by chance that Aznavour was born in the
French capital, where his parents were waiting in vain for a
visa for the US after escaping the collapsing Ottoman
empire. Instead they set up a little emigre restaurant called
Le Caucase (the Caucasus), where Aznavour and his sister
sang and danced from a very young age.
Later the family hid Jews and Armenians fleeing the
Gestapo during the German occupation, including the
Resistance leader Missak Manouchian, who was eventually captured and beheaded by the Nazis. Manouchian’s
wife Melinee only escaped thanks to the Aznavourians,
who were later honored by Israel for their bravery. Having
left school early-a decision he forever regretted-to
become a song-and-dance man, Aznavour got his big
break after the war when he opened for the rising French
star Edith Piaf.
She took him to America as her manager and songwriter while he worked on his voice, “singing until my
throat was sore. And it paid off. My voice developed from
a small tenth of an octave to a range of nearly three

In this ﬁle photo taken on January 1, 1950 French singer Edith
Piaf (center) poses with American actor Eddie Constantine
(left) and French singer Charles Aznavour in Paris.

octaves,” he said. Aznavour lived with Piaf for eight years,
though he insisted he never became one of her many
lovers because “she was not my type”. Either way she
badgered him into getting a nose job.
‘Armenia in my heart’
Even so, his solo career had a rocky start, with the man
who would later be named “Entertainer of the Century” by
CNN and Time Online, once being booed off stage. “They
said I was ugly and short; that the ill should not be allowed
to sing,” he told AFP, referring to his unique tenor voice.
But he had his first number one hit in 1956 with “Sur Ma
Vie” (In My Life). That was followed by one of his biggest
hits, “Je M’voyais Deja” (It Will Be My Day).

In this ﬁle photo taken on August 30, 2011 French singersongwriter Charles Aznavour takes part in the recording of
the TV broadcast show “Vivement Dimanche” in the studios
of French channel France 2 in Paris.
Buoyed by the success of “Shoot the Piano Player” he
took New York’s Carnegie Hall by storm in 1963 before
touring the world and seeing his songs recorded by stars
from Ray Charles to Liza Minnelli and Fred Astaire. He
also performed duets with Sinatra, Elton John, Sting and
Celine Dion and his song “She” was re-recorded by Elvis
Costello for the British romantic comedy “Notting Hill”.
Aznavour was always strongly associated with France’s
large ethnic Armenian community, and in 1988 he led
humanitarian efforts to help the victims of the earthquake
that shattered his parents’ homeland. “Armenia and
Armenians are in my heart and in my blood. It was unthinkable that I would do nothing faced by so much misfortune
and suffering,” he wrote, describing the quake as a turning
point in his life. A father of six, who married three times, he
said the “first time I was too young, the second I was too
stupid, and the third I married a woman from a different
culture and I learned tolerance”. — AFP

A ﬁle photo taken on September 1957 shows French actor and
singer Charles Aznavour and French artist Mick Micheyl in
“Paris music-hall” directed by Stany Cordier.

Charles Aznavour,
France’s legendary
crooner, in dates
ere are key dates in the life of French singer
H
Charles Aznavour, who has died aged 94.
May 22, 1924: Born in Paris to Armenian immigrants and named Shahnour Varinag
Aznavourian.
1946: He meets singing icon Edith Piaf, for whom
he will play the piano for eight years. She
will take him to America.
1950: Writes in New York his first song “Je hais
les dimanches”, performed by Juliette
Greco.
1952: Hired to perform in the legendary Patachou
cabaret in Montmartre.
1953: First success with the melancholic ballad
“Viens au creux de mon epaule”.
1956: Put under contract by French music producer Eddie Barclay, the start of a successful career with songs such as “Je
m’voyais deja” (1961) and “La Mamma”
(1963).
1960: Stars in Francois Truffaut’s film “Shoot the
Piano Player”, which catapults him to
fame abroad.
1973: Releases “Comme ils disent”, the confession
of a transvestite, which is widely successful abroad under the title “She”.
1991: Performs with Liza Minnelli for a month in
Paris.
1998: Named Entertainer of the Century by CNN
and Time Online.
2004: His 80th birthday is marked with a gala
performance in Paris.
2006: Performs a concert in the Armenian capital
Yerevan during ceremonies to mark the
anniversary of World War I massacres of
Armenians.
2009: Appointed Armenia’s ambassador to
Switzerland.
2014: Undertakes a world tour to mark his 90th
birthday.
2015: Releases his 51st album “Encores”.
2017: Aged 93, receives a star on the Hollywood
“Walk of Fame”. — AFP

In this ﬁle photo
taken on September
30, 1987 French
singer-songwriter
Charles Aznavour
performs at the
Palais des Congres
in Paris, after seven
years of absence.
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Tie-dye jumpsuits for spring at

Stella McCartney fashion show
umpsuits were the order of the day at Stella
McCartney’s catwalk show during Paris Fashion
Week on Monday, with skin-tight floral numbers
contrasting with more laid back, wide-legged boilersuit styles in white and blue tie-dye prints. The spring
and summer 2019 collection is the first since the British
designer said she was buying back full control of her
namesake brand from French luxury group Kering. “You
don’t take that decision lightly, it’s something that I’ve taken incredibly seriously and it’s been a long process,”
McCartney said of her plans to go it alone with the brand,
after 17 years of a joint-venture with Kering. The split
should be final by March 2019.
“Having control of the company is important when your
name is above the door and I think if you have that option
it’s rude not to.” Models strutted under the shimmering
mosaic ceilings in the corridors of Paris’ Opera Garnier.
Known for her environmentally-friendly approach to
fashion, McCartney’s latest outing featured a ruffled shell
suit in recycled nylon and handbags made from faux
leather. Pale suits with combat-style trousers for the men
followed oversized linen suits for women, interspersed
with flirtier mini-dresses in brightly-coloured knitted lace.

J

The guests, geared up for styles that spoke of horses,
were somewhat disappointed by the scarce equestrian
references. One that fit the bill was a white dress with eyelets that was inspired by a horse groomer’s apron. The 47
looks by French designer Nadege Vanhee-Cybulski in ontrend neutral colors were superlative for a host of other
reasons. Most twinned the designer’s signature minimalism
with a sporty edge.
Clean silhouettes - crisp hems, simple geometric
shapes, tight proportions and minimal accessories - set the
tone. Many of the individual items were must-haves, such
as a pair of slightly flared burgundy pants that were made
of crisscrossed bands of material. And people better start
placing their orders for the new two-tone Kelly bag!

Hermes goes to the races
Hermes - the fashion house named after the speedy,
messenger god - has long been associated with horse racing and affirmed its heritage by launching the show-jumping competition Saut Hermes in 2009. The label synonymous with luxury further embraced the legacy by taking
Paris Fashion Week to the renovated Longchamp for a
Saturday evening display.

Models present creations by
Hermes during the SpringSummer 2019 Ready-to-Wear
collection fashion show in Paris.
— AFP photos
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Models present
creations by Stella
McCartney at the
end of the SpringSummer 2019
Ready-to-Wear
collection fashion
show in Paris.

Cool Paris fashion show
brings stars out in bumps
When Hollywood stars and some of the world’s top
models get together it’s usually their fans who get the
goosebumps. But it was actresses Elle Fanning, Andie
MacDowell, Eva Longoria and supermodels Winnie
Harlow and Ming Xi who had the shivers from a chill
breeze as they prepared to walk down a floating runway in
the River Seine for Paris fashion week’s biggest show. Pros
that they are, they put a brave face on it, smiling and waving to the huge crowd that watched the spectacle from the
packed riverbanks and bridges. No such worries for the
boys, with “Game of Thrones” star Nikolaj CosterWaldau-the dishy Dane who plays Jaime Lannister-leading out the male side of the show in coats, polo necks and
jumpers.
In the end though, the northerly wind dropped allowing
the models to bask in perfect autumn sunshine. All river
traffic on the Seine was halted for 30 minutes to make sure
they would be no waves to knock the stars off their 60metre (200-foot) pontoon perch. Just to make doubly sure
that no-one ended up in the drink, it was sheltered by an
enormous celebrity-laden barge.
The show organized by the cosmetics giant L’Oreal
featured looks from 14 fashion week designers including
Off White, Balmain, Elie Saab, Atlein, Giambattista Valli,
Jacquemus, Miu Miu and Sonia Rykiel. Other celebrity
models included the British singer Cheryl, South Korean
supermodel Soo-Joo Park, “anti-body shaming” activist
Iskra Lawrence, Australian Duckie Thot and Dutch catwalk
legend Doutzen Kroes. The show was broadcast live in 30
countries, according to L’Oreal, who held a similar gigantic
show on the Champs Elysees, the French capital’s grandest
boulevard, last year. — Agencies

French actress (left) and Danish actor Coster Waldau (third left) present creations for L’Oreal.

Canadian model Winnie Harlow presents a creation for L’Oreal.

US actress and model Elle Fanning

French actress Louise Bourgoin (second left), Ethiopian actress and model Liya Kebede, Danish actor Coster Waldau (sixth left), US actress Eva Longoria (center), Dutch model Doutzen Kroes
(sixth right), US actress Andie MacDowell (ﬁfth right), French alpine skier and Paralympic Champion Marie Bochet (fourth right), US actress Elle Fanning (third right) and French model Thylane
US actress Eva Longoria presents a creation for L’Oreal.
Blondeau acknowledge the audience at the end of the L’Oreal fashion show during the Spring-Summer 2019 Ready-to-Wear collection fashion show in Paris.
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Miss
Lebanon
2018

Maya Reaidy smiles after being crowned Miss Lebanon 2018 in the capital Beirut on September 30, 2018. — AFP photos

Young ballerinas being
ruined by Instagram,
says star Vishneva

Russian star ballet dancer of the Mariinsky Theatre Diana Vishneva poses during a
photo session. — AFP photos

O

ne of ballet’s biggest stars
has warned that the development of young ballerinas is
being jeopardized by viral videos of
hyper-elastic dancers performing
incredible tricks. Russian prima ballerina Diana Vishneva told AFP that
the popular clips on Instagram and
YouTube set false expectations that
could hamper and even harm young
dancers. “Often I see young dancers
more interested in their phones than
what is going on in rehearsals,” said
the star of the Mariinsky Ballet in
Saint Petersburg, the birthplace of
Tchaikovsky’s “The Nutcracker” and
“The Sleeping Beauty”.
“Some are not yet professional or
mature enough to understand what
they are watching on YouTube,” said
the 42-year-old after dancing at the
Paris Opera four months after having
her first child. “They see the surface,
the great bodies, but they don’t realise
the work behind that,” said the former
star pupil of the legendary Vaganova
Academy, the school that produced
Nijinsky, Nureyev, Anna Pavlova and
Natalia Makarova. Vishneva fears that
young dancers are being set unrealistic
standards by posed photos and videos,
particularly on Instagram.
‘Disastrous eye candy’
“When I was young we simply
didn’t have time for anything other than
ballet. Now kids spend hours on social
media. And you see that immediately
on stage,” she told AFP. “They don’t
know about timing or have a sense of
movement. It has to happen right away.
They want everything now,” said the
ballerina who has divided her time
between the American Ballet Theater
(ABT) and dancing in Russia for the
past 13 years. Her comments come as
unease has been growing about the
influence of unrealistic role models for
young dancers on social media.
The influential US publication Dance
Magazine warned earlier this year that
“what seems like harmless visual candy
is setting new standards for young
dancers as they seek to emulate their
Insta-heros. “These tricks, in and of
themselves, are not bad things. However,
devoid of a codified technical progression... they can be disastrous,” it warned.
“Even the advocates of technique and

artistry get wooed by the sirens song of
an S-shaped supporting leg, or the
gravity-defying pyrotechnical jump,”
said Theresa Ruth Howard, a former star
of the Dance Theatre of Harlem who
now teaches ballet internationally.
“Teachers who admonish the flexible
girl for stretching all the time instead of
working on strength” can easily get
seduced by the tricks that draw
Instagram fame and followers. “It’s a
guilty pleasure that dance folk of a certain generation would be slow to admit
to,” she added.
#MeToo: ‘Innocent men hurt’
Vishneva, who was trained by living
legend Ludmila Kovaleva and got the
highest marks ever at the Vaganova,
said it is a “permanent struggle” to stay
at the top. As one of the first postSoviet ballerinas to carve out a solo
career in the West, Vishneva came up
through the notoriously tough Russian
system. But she said change was
inevitable in ballet especially as voices
have now begun to be raised in what
was a hermetic world to denounce
harassment and abuse.
She said that she was “never pressured or humiliated” at the Vaganova.
“Perhaps I got lucky with my teachers
or it’s because my character was
strong... (but) there has to be a difference between requiring discipline and
humiliation. There should be red lines
which ballet masters can’t go beyond,”
she added. As for sexual harassment,
Vishneva jumped to the defense of her
favorite dance partner in the US,
Brazilian Marcelo Gomes, who
resigned from the ABT in December
after he was accused of sexual misconduct.
While she said she was horrified by
cases of men “abusing their power”, the
ballerina said it was also disturbing that
“innocent” men were also being blackened. “This harassment thing came to
ballet after all these scandals in film
industry. I don’t like to see that in many
cases innocent people got hurt,”
Vishneva said. “This needs to be
judged very carefully, it’s very thin ice,
especially in ballet where physical contact is very strong.” — AFP

Maya Reaidy wears her tiara after being crowned Miss
Lebanon 2018.

Ageing Japan-Manga comics turn
grey - but spirited - along with readers

J

apan’s greying population is changing the
character of its beloved manga comics,
spawning a new genre in which the elderly
aren’t pitiable oldsters but protagonists making
discoveries and finding friends. Demand for
stories focused on the elderly has grown alongside their audience: 27.7 percent of Japanese
are older than 65, up from 21.5 percent just a
decade ago. Readership cuts across society, the
publishers say, from retirees looking for plots
they identify with to younger Japanese watching their nation age, with growing concern
about their later years.
“Different social problems and concerns rise
up as opposed to when society is centered
around young people, and manga that show the
reality of an ageing society are in demand from
both readers and writers,” said Kaoru Endo, a
sociology professor at Tokyo’s Gakushuin
University. Manga, both print and digital, pulled
in 430 billion yen ($3.81 billion) in 2017, according to the Research Institute for Publications.
They’re ubiquitous in daily life, showing up
everywhere from crowded subways to coffee
shops and waiting rooms.
Although no public data exists on the market
share for senior-focused manga, the genre is
clearly growing. Eight of the 11 most popular
such works, according to industry insiders, started publication after 2014. Three were in 2017 and
2018. “The over-60 generation - in whose youth
manga gained wide acceptance - have loved
manga since they were kids,” Endo said. Yuki
Ozawa, illustrator of “Sanju Mariko,” about an
80-year-old widow who sneaks out of her
crowded family home to live on her own and
write, thinks escapism plays a big role too.
“When you watch news about ageing, there are
so many dark, serious topics. It makes people
anxious,” she told Reuters. “There are also a lot
of people who are single, who probably will never marry and always live alone, and when they’re

teenage girl bond over homoerotic manga, building a friendship of text messages, cafe trips and
manga fan events. Ozawa’s Mariko may be 80,
but the loneliness that prompts her to leave home
is universal. Characters are “being illustrated in a
way that feels closer to reality,” said Tsurutani,
36, who said memories of her late grandmother
inform her work.

Kenshi Hirokane, the comic book author of the
Kosaku Shima and ‘Like Shooting Stars in the
Twilight’ series, poses with cutouts of Kosaku
Shima characters during an interview with
Reuters at his studio in Tokyo, Japan. — Reuters
feeling gloomy they read Mariko and feel as if
they’ve seen a ray of light,” she said.
Virtually no topic has escaped manga since
the medium took off about 50 years ago. There
have even been manga on the 2011 earthquake
and tsunami, including the Fukushima meltdown.
Elderly characters, though, were mostly peripheral: a loving grandma, somebody needing nursing
care, a venerable sage. Manga that did star the
elderly, like an early ‘90s series about an aged
heavy metal band, didn’t always treat them as
normal people. “Seniors were there, but with an
element of surprise. He might be an old man but
he’s really smart, a weird superhero,” said
Natsuki Nagata, an assistant sociology professor
at Hyogo University of Teacher Education in the
western city of Kobe. “It was if they were a different species.”
But recent examples, such as Kaori Tsurutani’s
“Metamorphoze no Engawa” (Veranda
Metamorphosis), bring a more human touch. In
that story, a septuagenarian widow and geeky

Challenging subject
Some manga in the genre use pure fantasy to
attract readers while still touching on the often
grim reality of elderly issues. One series features
a septuagenarian couple becoming parents, while
in another an elderly woman and a teenage girl
switch bodies. “There are certainly a lot of social
problems involving the elderly, and they’re very
serious,” said Ozawa, whose Mariko has no
health issues and a steady income - uncommon
even in a nation with vigorous seniors. “But to
write just about that means readers will only pay
attention to the social issues, and it’ll be a bit
depressing.”
Illustrator Kenshi Hirokane, whose “Kosaku
Shima” series about a businessman has run
since 1983, shows its hero rise from section
chief to chairman of his electronics firm, ageing
realistically over the years. Hirokane in 1995
also launched “Like Shooting Stars in the
Twilight,” one of the earliest senior-centred
manga. A drama of older peoples’ lives and
loves, it also includes some hot sex scenes. “I
wanted to write about ordinary men and women
having an ordinary love,” the 71-year-old
Hirokane said of the series. “Readers want topics that are close to them.” Hirokane’s prizewinning series now has 58 volumes. “As many
people age, they lose their dreams and hopes,
they think there’s nothing more they can do. No,
it’s not like that at all - you can still fall in love,
you can still do lots of things,” he told Reuters in
his western Tokyo studio.—Reuters

travelling in a car in the southern city of Basra.
Police opened an investigation and pointed the
finger at her ex-husband, who is on the run.
While motivations for the two confirmed murders are far from officially established, women’s
rights group Amal is deeply concerned.
“Armed groups, tribes, criminal gangs... all
these control positions” within the state and
security forces, Hanae Edwar told AFP at the
NGO’s Baghdad office. The recent assassinations
are “threatening messages sent to activists in particular, but also to the whole of society,” she said.
“Attacking women who are public figures is a bid
to force them to shut themselves away at home”,
Edwar added. —AFP

O

two most high profile aesthetic and plastic surgery centres died in mysterious circumstances.
The first was Rafif Al-Yassiri, whose nickname
was Barbie-the same name as her business venture. A week later Rasha Al-Hassan, founder of
the Viola Beauty Centre, was also found dead.
Both were found at their homes, and despite
ongoing investigations, the causes of their
deaths remain undetermined. But the rumor mill
has churned up plenty of theories: drugs, heart
attacks and murder.
On Tuesday this week, two days before Fares
was shot dead, came the first officially confirmed
murder among the spate of suspicious deaths. In
circumstances that foreshadowed the social
media star’s assassination, activist and businesswoman Soad Al-Ali was shot several times while

Assassinations a ‘message’
Fares is not the only Iraqi fashion and beauty
entrepreneur to have met her death in recent
weeks. In August, the managers of Baghdad’s

A person looks at the proﬁle page of Iraqi model and Instagram starlet Tara Fares in Baghdad. — AFP

Murders of
trailblazing Iraqi
women spark
conspiracy fears

ver the last few weeks, four go-getting Iraqi women have separately
met premature deaths-two falling
victim to men firing automatic
weapons into their vehicles. The deaths have
sparked fear among women who dare to break
the mould and visibly achieve in the conservative
country. The latest to die was 22-year-old social
media influencer and model Tara Fares. Her
bloody demise at the wheel of a white Porsche
convertible in Baghdad on Thursday has sparked
as much debate as her racy photos.
Fares had built an Instagram following of 2.7
million people thanks to edgy fashion shoots,
assertive missives and eyecatching, colorful hairstyles. She also posted publicly about a violent
ex-husband and a fiance who died after being
attacked in Istanbul. But while Fares’ fearless
embrace of social media inspired many young
Iraqis, it upset traditionalists.
Fares was the target of a deluge of online
insults over her perceived lack of modesty, in a
society where many adhere to hardline interpretations of Islam. It was this darker side of online
platforms that forced the outspoken Fares to quit
living in her native Baghdad and spend much of
her time in comparatively liberal, secular Iraqi
Kurdistan.
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CHANGE OF NAME
I, Xaviker Fernandes, holder
of Indian Passport No:
J5550444, Civil ID No:
258082100643, hereby
change my name to Xavier
Fernandes. (C 5425)
2-10-2018
Nationality Indian, P.P No.
N5195063, my name John
Constance Peter Consalves
to John Constance

Gonsalves, father’s name
Peter Francis Consalves to
Pedro Francisco Gonsalves,
mother’s name Annie
Francis Consalves to Anna
Francisca Gonsalves.
( C 5424)
1-10-2018
Automated enquiry about
the Civil ID card is

1889988

Airlines
Kuwait Airways

171

Jazeera Airways

177

Wataniya Airways

22 066 536

Turkish Airlines

1884918

American Airlines

22087425
22087426

Jet Airways

22924455

FlyDubai

22414400

Qatar Airways

22423888

KLM

22425747

Royal Jordanian

22418064/5/6

British Airways

22425635

Air France

22430224

Emirates

22921555

Air India

22438184

Sri Lanka Airlines

22424444

Egypt Air

22421578

Swiss Air

22421516

Saudia

22426306

Middle East Airlines

22423073

Lufthansa

22422493

PIA

22421044

Bangladesh Airlines

22452977/8

Indian Airlines

22456700

Oman Air

22958787

Turkish Airlines

22453820/1

Aeroflot

22404838/9

Directorate General of Civil Aviation Home Page (www.kuwait-airport.com.kw)

DIAL161 FOR AIRPORT INFORMATION
Airlines
THY
DLH
KAC
JZR
PGT
JZR
RJA
UAE
KLM
THY
KKK
AXB
GFA
ETH
QTR
KA
JZR
JZR
ETD
OMA
MSR
KAC
KAC
MSR
QTR
JAI
LMU
KAC
JZR
KAC
FDB
DHX
THY
KAC
JZR
KAC
JZR
KAC
BAW
KAC
KAC
KAC
RBG
KAC
JZR
JZR
JZR
KAC
KAC
FDB
KAC
UAE
ETD
ABY
QTR
FDB
SVA
SYR
GFA
MEA
QTR
JZR
KAC
JZR
SAW
MSC
UAE
KAC
MSR
QTR
AXB

Arrival Flights on Tuesday 2/10/2018
Flt
Route
772
Istanbul
625
Dammam
102
London
539
Cairo
858
Istanbul
267
Beirut
642
Amman
853
Dubai
446
Bahrain
1464
Istanbul
1268
Istanbul
395
Kozhikode
211
Bahrain
620
Addis Ababa
1086
Doha
C414
Bangkok
553D
Alexandria
607
Kochi
305
Abu Dhabi
643
Muscat
606
Luxor
418
Manila
382
Delhi
612
Cairo
1076
Doha
572
Mumbai
5510
Cairo
346
Ahmedabad
609
Hyderabad
784
Jeddah
069
Dubai
170
Bahrain
770
Istanbul
1544
Cairo
603
Mumbai
332
Trivandrum
561
Sohag
362
Colombo
157
London
284
Dhaka
204
Lahore
678
Dubai
559
Alexandria
302
Mumbai
605
Ahmedabad
143
Doha
529
Asyut
358
Kochi
354
Bengaluru
053
Dubai
384
Delhi
855
Dubai
301
Abu Dhabi
125
Sharjah
1070
Doha
055
Dubai
512
Riyadh
341
Damascus
213
Bahrain
404
Beirut
1074
Doha
165
Dubai
614
Bahrain
325
Al Najaf
701
Damascus
411
Asyut
871
Dubai
742
Dammam
610
Cairo
8511
Doha
393
Kozhikode

Time
00:15
00:50
00:50
01:00
01:15
01:25
01:35
01:40
01:45
01:50
02:00
02:00
02:15
02:15
02:30
02:40
02:50
02:55
03:05
03:05
03:05
03:05
03:10
03:15
03:30
04:00
04:00
04:15
04:30
04:30
05:05
05:10
05:15
05:20
05:25
05:40
05:55
06:00
06:10
06:25
06:30
06:45
06:50
07:00
07:05
07:20
07:30
07:35
07:45
07:50
08:05
08:25
08:55
09:00
09:30
09:40
10:00
10:00
10:40
10:55
11:00
11:45
12:20
12:20
12:30
12:30
12:45
12:50
13:00
13:00
13:10

JZR
FEG
KAC
QTR
GFA
FDB
KAC
KAC
KAC
SVA
KAC
ETD
KAC
KNE
OMA
KAC
ABY
KAC
UAE
KAC
JZR
QTR
FDB
NIA
KAC
SVA
GFA
JZR
JZR
JZR
QTR
MSR
RJA
GFA
UAE
FDB
KAC
ABY
KAC
NIA
KAC
RBG
KAC
FDB
KAC
OMA
DLH
KAC
MEA
KAC
QTR
KAC
JZR
KLM
UAE
ALK
ETD
KAC
KAC
GFA
AZG
ICV
QTR
KAC
AIC
BBC
PIA
JZR
JAI
MSR
FDB
JZR

779
341
672
1078
221
059
516
618
286
500
788
303
304
529
645
562
127
502
857
118
535
1072
051
361
542
510
215
145
777
177
1080
620
640
217
875
063
744
123
156
0161
776
555
674
057
616
647
624
620
402
166
1088
172
553
445
859
229
307
168
564
219
565
675
1082
786
987
043
239
185
574
2614
071
241

Jeddah
Sohag
Dubai
Doha
Bahrain
Dubai
Tehran
Doha
Dhaka
Jeddah
Jeddah
Abu Dhabi
Mumbai
Jeddah
Muscat
Amman
Sharjah
Beirut
Dubai
New York
Cairo
Doha
Dubai
Alexandria
Cairo
Riyadh
Bahrain
Doha
Jeddah
Dubai
Doha
Cairo
Amman
Bahrain
Dubai
Dubai
Dammam
Sharjah
Istanbul
Cairo
Riyadh
Alexandria
Dubai
Dubai
Bahrain
Muscat
Frankfurt
Doha
Beirut
Rome
Doha
Frankfurt
Alexandria
Amsterdam
Dubai
Colombo
Abu Dhabi
Paris
Amman
Bahrain
Baku
Luxembourg
Doha
Jeddah
Chennai/Hyderabad
Dhaka
Sialkot
Dubai
Mumbai
Cairo
Dubai
Amman

13:45
13:50
13:55
14:10
14:15
14:20
14:20
14:20
14:25
14:45
14:50
15:05
15:05
15:10
15:20
15:20
15:35
15:35
15:45
16:00
16:10
16:15
16:20
16:50
17:00
17:15
17:30
17:35
17:35
17:40
18:10
18:30
19:00
19:05
19:05
19:10
19:10
19:20
19:25
19:30
19:35
19:40
19:40
19:50
20:00
20:05
20:05
20:15
20:15
20:25
20:40
20:45
20:50
21:00
21:15
21:15
21:15
21:20
21:50
21:50
22:00
22:05
22:05
22:15
22:25
22:30
22:35
22:50
23:00
23:30
23:35
23:40

Airlines
AZQ
AIC
RBG
JAI
MSR
FDB
JZR
KAC
THY
KAC
DLH
KAC
PGT
THY
AXB
KKK
ETH
KLM
UAE
JZR
MSR
OMA
ETD
QTR
MSR
LMU
JAI
QTR
KAC
FDB
THY
GFA
RJA
JZR
KAC
RBG
KAC
KAC
KAC
JZR
BAW
KAC
FDB
KAC
JZR
KAC
KAC
KAC
KAC
ABY
KAC
JZR
UAE
KAC
KAC
KAC
ETD
KAC
KAC
QTR
FDB
SYR
SVA
GFA
MEA
JZR
QTR
JZR
MSC

Departure Flights on Tuesday 2/10/2018
Flt
Route
4566
Baku
976
Goa/Chennai
212
Sohag
573
Mumbai
2615
Cairo
072
Dubai
528
Asyut
677
Dubai
773
Istanbul
285
Dhaka
625
Frankfurt
417
Manila
859
Istanbul
765
Istanbul
396
Kozhikode
1269
Istanbul
621
Addis Ababa
446
Amsterdam
854
Dubai
142
Doha
607
Luxor
644
Muscat
306
Abu Dhabi
1087
Doha
613
Cairo
5511
Cairo
571
Mumbai
1077
Doha
303
Mumbai
070
Dubai
771
Istanbul
212
Bahrain
643
Amman
164
Dubai
167
Paris
550
Alexandria
413
Bangkok
171
Frankfurt
501
Beirut
778
Jeddah
156
London
165
Rome
054
Dubai
613
Bahrain
324
Al Najaf
117
New York
787
Jeddah
671
Dubai
561
Amman
126
Sharjah
741
Dammam
534
Cairo
856
Dubai
101
London
541
Cairo
515
Tehran
302
Abu Dhabi
617
Doha
155
Istanbul
1071
Doha
056
Dubai
342
Latakia
513
Riyadh
214
Bahrain
405
Beirut
776
Jeddah
1075
Doha
176
Dubai
412
Asyut

Time
00:05
00:05
00:10
00:30
00:30
00:30
01:05
01:30
01:45
01:50
01:50
02:00
02:45
02:50
02:55
02:55
03:05
03:10
03:30
03:45
04:05
04:05
04:05
04:15
04:15
05:00
05:00
05:15
05:35
06:00
06:30
06:50
07:00
07:15
07:30
07:30
07:40
07:55
08:00
08:00
08:20
08:25
08:35
09:00
09:00
09:05
09:05
09:15
09:40
09:40
09:45
09:45
09:50
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:20
10:25
10:40
10:40
11:00
11:00
11:35
11:55
12:05
12:10
13:10
13:30

SAW
JZR
MSR
JZR
AXB
UAE
QTR
FEG
KAC
GFA
FDB
QTR
SVA
KAC
KAC
KNE
KAC
KAC
KAC
ABY
ETD
OMA
KAC
FDB
QTR
UAE
KAC
NIA
KAC
KAC
KAC
SVA
JZR
GFA
JZR
JZR
JZR
JZR
QTR
MSR
GFA
FDB
RJA
ABY
RBG
NIA
FDB
JZR
UAE
DLH
KAC
OMA
MEA
KAC
QTR
DHX
KAC
ETD
KLM
KAC
ALK
KAC
UAE
GFA
KAC
KAC
KAC
QTR
PIA
JZR

702
144
611
552
394
872
8512
342
673
222
060
1079
501
775
785
530
743
563
619
128
304
646
615
052
1073
858
381
362
331
283
343
511
184
216
608
240
650
538
1081
621
218
064
641
124
556
0162
058
602
876
624
357
648
403
301
1089
171
205
308
445
543
230
383
860
220
783
795
411
1083
240
560

Damascus
Doha
Cairo
Alexandria
Kozhikode
Dubai
Tehran
Sohag
Dubai
Bahrain
Dubai
Doha
Jeddah
Riyadh
Jeddah
Jeddah
Dammam
Amman
Doha
Sharjah
Abu Dhabi
Muscat
Bahrain
Dubai
Doha
Dubai
Delhi
Alexandria
Trivandrum
Dhaka
Chennai
Riyadh
Dubai
Bahrain
Hyderabad
Amman
Lahore
Cairo
Doha
Cairo
Bahrain
Dubai
Amman
Sharjah
Alexandria
Cairo
Dubai
Mumbai
Dubai
Dammam
Kochi
Muscat
Beirut
Mumbai
Doha
Bahrain
Islamabad
Abu Dhabi
Bahrain
Cairo
Colombo
Delhi
Dubai
Bahrain
Jeddah
Madinah
Bangkok
Doha
Sialkot
Sohag

13:30
13:55
14:00
14:05
14:10
14:15
14:30
14:50
15:00
15:00
15:05
15:15
15:45
15:55
16:00
16:00
16:05
16:10
16:15
16:15
16:20
16:20
16:40
17:20
17:25
17:40
17:45
17:50
17:55
18:00
18:00
18:15
18:20
18:20
18:25
18:30
18:35
18:35
19:20
19:30
19:50
19:50
20:00
20:00
20:20
20:30
20:30
20:30
20:35
20:50
21:00
21:05
21:15
21:35
21:50
21:50
21:55
22:05
22:10
22:15
22:20
22:25
22:35
22:50
22:50
23:00
23:15
23:20
23:35
23:45

24
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News

Daring death on the remote
roads of northern Pakistan
SHIMSHAL HUNZA: The jeep bumps along a sloppy
mud road carved between Pakistan’s northern mountains,
its tyres running with breathtaking precision along the
very edge, where nothing but air lies between them and
the snake-like river winding hundreds of feet below. More
than 3,000 meters above sea level the vehicle has no
room for error, its other side just inches from scraping
along the rock face, its passengers worriedly monitoring
how anxious the driver appears.
For his part, Shahid Karim spends as much of his time
watching the mountains themselves as he does gauging
how close he is bringing his jeep to the edge. “At every
second death is written on this road... This whole area is
notorious for landslides,” he says, adding that falling
rocks have struck his vehicle many times. The precarious
roads of Pakistan’s mountainous north are lifelines for its
scattered and remote population. The thoroughfare
Karim is travelling is the only one connecting the 2,400
residents of the village of Shimshal to the outside world.
Drivers like Karim, a native of the region who has been
navigating this particular stretch of road since 2004, are
the only ones who use them, making a career out of ferrying villagers, tourists, and the handful of Westerners
who make the knuckle-whitening journey each year. They
are the ones with the experience to know that landslides
are as great a threat as the road’s narrowness and lack of
safety barriers. During spring and autumn, when there is
no snow or rain, an ibex walking delicately along the
heights can trigger a rockfall, while a strong breeze on a
summer’s day can set pebbles sliding away.
The lightest rainfall can shift rocks, while in the frozen
winters even sunlight can be dangerous, melting the snow
that surrounds boulders and prevents them from raining
down on the road. Sometimes rocks falling from above
are less of a danger than those tumbling away beneath
the car tyres, loosened by the weight of the vehicle and
sent crashing down into the abyss. The more desperate
passengers are for the journey to end, the slower the
driver is forced to crawl along the roads. “We have passengers with us whose lives depend on us,” Karim says.
“So it is really important to drive slowly.”
Death is a journey
This road was inaugurated in 2003 after 18 years of
labor by locals in which three villagers lost their lives.

Indonesia buries
quake victims...
Continued from Page 1
help for urgent disaster-response & relief,” senior
government official Tom Lembong wrote on Twitter
yesterday.
Officials fear the toll will rise steeply in the coming
days and are preparing for the worst, declaring a 14day state of emergency. At Poboya - in the hills above
the devastated seaside city of Palu - volunteers began
to fill a vast grave with the dead, with instructions to
prepare for 1,300 victims to be laid to rest. Authorities
are desperate to stave off any disease outbreak caused
by decomposing bodies, some now are riddled with
maggots.
Three trucks arrived stacked with corpses wrapped
in orange, yellow and black bags, an AFP reporter on
the scene saw. One-by-one they were dragged into the
grave as excavators poured soil on top.
In Balaroa, a Palu suburb once home to a housing
complex, the scale of the damage was obvious. A
wasteland of flattened trees, shards of concrete, twisted
metal roofing, door frames and mangled furniture
stretched out into the distance. Dazed groups of people
ambled over the wreckage, unclear where or how to
start digging. Among them were three men looking for
their younger brother.
Rescuers are racing against the clock and a lack of
equipment to save those still trapped in the rubble, with
up to 60 people feared to be underneath one Palu hotel
alone. Two survivors have been plucked from the 80room Hotel Roa-Roa, Indonesia’s search and rescue
agency said, and there could still be more alive.
Desperate survivors turned to looting shops for basics
like food, water and fuel as police looked on, unwilling
or unable to intervene. “There has been no aid, we need
to eat. We don’t have any other choice, we must get
food,” one man in Palu told AFP as he filled a basket
with goods from a nearby store.
Meanwhile government officials said some 1,200
inmates fled at least three prisons in the region. “I’m

Iran fires missiles at
jihadists in Syria...
Continued from Page 1
“The terrorists used bullets and we gave them a
reply with missiles,” Fars News quoted Brigadier
General Amirali Hajizadeh, head of the Guards’ airspace
division, as saying. “The security of the Iranian people
is our red line and we will not be found wanting.” A
senior Revolutionary Guards commander said yesterday that Islamic State militants in Syria’s Deir al-Zor
province had helped coordinate the parade attack.
These Islamic State militants were the target of the
missile strike, said Major General Mohammad Baqeri,
the armed forces chief of staff, according to Fars News.
“The area east of the Euphrates where Islamic State
is based is under the control of the American military
and the Guards’ missiles hit an area that is close to the
area under American control,” Baqeri said. He added,
“All of these are a warning for the enemies so they don’t
move toward creating insecurity in Iran.” Iranian military
support has been vital to helping Assad through the
Syrian war, and Iran-backed forces are deployed in

SHIMSHAL, Pakistan: Local passengers travel in a vehicle in Shimshal valley of Hunza district in northern Pakistan. The precarious roads of Pakistan’s mountainous
north are lifelines for its scattered and remote population. — AFP
Before then, the people of Shimshal had to walk for days,
crossing icy rivers and climbing deadly ridges in freezing
temperatures to reach the nearest large village of Passu.
Previous rulers of Hunza, the former principality that
encompasses Shimshal and now forms part of Pakistan’s
northern Gilgit-Baltistan region, would banish criminals to
Shimshal as punishment.
The suffering lay in the journey, which was so tough
that few survived it, most slipping to their death from
precarious ridges with others succumbing to cold and
pneumonia. The road, despite causing so much fear in
the hearts of tourists, is therefore seen as a blessing by
residents of Shimshal, bringing education and basic
sure they escaped because they feared they would be
affected by the earthquake. This is for sure a matter of
life and death for the prisoners,” Ministry of Justice
official Sri Puguh Utami said. Many survivors have
spent the last days desperately searching for loved ones
while dealing with the trauma of the disaster. One survivor, Adi, was hugging his wife by the beach when the
tsunami struck on Friday. He has no idea where she is
now, or whether she is alive. “When the wave came, I
lost her,” he said. “I was carried about 50 meters. I
couldn’t hold anything,” he said.
Others have centered their search for loved ones
around open-air morgues, where the dead lay in the
baking sun - waiting to be claimed, waiting to be
named. In other places, the picture was even less clear.
Indonesia’s Metro TV broadcast aerial footage from the
southern suburb of Petobo, where the devastation
appeared extensive. According to government estimates there could be up to 700 people killed there
alone, with many of the 1,747 homes destroyed. “We
don’t know how many casualties there are at the complex” said Sutopo Purwo Nugroho, the national disaster agency spokesman.
Yenni Suryani, of Catholic Relief Services, said devastated infrastructure was hampering rescue efforts.
“Humanitarian groups are struggling to get people into
affected areas,” she said. The main airport at Palu was
damaged, landslides had cut off key roads while “power
is out almost everywhere,” she added. The local airport
has been cleared to receive humanitarian and commercial flights, but so far the landing slots have been taken
up by Indonesia’s powerful military, which is staging its
own assistance efforts.
Satellite imagery provided by regional relief teams
showed severe damage at some of the area’s major
ports, with large ships tossed on land, quays and
bridges trashed and shipping containers thrown
around. A double-arched yellow bridge had collapsed,
its ribs twisted as cars bobbed in the water below.
Indonesia, home to 260 million people, is one of the
world’s most disaster-prone nations. It lies on the
Pacific “Ring of Fire”, where tectonic plates collide and
many of the world’s volcanic eruptions and earthquakes
occur. A massive 2004 quake triggered a tsunami that
killed 220,000 throughout the region, including
168,000 in Indonesia. — AFP

southeastern Syria on the west bank of the Euphrates
River. Iran has dismissed US demands that it leave Syria.
The official in the Iran-backed alliance described
yesterday’s strike, targeting an area on the eastern bank
of the Euphrates, as a “limited message”. “One of the
messages, to those it concerns, is that ‘our missiles are
one of our powerful cards that are ready to respond
whenever we want’,” the official said. Supreme Leader
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, the highest authority in Iran,
has said the militants responsible for the Sept 22 attack
were paid by Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates and that Iran would “severely punish” those
behind the violence.
Saudi Arabia and the UAE have denied involvement
in the attack. Mohsen Rezaie, a former commander of
the Guards, suggested in a Twitter message yesterday
that more attacks were coming. “The main punishment
is on the way,” Rezaie, who is secretary of the
Expediency Council, an unelected arbitration body that
resolves disputes between parliament and a clerical
vetting body, the Guardian Council, wrote. Last year,
the Guards fired missiles at Islamic State militants in
Syria after the group claimed responsibility for an
attack on the parliament in Tehran and the mausoleum
of the founder of Iran’s revolution, Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini, that left at least 18 people dead and dozens
wounded. — Reuters

amenities to their remote mountain homes. That
includes electricity: for years residents have generated
power with small solar panels, though this year a
hydropower plant built with materials brought in along
the road is set to be completed.
Honking horns at dawn
Every morning the sound of a blaring car horn tears
into the dawn serenity of Shimshal. Its residents are not
bothered by the rude awakening. So few people dare
drive the road that-barring emergencies-those who
wish to travel outside crowd into just one vehicle that
leaves daily. Its driver is simply making sure no one

Sunk costs: Airports
take action against
rising seas, storms
SINGAPORE: Global airport operators, faced with
rising sea levels and more powerful storms as the climate changes, are starting to invest in measures
including higher runways, seawalls and better
drainage systems to future-proof immovable assets.
In early September, a seawall at Japan’s Kansai
International Airport built on a reclaimed island near
Osaka, was breached during Typhoon Jebi. The runway was flooded and it took 17 days to fully restore
airport operations, at a high cost to the region’s
economy as well as the dozens of airlines that cancelled flights.
Major airports in Hong Kong, mainland China and
North Carolina were also closed due to tropical
storms last month. Such incidents highlight the disaster risks to investors and insurers exposed to a sector with an estimated $262 billion of projects under
construction globally, according to Fitch Solutions.
There is a kind of one-way direction with regards to
the frequency and severity of climate change-related
events,” said Fitch Solutions Head of Infrastructure
Richard Marshall. “If people aren’t taking that seriously, that is a risk.”
Fifteen of the 50 most heavily trafficked airports
globally are at an elevation of less than 30 feet above
sea level, making them particularly vulnerable to a
changing climate, including rising sea levels and
associated higher storm surges. You see it at individual airports that are already seeing sea rise and are
already dealing with water on their runway,” Airports
Council International (ACI) Director General Angela
Gittens said, citing examples in island nations including Vanuatu and the Maldives.
“But even in some of these mature economies they

US, Japanese
pair win Nobel
Prize for cancer...
Continued from Page 1
this prestigious recognition”. Antibodies against
PD-1 have been approved by the US Food and Drug
Administration as an investigational new drug and
developed for the treatment of cancer.
Research by Allison’s team has meanwhile led to the
development of a monoclonal antibody drug, which was
approved by the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) in 2011 for the treatment of melanoma. “For more
than 100 years, scientists attempted to engage the
immune system in the fight against cancer. Until the
seminal discoveries by the two laureates, progress into
clinical development was modest,” the Nobel jury said.
Allison, a professor at the University of Texas, and
Honjo, a professor at Kyoto University, were in 2014
awarded the Tang Prize, touted as Asia’s version of the
Nobels, for their research.
Other cancer treatments have previously been

misses the journey.
A mere six vehicles from Shimshal and four from Passu
regularly make the commute. The villagers muster at a
single point with their luggage as the driver continues
cruising through the village honking, sometimes for up to
half an hour. Doulat Amin, the first teacher to work in
Shimshal valley, is among the people waiting one rainy
dawn to get into central Hunza. “I came here in 1966 as a
teacher and there were so many difficulties back then,”
the 75-year-old said. “There was no education, because
there was no road.” Travelling its rocky way is risky-but,
Amin says, God is with the passengers. “We plead with
him every time we travel on the road.”— AFP

are having more storms, they are having to do more
pumping. My old airport in Miami is in that scenario.”
A draft copy of an ACI policy paper reviewed by
Reuters and due to be released this week warns of
the rising risks to facilities from climate change. It
encourages member airports to conduct risk assessments, develop mitigation measures and take it into
account in future master plans. The paper cites
examples of forward-thinking airports that have taken climate change into account in planning, such as
the $12 billion Istanbul Grand Airport on the Black
Sea, set to become one of the world’s largest airports
when it opens next month.
Debt investors in particular have high exposure to
airports, most of which are owned by governments or
pension funds. Ratings agency Moody’s alone has
$174 billion of airport bonds under coverage. Earl
Heffintrayer, the lead analyst covering U.S. airports at
Moody’s, said the risk of climate change became
apparent to investors after Superstorm Sandy closed
major New York airports for days in 2012.
Sandy led to the cancellation of nearly 17,000
flights, costing airlines $500 million in revenues and
disrupting operations around the world, according to
a 2017 presentation by Eurocontrol on climate
change risk. Investors are increasingly asking about
mitigation plans at low-lying airports like San
Francisco and Boston as they look to invest in bonds
with terms of up to 30 years, Heffintrayer said.
San Francisco International Airport, built on
reclaimed land that is slowly sinking, has completed a feasibility study on a $383 million project to
make the airport more resilient to sea level rises
on its 8 miles (12.9 km) of bay front shoreline by
2025. We are seeing a lot more thought going into
protection against flood damage, catastrophe,
making sure that the storm drains around the airport are fit for purpose,” said Gary Moran, head
of Asia aviation at insurance broker Aon. “There
definitely is a lot more thought going into potential further worsening in weather conditions further down the line.” — Reuters

awarded Nobel prizes, including methods for hormone
treatment for prostate cancer in 1966, chemotherapy in
1988 and bone marrow transplantation for leukaemia in
1990. “However, advanced cancer remains immensely
difficult to treat, and novel therapeutic strategies are
desperately needed,” the Nobel Assembly said.
The duo will share the Nobel prize sum of nine million Swedish kronor (about $1.01 million or 870,000
euros). They will receive their prize from King Carl XVI
Gustaf at a formal ceremony in Stockholm on
December 10, the anniversary of the 1896 death of
Alfred Nobel who created the prizes in his last will and
testament. Last year, US geneticists Jeffrey Hall,
Michael Rosbash and Michael Young were awarded the
medicine prize for their research on the role of genes in
setting the “circadian clock” which regulates sleep and
eating patterns, hormones and body temperature.
The winners of this year’s physics prize will be
announced on Tuesday, followed by the chemistry
prize on Wednesday. The peace prize will be
announced on Friday, and the economics prize will
wrap up the Nobel season yesterday, October 8. For
the first time since 1949, the Swedish Academy has
postponed the announcement of the 2018 Nobel
Literature Prize until next year, amid a #MeToo scandal and bitter internal dispute that has prevented it
from functioning properly.— AFP
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Rockies crush Nationals to
face Dodgers in tiebreaker
Brewers pound Tigers to force NL Central tiebreaker
DENVER: Charlie Blackmon hit an RBI double in the
eighth inning to complete the cycle, and the Colorado
Rockies beat the Washington Nationals 12-0 on Sunday
in Denver to tie the Los Angeles Dodgers for first place
in the National League West. Blackmon tripled in the
first, homered in the third and singled in the fifth to help
Colorado make quick work of the Nationals and force
an extra game for the division crown.
The Dodgers and Rockies will meet Monday in Los
Angeles, with the winner taking the division and the
loser playing either the Milwaukee Brewers or the
Chicago Cubs in the NL wild-card game on Tuesday.
Nolan Arenado homered twice, David Dahl and Trevor
Story also went deep, and Tyler Anderson pitched 7 2/3
sharp inning for the Rockies, who will play in a 163rd
game for the second time. In 2007, they beat the San
Diego Padres to earn a wild-card berth, and then went
on to sweep through the NL playoffs on the way to the
World Series.

Hatcher (3-3). That was the first hit allowed by six
Oakland relievers and the first hit by the Angels since
the third inning. Jefry Marte, who had homered earlier,
laced a double into the left field corner, scoring Ohtani,
and setting the stage for Ward’s heroics. The rally made
a winner out of Parker Bridwell (1-0), who pitched a 12-3 top of the ninth.

Dodgers 15, Giants 0

Francisco Lindor hit a home run, and Carlos
Carrasco pitched five strong innings as Cleveland ended the regular season with a victory at Kansas City.
Trevor Bauer added four scoreless innings to earn the
save in support of Carrasco in his final tune-up before
the postseason. Lindor hit his 38th home run of the season in the third inning. Carrasco (17-10) gave up just
one run on three hits, with two walks and six strikeouts.
The right-hander, who won for the first time since Aug.
28, is next expected to pitch in Game 2 of the ALDS.

Orioles 4, Astros 0

Jimmy Yacabonis, Paul Fry and Mychal Givens combined for a one-hit shutout as Baltimore defeated visiting Houston. Trey Mancini, Tim Beckham and Renato
Nunez each drove in a run for Baltimore, which finished
47-115 and set a franchise record for losses. The
American League West champion Astros finished with
a record of 103-59, a franchise record for wins, and
they are headed to the AL Division Series to play
Cleveland.
Indians 2, Royals 1

Matt Kemp singled, doubled twice and drove in
three runs, and Rich Hill threw seven shutout innings,
helping Los Angeles embarrass host San Francisco and
complete a three-game sweep. Los Angeles bombed
Giants starter Andrew Suarez (7-13) for two runs in the
first inning, then added seven more in the third against
Suarez and reliever Hunter Strickland.
Justin Turner and David Freese drove in the Los
Angeles runs in the first inning before Kemp had a tworun double and Brian Dozier a two-run homer in the
third, during which the Dodgers went up 9-0. It was
Dozer’s fifth homer since joining the Dodgers at the
trade deadline, and his 21st counting his time with the
Minnesota Twins.
Brewers 11, Tigers 0

Jesus Aguilar homered and drove in three runs, and
host Milwaukee remained tie for first in the NL Central
by pummeling Detroit. The Brewers will visit the Cubs
in Chicago on Monday to decide the division title. The
loser of that contest will play host to the NL wild-card
game on Tuesday against the Dodgers or the Rockies.
Ryan Braun supplied two hits, two runs and two RBIs,
while Orlando Arcia also drove in two runs. Travis Shaw
added a solo homer for Milwaukee, which finished the
162-game schedule on a seven-game winning streak.
Cubs 10, Cardinals 5

Chicago kept alive its hopes for a third straight NL
Central title, defeating visiting St Louis. Anthony
Rizzo scored three runs and went 4-for-4 with two
doubles, two singles, one RBI and one walk to lead the
Cubs’ offense. Allen Webster (1-0) got two outs to
close the third inning, earning his first major league
win since 2015. Chicago used nine pitchers to close
out the win, the Cubs’ second in the weekend series
against their rival.
Angels 5, A’s 4

After manager Mike Scioscia announced he was
stepping down, his team beat Oakland to win the season finale at Anaheim, Calif. Taylor Ward belted a tworun, walk-off home run as the Angels scored three
times in the ninth inning. Shohei Ohtani led off the bottom of the ninth inning with a single to center off Chris

Red Sox 10, Yankees 2

J.D. Martinez hit a three-run homer in the fourth
inning, and host Boston concluded the best regular
season in team history with a victory over New York.
Martinez gave the Red Sox a 10-2 lead when he drove
an 0-1 pitch from Justus Sheffield over the center field
fence and into the Boston bullpen. Reliever Robby
Scott was warming up and caught the ball in his cap.
It was Martinez’s 43rd homer and upped his RBI total
to 130. Xander Bogaerts added a two-run homer as
the Red Sox raced out to a 7-0 lead through the second inning.
Phillies 3, Braves 1

Cesar Hernandez’s first-pitch home run set the tone,
and eight Philadelphia pitchers scattered four total hits
in a win over visiting Atlanta. The loss cost the Braves,
the National League East champion, a chance at the
second seed in the NL playoffs. Atlanta will continue its
campaign against either Los Angeles or Colorado on
the road on Thursday.
The Phillies won for the second consecutive game
after they had dropped nine straight outings to fall out
of contention for the NL East title and into third place
in the NL East.
Mets 1, Marlins 0

Noah Syndergaard tossed his first career shutout as
host New York topped Miami. Syndergaard (13-4), who
took two trips to the disabled list this season due to a
finger injury and hand, foot and mouth disease, allowed
five hits, walked none and struck out six. The Marlins
got only one runner into scoring position against
Syndergaard, who gave up a two-out double to
Magneuris Sierra in the eighth before striking out JT

DENVER: Charlie Blackmon #19 of the Colorado Rockies hits a eighth inning RBI double to complete the cycle
against the Washington Nationals at Coors Field on Sunday in Denver, Colorado. — AFP
Riddle. The Mets scored the game’s only run in the
fourth, when Jeff McNeil hit a leadoff single and scored
on Todd Frazier’s two-out double.
Padres 4, Diamondbacks 3 (10 innings)

Manuel Margot scored from third in the 10th
inning as Arizona catcher John Ryan Murphy was
throwing out pinch hitter Francisco Mejia at first on a
strikeout to give host San Diego a walk-off win.
Margot, who homered earlier in the game, tripled
with one out to bring up Mejia to face Jake Barrett
(0-1). Mejia swung and missed at an 0-2 pitch from
Barrett, but the ball skipped a short distance away
from Murphy. As the catcher threw to first, Margot
broke for the plate to beat the throw from first baseman Daniel Descalso. Jose Castillo (3-3), who pitched
a perfect 10th, got the win.
Pirates 6, Reds 5 (10 innings)

Pablo Reyes tripled and scored on a the 10th-inning
wild pitch to give Pittsburgh a win at Cincinnati.
Starling Marte and Josh Bell hit solo homers for
Pittsburgh, and manager Clint Hurdle got his 1,200th
victory. He has 1,253 losses. Tim Federowicz hit a tworun homer and Dilson Herrera a solo shot for the Reds.
Twins 5, White Sox 4

Max Kepler and Jake Cave each homered to lead
Minnesota to a victory over Chicago at Minneapolis in
what may have been the final game of 2009 American
League MVP Joe Mauer’s career. Mauer, 35, went 1-

for-4 — a signature line-drive double to the gap in leftcenter in the seventh inning on a 3-2 pitch off reliever
Juan Minaya. It was the 2,123rd career hit and club
record 428th career double for the three-time AL batting champion. Mauer, who said he will decide in a couple weeks whether he will retire or play again after finishing up an eight-year, $184 million contract, made a
surprise appearance behind the plate for one pitch to
start the ninth before leaving the game to another
standing ovation.
Rays 9, Blue Jays 4

Jake Bauers went 3-for-3 with a two-run double,
Tommy Pham added three hits and one RBI, and Tampa
Bay defeated visiting Toronto. Joey Wendle added two
RBIs as the Rays won the final two games of the series
to take the season series 13-6 against the Blue Jays.
Pham extended his on-base streak to 32 games. Kevin
Pillar was 3-for-3 with an RBI double for Toronto.
Mariners 3, Rangers 1

Roenis Elias pitched five shutout innings as Seattle
defeated visiting Texas. The Mariners took three of four
games against the Rangers to win the season series 109, giving them a winning record against every other
team in the American League West this year. Elias (3-1)
allowed only one hit, a leadoff single to Adrian Beltre in
the second inning, didn’t walk a batter and struck out
four. Four Mariners relievers combined for four innings
of one-run ball, with Shawn Armstrong tossing the
ninth for his first career save. — Reuters

One-two victory for
GAZOO Racing and
a hat-trick for Tanak
at Rally Turkey
ISTANBUL: GAZOO Racing (GR) claims first
and second place in its third consecutive win in
the FIA World Rally Championship (WRC),
moving the team to the top of the manufacturers’ standings
The GAZOO Racing (GR) World Rally Team
has finished first and second on a challenging
Rally Turkey, with drivers Ott Tanak and JariMatti Latvala racing to victory. It is the first
such result for the team since its return to the
FIA World Rally Championship (WRC) at the
start of 2017,which moves the squad to the top
of the manufacturers’ standings. The win is also
the third in a row for Tanak and the Toyota Yaris
WRC, the first time any driver or team has
achieved such a streak since the current era of
World Rally Cars was introduced last season.
Appearing on the WRC calendar for the first
time since 2010, Rally Turkey provided a considerable test to all the teams and crews, with
entirely new stages over rough and rocky gravel
roads that were extremely demanding for the
cars and their tires. In a rally of attrition, where
only five World Rally Cars completed the event
without having to retire from at least one of the
three legs, the approach of the Toyota team and
its drivers to focus on reliability and avoiding
mistakes paid dividends.
At the end of the second day, Tanak and
Latvala occupied the fifth and fourth positions
respectively. Through measured driving, they
took over at the top of the leader board early on
the afternoon of third day as their rivals hit
problems. The two drivers continued to avoid
issues throughout the remaining stages, with
Tanak winning by 22.3 seconds over Latvala,
who finished almost one and a half minutes
ahead of the third-placed crew. This impressive
display of driving enabled Toyota to claim a
maximum haul of 43 points towards the manufacturers’ championship, which it now leads by

five points with just three rounds remaining.
Tanak, who also took three bonus points for
third place on the rally-ending Power Stage, has
climbed to second in the drivers’ standings, and
is just 13 points from the lead. Meanwhile,
Latvala, who finished fourth on the Power Stage,
moved up to fifth place behind Lappi.
Commenting on the victory, Akio Toyoda,
Team President, said: “Following Finland and
Germany, we, GAZOO Racing (GR), have
achieved excellent results for the third consecutive rally. I really appreciate the fans who are
supporting us from all over the world. Rally
Turkey was very tough, beyond our imaginations, for all the components of the car including
the chassis, engine and tires, because of its
severe roads with big rocks and high temperatures. To have run through such roads and
reached the finish with these great results, I
appreciate the drivers, the co-drivers and all the
team members. Thank you all and congratulations! During the rally, the Yaris WRCs did not
run perfectly all the time. There were minor
issues for every car and each crew had to drive
carefully. Driving carefully back to the service
park, improving the car together with engineers
and mechanics during service, and going back
to the stages - this is how we reached the podium. When he finished the third day in second
overall, Latvala said that he would drive for the
team and his team-mate on the fourth day. I am

really glad to see the result of such teamwork.
And I am proud of not only the winning crew,
Tanak and Jarveoja, but also all my team-mates
who gave their full efforts to make this happen.
In this team, Toyota Motor Corporation works
to make cars which drivers can drive more easily. Together with our amazing team-mates, we
will continue making ‘ever-better’ cars in order
to share more joy in the future. Thank you to all
the fans in advance for your continuous support
of the team.”
Over the years, Toyota has been participating
in many different forms of motorsports, including Formula One, the World Endurance
Championship (WEC) and the Nurburgring 24
Hours endurance race. Toyota’s participation in
these events was overseen by separate entities
within the company until April 2015, when
Toyota established GAZOO Racing (GR), to
consolidate all of its motorsports activities
under one in-house brand. Representing
Toyota’s belief that ‘the roads build the people,
and the people build the cars,’ GAZOO Racing
(GR) highlights the role of motorsports as a fundamental pillar of Toyota’s commitment to making ‘ever-better’ cars. Harnessing years of experience gained under the extreme conditions of
various motorsports events, GAZOO Racing
(GR) aims to forge new technologies and solutions that bring the freedom, adventure, and joy
of driving to everyone.

Kuwaiti shooter Shahad Al-Hawal (top, centre).—KUNA

Kuwait shooter Shahad Al-Hawal
wins gold in tourney in Egypt
CAIRO: Kuwaiti shooter Shahad AlHawal grabbed the gold medal in Sheikha
Fatma bint Mubarak tournament for
women shooters which was held in Egypt.
Duaij Al-Otaibi, Chairman of the Kuwaiti
and Arab Shooting Federations, in a
phone call with KUNA, congratulated the
Kuwaiti woman champion for the win,
wishing that she may continue to excel in

shooting at the Arab, regional and international levels. He also voiced felicitations to the top leaders, namely HH the
Amir, the Crown Prince and the Prime
Minister, as well as the government and
the Kuwaiti people for the shooter’s
accomplishment. Egyptian shooter Suzan
Jaber came second followed by her fellow
citizen, Maji Ashmawi. — KUNA
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Pakistan, India square off over
botched cricket agreement
Pakistan recalls Hafeez for Australia Tests
DUBAI: Pakistan and India squared off at the legal
crease at a hearing at the International Cricket Council
headquarters in Dubai yesterday after the two sides
failed to honour a deal to compete in several bilateral
series. The Pakistan Cricket Board (PCB) is demanding
70 million dollars in compensation from India, claiming
that a memorandum of understanding signed in 2014
had guaranteed six bilateral series between 2015 and
2023. However the Board of Control for Cricket in India
(BCCI) have said they are unable to play against
Pakistan until their government gives them permission
and dismissed the agreement as not legally binding. The
hearing is set to last until October 3.
ICC’s chief executive David Richardson last week
urged the two nations to resolve the matter between
themselves rather than seeking arbitration. “It is a matter between India and Pakistan. We would like the
resumption of ties between the two nations on a bilateral basis,” said Richardson.
“We will facilitate any settlement decision if we can.
Other than that, it is up to the two nations.” IndiaPakistan ties, including sports and cultural contacts,
plummeted after the 2008 militant attacks in Mumbai,
which New Delhi blamed on Pakistani militant groups.
There has been just one bilateral tour since, when
Pakistan visited India to play two Twenty20s and three
one-day internationals in December 2012 and January
2013. Pakistan and India continue to play each other in
international events, including last month’s Asia Cup in

Preparations for
Crown Prince
annual shooting
tournament continues

Dubai. India won that event while Pakistan failed to
reach the final.
Meanwhile, Pakistan’s national selection committee
yesterday recalled former opener Mohammad Hafeez
for the two-match Test series against Australia to reinforce its batting following a failed Asia Cup campaign.
The 37-year-old was not part of the original 17member squad announced last week, but after Pakistan
suffered losses at the hands of arch-rival India and
Bangladesh in the Asia Cup the squad reached out to
Hafeez.
Pakistan failed to qualify for the final in the tournament, which India won after beating Bangladesh by
three wickets in Dubai on Friday. Pakistan had previously nursed high hopes for Shan Masood in the ongoing four-day match for Pakistan ‘A’ against Australia in
Dubai but he fell for just 14, forcing the selectors to
include Hafeez. “The national selection committee and
the team management has decided to include Hafeez for
the two Tests against Australia,” said the Pakistan
Cricket Board in a statement.
The first Test against the Australians starts in Dubai
on Sunday with the second outing scheduled to begin
on October 16. Hafeez played the last of his 50 Tests
against England in Birmingham in August 2016.
Last week he scored a double hundred in a domestic
first-class match, catching the eye of selectors. Revised
Test squad: Sarfraz Ahmed (captain), Azhar Ali, Fakhar
Zaman, Imam-ul-Haq, Mohammad Hafeez, Babar Azam,

Marseille chosen to
host 2020 European
rugby finals
MARSEILLE: The 2020 European club rugby finals
will be played at the Velodrome in Marseille on May 22
and 23, the competition organisers announced yesterday. The European Professional Club Rugby (EPCR),

File photo shows International Cricket Council chief executive David Richardson, left, addresses a news conference with Pakistan.
Asad Shafiq, Haris Sohail, Usman Salahuddin,Yasir
Shah, Shadab Khan, Bilal Asif, Mohammad Abbas,

Hasan Ali, Wahab Riaz, Faheem Ashraf, Mir Hamza,
Mohammad Rizwan. — AFP

which runs the European Champions Cup and
Challenge Cup, did not name any other bidders. British
media had reported that English Premier League club
Tottenham Hotspur, who are putting the finishing
touches to a 62,000 stadium in North London, were
interested.
“While France is a traditional stronghold of the
great game of rugby, a European finals weekend in the
city of Marseille will be a whole new experience both
for local fans and for our loyal supporters who travel in
their tens of thousands year after year,” Vincent
Gaillard, the director general of the EPCR, said on the
organisation’s website.

The Velodrome is run by football club Marseille and
is used for big Top 14 games by Toulon. The stadium
hosted the 2010 Challenge Cup final when Cardiff
Blues beat Toulon. It has undergone several redevelopments since it opened in 1937, the most recent in 2014,
and has hosted matches in the 1938 and 1998 football
World Cups, the 1960, 1984 and 2016 European football championships and the 2007 Rugby World Cup.
It is scheduled to host games in the 2023 rugby
World Cup. The first European Cup final was in Cardiff
in January 1995, so this will mark the 25th anniversary
of the competition. The 2019 finals will be in Newcastle
in northeast England. — Reuters

By Abdellatif Sharaa
KUWAIT: Kuwait Shooting
Sports Club Secretary
General Obaid Al-Osaimi
held a meeting with the
technical and administrative
committees to check on the
latest preparations for HH
the Crown Prince Sheikh Obaid Al-Osaimi
Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah annual tournament. Al-Osaimi said he
was satisfied with the preparations as things are
going as planned, and he gave instructions to provide all that is necessary for the success of this
dear tournament that carries the name of HH the
Crown Prince.
He said the board of directors does not spare
any effort in supporting shooters of the national
team, as well as juniors by bringing in the best
international lecturers and trainers to ensure making the achievement that we are accustomed to.
He said there are several local and international
events Kuwait will participate in, including the 8th
Asian Clay Targets Shooting and the 11th Rifle and
Pistol Championships to be hosted by Kuwait from
Nov 2 to Nov 12 with large participation from Asia.
HH the Crown Prince shooting tournament will
start Wednesday to declare the shooting 2018/
2019 season open.

Marsh hundred gives
Australia big lead in
warm-up game
DUBAI: All-rounder Mitchell Marsh celebrated his
elevation to joint Australia vice captain with a punishing hundred yesterday as the touring batsmen
warmed up for the Pakistan Test series. The 26-yearold scored 162 with 17 boundaries against Pakistan A
in Dubai. Australia closed at 494-4 after a batting
workout. The older Marsh brother, Shaun, missed his
century by six runs while Travis Head was 90 not out.
That gave the visitors a 216-run lead. Pakistan ‘A’
made 278 all out in their first innings in the four-day
match at ICC Academy ground. Mitchell, made vice
captain alongside Josh Hazlewood on Thursday,
added 207 with brother Shaun, whose 230-ball
knock had 13 boundaries.
Mitchell then added 106 with Head for the fourth
wicket. Head had hit ten boundaries as Pakistan’s Test
pacers Wahab Riaz and Rahat Ali failed to get a
wicket. Another left-arm pacer Waqas Maqsood finished with 2-66 while part-time spinner Iftikhar
Ahmed had 2-149.
Head then shared an unbroken stand of 87 with
Marnus Labuschagne (39 not out), who had replaced
Matthew Renshaw after his head injury on Sunday.
Pakistan and Australia play the first Test in Dubai
from Sunday while the second Test is in Abu Dhabi
from October 16.
Abbreviated Scores: Australia 494-4 (M. Marsh
162, S. Marsh 94, T. Head 90 not out), Pakistan ‘A’ 278
(Abid Ali 85, Sami Aslam 51; N. Lyon 8-013) . — AFP

Homecoming offers Man
City’s Sane chance to
show Germany what
they missed

Julian Nagelsmann

Hoffenheim boss
Nagelsmann plots to
undo idol Guardiola
SINSHEIM: Hoffenheim coach Julian Nagelsmann is
plotting to outsmart his idol Pep Guardiola when
Manchester City attempt to get their Champions
League campaign back on track by winning in Germany
today. At 31, Nagelsmann is the youngest coach in
Champions League history, and admits to being a a
keen student of Guardiola’s methods. Now he hopes to
thwart the Spanish master tactician in Hoffenheim’s first
home Champions League match in the club’s history.
“I don’t know if it it’s always an advantage to know
Pep Guardiola, because then you know that he is doing
so much the right way or the best way,” said
Nagelsmann. “It’s not very easy to say exactly how he
will set his team.
“He has different ways to play against different
opponents. “You can see a lot of similarities in his style,
but also see a lot of differences. “As I said, it’s not easy
to approach his style of play, but I have a few ideas.”
In Sinsheim, City will be aiming to bounce back from
their shock 2-1 loss at home to Lyon in their first Group
F game. Hoffenheim drew their opener 2-2 at Shakhtar
Donetsk. City beat Brighton 2-0 at home at the weekend to go top of the Premier League, but Hoffenheim’s
form is far shakier as they suffered their third defeat in
six Bundesliga games on Saturday, losing 2-1 at home
to RB Leipzig, who the ambitious Nagelsmann will
coach next season.
IN AT THE DEEP END

This is the first time Nagelsmann will go head-tohead with Guardiola, who coached Bayern Munich to
three consecutive Bundesliga titles from 2013 to 2016
before joining City. There are elements to Nagelsmann’s
aggressive style with Hoffenheim which echo that of
Guardiola, whose City team also like to press their
opponents in their own half.
Neither is afraid to take risks in selection or switch

tactics mid-match. Nagelsmann became a rising star in
German football when he was thrust from coaching
Hoffenheim’s Under-19 team to being tasked with maintaining the senior team in the Bundesliga.
He was just 29 in February 2016 when he took
charge of Hoffenheim-a Bundesliga record for a permanent head coach-with the team second from bottom. He
only gained his coaching licence a month after his
appointment, but the precarious situation did not faze
the self-confident Nagelsmann.
The former defender forged a strong team spirit,
turning Hoffenheim from relegation contenders to
Champions League qualifiers within two seasons.
Despite his youth, Nagelsmann is street-wise with his
answers in press conferences and carefully cultivates
his public image.
ATTENTION TO EYE-BROWS

Just as current Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp
made no secret of his hair transplant while in charge of
Borussia Dortmund, Nagelsmann was equally open
about his own cosmetic surgery. He admitted having
permanent make-up on his eye-brows when he sported
a new look for the 3-1 defeat at Bayern Munich on the
first day of the season in August.
“Women have always been able to wear make-up, I
have tried it and I hope it will work for me,” he
declared. Such self-confidence is typical of
Nagelsmann whose playing career was wrecked by a
knee injury in 2008 while playing for Augsburg’s
reserves, aged just 20. Current Paris Saint Germain
boss Thomas Tuchel, who was coaching one of
Augsburg’s junior teams at the time, spotted his potential and had Nagelsmann scout future opponents.
He joined Hoffenheim in 2010 as assistant coach of
the club’s Under-17 team, later coaching the Under-19
team to the 2014 national age-group title when he was
less than 10 years older than his players. Nagelsmann
was born in the Bavarian town of Landsberg am Lech
and before it was announced this June that he will
coach RB Leipzig from 2019/20, the German media saw
him as a Bayern Munich coach in waiting. He fanned the
flames last year by revealing he has had a house built in
Munich, where his wife’s parents live, and stated “FC
Bayern is a big part of my dream”. For now, the dream
is getting one over on Guardiola. — AFP

LONDON: Manchester City travel to Hoffenheim today
desperately needing a win to kickstart a Champions
League campaign that began with a shock 2-1 defeat to
Lyon for the competition favourites.
There should therefore be no shortage of motivation
for Pep Guardiola’s men, but one member of the City
squad will be especially keen to make a big impression
back on German soil. Leroy Sane was one of the stars
of City’s romp to a record 100 Premier League points
and the League Cup last season. The 22-year-old was
crowned Young Player of the Year in England thanks to
a stellar return of 14 goals and 19 assists in all competitions. However, that still wasn’t enough to earn him a
place in Germany’s World Cup squad as Sane was surprisingly cut from Joachim Loew’s 23.
Sane may have had the last laugh as the defending
champions crashed out in the group stages-the first
time in 80 years Germany had fallen at the first hurdle.
The pace, direct running and eye for a quick shot at
goal possessed by the former Schalke winger were all
traits missing from a laboured and predictable Germany
in Russia.
Yet, there was no time for Sane to feel vindicated as
on his return to club duty he was similarly shunned by
Guardiola, sparking doubts over his attitude off the
field. “Sometimes you have the feeling with Leroy’s
body language that it is all the same whether we win or
lose. He has to improve his body language,” said
Germany’s vice-captain Toni Kroos even as Sane was
recalled to Loew’s squad for last month’s Nations
League opener against newly crowned world champions France. “He was fantastic for City last year but Pep
has the same problem at the moment-he’s trying to get
the best out of him so he can perform better.” If
Guardiola was looking for a reaction, he has got what
he desired.
After being dropped for City’s first four Premier
League games of the season, Sane scored just two minutes into his return against Fulham and has created a
goal in all three of his appearances since.
That included Bernardo Silva’s consolation against
Lyon as Sane came off the bench to transform a pedestrian first-half performance that has put City under
pressure to bounce back this week.
“Leroy has played really good the last few games,”
said Guardiola after Saturday’s 2-0 win over Brighton
in which Sane created Raheem Sterling’s opening goal.
“Our profession is so demanding, we have to do our
best every single day. I want all of my players to be
focused.” Guardiola is notoriously demanding of his
players’ professionalism. But having racked up titles in
charge of Barcelona, Bayern Munich and now City, the
Catalan coach knows which players are worth persisting with. “We never-even in this period when he didn’t
play-doubted Leroy’s quality,” added Guardiola after
Sane’s instant impact against Fulham. With his club
manager’s faith restored, Sane heads back to Germany
with a perfect chance to show his compatriots, least of
all Loew, what they were missing in a rare summer of
sorrow at international level. — AFP
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Suso scores a brace as AC Milan
defeat Sassuolo to rekindle campaign
Fiorentina to move third with win over Atalanta
MILAN: Spanish midfielder Suso scored a brace to end
his Serie A goal drought as AC Milan got back winning
after three consecutive draws with a 4-1 success which
thwarted Sassuolo’s bid to go second in Serie A on
Sunday. Champions Juventus had maintained their perfect start to the season on Saturday with a 3-1 win in
their top-of-the-table clash with Napoli who remain in
second place.
Juventus, with a maximum 21 points after seven
games, are six points ahead of Carlo Ancelotti’s team as
they target an eighth consecutive Scudetto. AC Milan
needed to win to avoid losing further ground on their
rivals, with Inter Milan, in fourth, after a 2-0 win over
Cagliari, and Roma, in eighth, after a 3-1 derby win
which halted the four-match winning streak of city
rivals Lazio.
“This result can help us gain confidence,” said Milan
coach Gennaro Gattuso. “When you wear the Milan
jersey and work at a glorious club like this, which wants
to get back to the top, there is pressure.
“People aren’t so much interested in performances
as results and the table, but I knew this team had promise and just needed some time to grow.” Despite the
win Milan remain tenth in the standings, four points off
Inter Milan, who occupy the final Champions League
berth. Unheralded Sassuolo-a surprise high flyer early
this season-dropped to fifth, equal on 13 points but
behind Fiorentina and Inter Milan on goal difference.
“We have a lot of young and talented players, so we
don’t know how far we can go, but there will inevitably
be setbacks like this as part of the growth process,”
said Sassuolo coach Roberto De Zerbi.
AC Milan’s victory came despite the absence of star
striker Gonzalo Higuain with forwards Patrick Cutrone
and Fabio Borini also out injured. Suso scored his first
league goal since February five minutes after the break
in Modena after Ivorian Franck Kessie had put Milan

ahead with a brilliant solo run on 39 minutes. Samu
Castillejo added a third on the hour mark before Filip
Djuricic pulled one back for the hosts. Suso got his second goal four minutes into stoppage time after consultation with the video assistant referee (VAR).
Sassuolo’s defeat allowed Fiorentina to move third
with a 2-0 win over Atalanta. Bergamo-based Atalanta
travelled to Fiorentina’s Artemio Franchi stadium desperate to end a five-game winless streak.
But their hopes were jolted just after the hour when
referee Paolo Valeri pointed immediately to the penalty
spot, refusing to consult VAR despite Federico Chiesa
going down easily from Rafael Toloi’s challenge.
Jordan Veretout stepped up to slot the ball past
Pierluigi Gollini after 63 minutes, and Fiorentina
cemented the win when Cristiano Biraghi doubled their
lead in stoppage time. At the final whistle, tensions
boiled over with furious Atalanta coach Gian Piero
Gasperini confronting Fiorentina counterpart Stefano
Pioli before the pair were dragged apart.
“He shouted at me that the penalty was non-existent,” said Pioli. “They gave a penalty against us for a
fingertip against Inter, so this time they gave one in our
favour for light contact,” added Pioli, whose side lost to
Inter Milan midweek. “We were tenacious, a little
lucky.” Elsewhere, Polish striker Krzysztof Piatek
became the first Serie A debutant in 68 years to score
eight goals in the opening six games when he hit a
brace for Genoa, who have a game in hand, in a 2-1 win
over Frosinone.
Piatek got his first after 33 minutes, adding a second
three minutes later. Camillo Ciano gave promoted
Frosinone their first goal of the season when he converted a penalty four minutes before the break. Torino got
back to winning ways with substitute Simone Zaza seal-

ing a late winner against tailenders Chievo. Federico
Santander scored one and set up substitute Riccardo
Orsolini as Bologna came from behind to beat Udinese

Madrid head to
Moscow with fewer
stars and bigger
plans for future

he would have been playing against CSKA Moscow,
had it not been for a thigh injury picked up on Saturday.
After him, Madrid’s most expensive starters are likely to be Karim Benzema and Toni Kroos-both, like
Modric, signed for around 30 million euros.
Meanwhile, elsewhere in Europe, Barcelona will be
fielding Philippe Coutinho and Ousmane Dembele
against Tottenham. Manchester United will have Paul
Pogba, and Paris Saint-Germain Neymar and Kylian
Mbappe. All of them surpassed the 100-million euro
mark. Since being wooed by James’ sumptuous volley
at the Maracana in the 2014 World Cup, Madrid have
changed their approach. As the remnants of the old
mode depart-Ronaldo is gone, James unlikely to returnthe new, younger and cheaper, batch have risen to the
surface.
“Madrid is strengthening its search for young players that will become the next great players of the
sport,” president Florentino Perez said in July. Alvaro
Odriozola, the 22-year-old right back, could make his
Champions League debut on Tuesday in the absence of
Marcelo and Sergio Ramos. He was signed from Real
Sociedad for 35 million euros in the summer.
Dani Ceballos, bought as a 20-year-old for 17 million
euros from Real Betis, came on for Bale against Atletico
Madrid last weekend. And Marco Asensio, perhaps the
policy’s poster boy, was brought in for a just under four
million euros as an 18-year-old from Real Mallorca.
All three of them Spanish, not signed for the present,
but the future. The list of those nurtured in the Real
Madrid youth teams is longer. On the plane to Moscow

on Sunday was Dani Carvajal, Nacho, Lucas Vazquez,
Mariano Diaz, Marcos Llorente, Kiko Casilla and
Sergio Reguilon, all academy graduates.
World Cup winner Raphael Varane came from Lens
for 10 million euros as a teenager and it is believed
Vinicius, signed for 40 million euros from Flamengo in
July, can be the next big talent from Brazil.
There is a temptation to recall the days of Zinedine
Zidane, Figo, David Beckham, Brazil’s Ronaldo and
Kaka, and feel underwhelmed. Madrid have become
synonymous with superstar names and this was a
World Cup year too.
But the shift has been deliberate. The swelling market has played a part, with the club no longer the dominant power-player among Europe’s elite, as have plans
to upgrade the Santiago Bernabeu, for which a loan of
575 million euros will be taken out.
“The only way to remain independent is to be financially healthy,” Perez said at the club’s annual general
meeting earlier this month. “That is the base of our
sporting success.” Zidane was an advocate too. His
method centred on improving those players he had by
blocking out the noise from outside. That translated
into faith in humility and hard work, not more big-money signings. “There is often talk of transfers, but I am
not that type of coach,” he said in January. Modric,
Ramos, Benzema and Bale-all approaching or past 30
— will soon need replacing and few would bet against
Perez joining the chase when Mbappe, Neymar or
Pogba become available. But for now, this is a different
Real Madrid. Modric can enjoy the limelight. — AFP

MADRID: Luka Modric returns to the Luzhniki
Stadium yesterday, the scene of Croatia’s World Cup
final defeat to France, not only as FIFA’s best men’s
player but the star of Real Madrid too. For the first time
in his six seasons at Madrid, Modric will line up for a
Champions League tie without Cristiano Ronaldo, who
was sold, or Gareth Bale, who is injured.
There will be no Kaka, Angel di Maria or James
Rodriguez either, all of whom Modric has rubbed
shoulders with. At 33, he has outlasted them all.
Together, that quintet cost Madrid almost 400 million
euros ($464 million), and each considerably more than
Modric, whose fee of around 30 million pounds in 2012
would not even have got Richarlison out of Watford last
summer.
But in this current squad, Modric stands out. In part,
because of his brilliance, which has never been in
doubt, but also because of Real Madrid too. The
Galacticos are, just about, all gone. Bale is the last, and

FIORENTINA MOVE THIRD

REGGIO EMILIA: Sassuolo’s forward Domenico Berardi (L) chest controls the ball under pressure from AC
Milan’s Spanish forward Suso during the Italian Serie A football match Sassuolo vs AC Milan on Sunday at the
Mapei stadium in Reggio Emilia. — AFP

Discarded Sanchez a
window into Man
Utd’s wasted millions
MANCHESTER: Manchester United believed they
were closing the gap on “noisy neighbours”
Manchester City when they beat the Premier League
champions to the signature of Alexis Sanchez just nine
months ago.
But as the Red Devils slumped to a third defeat just
seven games into the new league season at West Ham
on Saturday to already fall nine points adrift of City,
Sanchez was nowhere to be seen.
That the Chilean was deemed not good enough to
make Jose Mourinho’s 18-man squad for such a shambolic display at the London Stadium speaks volumes
for Sanchez’s slide since joining United in January.
Prolific in four years at Arsenal and three seasons
with Barcelona before then, Sanchez has scored just
three times in 23 appearances under Mourinho-none of
which have come this season. Mourinho’s power battle
with £89 million ($116 million) midfielder Paul Pogba
has drawn the spotlight from Sanchez. But Mourinho’s
patience with the other marquee signing of his time in
charge at Old Trafford ran out this week.
Sanchez was hauled off during a 1-1 draw with
Wolves last weekend. He was then reportedly admonished by Mourinho in front of his team-mates for his
poor form and was the only outfield player who travelled to London for the West Ham debacle left out of
the matchday squad. “Look for how many months are
people asking for (Anthony) Martial, Martial, Martial
and saying how Alexis isn’t playing well enough,” said
Mourinho justifying his decision. “This week it was time
to agree and leave Alexis out.”
‘DIFFERENT FOOTBALL’

Sanchez wouldn’t be the first creative player
Mourinho has failed to get the best out of. United’s
fiercest rivals City and Liverpool have benefited from
Mohamed Salah and Kevin De Bruyne being discarded
by the Portuguese during his time at Chelsea.
When imploring Mourinho to attack more after

MANCHESTER: Manchester United’s Chilean striker Alexis Sanchez attends a training session at the Carrington
Training complex in Manchester, north west England yesterday, ahead of their Champions League group H football match against Valencia today. — AFP
being held by Wolves, Pogba defended Sanchez’s
struggles to adapt from the more open football played
at Barca and Arsenal. “When you play a long time with
another team and you play different football in that other team you have some kind of adaptation that you
have to have,” said the Frenchman.
Mourinho’s time at Old Trafford may be running out,
particularly if he fails to summon a response when
United host Valencia in the Champions League today.
However, the difference in the fanfare that greeted
Sanchez’s signing and his production on the pitch is
emblematic of the waste that is leaving United trailing
in City’s wake.
Courted by his former Barca boss Pep Guardiola,
United boasted of dealing a blow to City in the transfer
market and of generating more social media traffic than
Neymar’s world record move to Paris Saint-Germain.
Yet, that victory has proved a hollow and expensive
one. United’s accounts last week revealed an 11 percent
rise in their wage bill taking it to £295.9 million, £36

million more than City’s. Much of that went on handing
Sanchez reportedly the most lucrative contract in
Premier League history worth a reported £400,000 a
week plus bonuses.
United remain the world’s richest club for now, but
that is not being reflected on the field for frustrated
fans more interested in points than profits. The club’s
executive vice-chairman Ed Woodward has put his faith
in Mourinho, but his trust runs out quickly when missing out on the riches of Champions League.
David Moyes and Louis van Gaal were both dismissed after failing to qualify and United are already
five points off the top four. Another route into the
Champions League is by winning the competition.
United currently look far from contenders, but they can
take a huge step towards the last 16 by moving six
points clear of Valencia in Group H today.
It is the type of game Sanchez was signed for.
Whether he even starts will say much about his future
so long as Mourinho remains in charge. — AFP

2-1. Ivory Coast forward Gervinho got his third goal in
five games as midtable Parma edged Empoli 1-0, in a
showdown between two promoted teams. — AFP

Matches on TV
(Local Timings)
UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
Juventus v BSC Young Boys
beIN SPORTS HD 4
TSG 1899 Hoffenheim v Manchester City
beIN SPORTS HD 1
AEK Athens v SL Benfica
beIN SPORTS HD 7
Bayern Munich v Ajax Amsterdam
beIN SPORTS HD 3
Manchester United v Valencia C.F
beIN SPORTS HD 5
Olympique Lyonnais v Shakhtar Donetsk
beIN SPORTS HD 6
CSKA Moscow v Real Madrid
beIN SPORTS HD 1
AS Roma v Viktoria Plzen
beIN SPORTS HD 4

19:55
19:55
22:00
22:00
22:00
22:00
22:00
22:00

Misfiring Bayern
with point to prove
at home to Ajax
MUNICH: Bayern Munich host Ajax in the Champions
League today with Niko Kovac needing to fix a leaking
defence and lack of finishing after yielding top spot in the
Bundesliga. The clash at Munich’s Allianz Arena could well
decide Group E after Bayern claimed a 2-0 win at Benfica
in the opening round a fortnight ago while Ajax won 3-0 at
Greek side AEK. Dauntingly for Ajax, Bayern have won the
last 12 matches at home in the Champions League’s group
stages. However, the five-time European champions finished the weekend second in the German league after
crashing to a shock 2-0 defeat at Hertha Berlin on Friday
after being outplayed in the capital.
“It is an important game against Ajax. A win would
make things easier for us going into our next four games,”
said Bayern head coach Kovac. “Many people said we
wouldn’t lose a game in the (Bundesliga) this season, but
now it has happened in no time at all,” he added.
Uncharacteristically for Bayern, they leaked a late
equaliser in a 1-1 league draw with Augsburg last Tuesday,
which was followed by the defeat in Berlin, but Kovac
remains unfazed. “You have to differentiate, one is not
directly linked to the other,” he insisted.
“You could also say we won seven out of nine games.”
However, the Bayern boss will be troubled by the ease with
which Pal Dardai’s Hertha unpicked the lock of the Bayern
defence. He will seek a tighter performance against Ajax,
who are second in the Dutch league after a 2-0 win at
Fortuna Sittard on Saturday. Ajax coach Erik ten Hag will
have taken note of how Bayern’s defence was shaken in the
first half by Berlin. Jerome Boateng needlessly gave away
penalty by fouling Salomon Kalou which Vedad Ibisevic
converted for the opening goal.
Niklas Suele, Bayern’s other centre-back, was out of
position when Hertha’s Ondrej Duda, the league’s current
top-scorer with five goals in six games, smashed home a
close-range cross. Bayern’s star-studded attack also has a
point to prove against Ajax after just having just one Arjen
Robben goal, in the draw with Augsburg, to show for 40
shots on goal in their last two games.
Even the likes of James Rodriguez, Franck Ribery,
Robben and Robert Lewandowski could not breach
Berlin’s defence despite 25 shots. Kovac is concerned by a
lack of precision after his team “were not clinical” and
more mistakes in defence “will be punished” against the
Dutch. Nevertheless, a win over Ajax would boost confidence before Saturday’s home league match against
Borussia Moenchengladbach when they can aim to make
up the one-point gap behind new Bundesliga leaders
Borussia Dortmund.—AFP
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Patriots on track with win over Dolphins
Bengals edge Falcons in last-minute rally

FOXBOROUGH: Sony Michel #26 of the New England Patriots runs with the ball during the first half against the Miami Dolphins at Gillette Stadium on Sunday in Foxborough, Massachusetts. — AFP
LOS ANGELES: Tom Brady and the New England Patriots
emphatically answered their doubters Sunday, marching to
a 38-7 NFL victory over the previously unbeaten Miami
Dolphins. The five-time Super Bowl champion Patriots
emerged from their early season doldrums to avoid losing
three straight games for the first time since the 2002 season. New England scored three touchdowns in the second
quarter and led 38-0 before the Dolphins put a touchdown
on the board late in the fourth, improving to 2-2 as they
avoided falling three games behind AFC East division
leaders Miami.
The Dolphins were denied their first 4-0 start since Hall
of Fame coach Don Shula’s final season in 1995.
Brady threw for 274 yards and three touchdowns and
the Patriots demonstrated the consistency they lacked in
defeats to Jacksonville and Detroit.
The only downside for the Patriots was the departure of
tight end Rob Gronkowski with a right ankle injury in the
third quarter. “Today is a big one to build on,” said Brady,

Russia’s Akinfeev
calls time on his
international career
MOSCOW: CSKA Moscow goalkeeper Igor
Akinfeev, Russia’s World Cup captain, announced
yesterday he was retiring from international football
after playing 111 times for his country. Akinfeev, 32,
said after 15 years with the national side he had
decided to give way to his younger colleagues and to
focus completely on his club duties.
“Every story has its beginning and its end. So, my
story with the national team has come to its logical
conclusion,” he said in a statement on CSKA’s website. “It was a great honour for me to captain Russia’s
national side at a home World Cup. I hadn’t even
dreamt it could happen. But it has happened and it
was probably the peak of my career.

who was nevertheless already focusing on a looming
Thursday clash with Indianapolis.
“It’s a short week and we’ve got to get ready an try to
go beat the Colts,” he said.
The Dolphins next take on the Cincinnati Bengals, who
shook off an ugly leg injury to tight end Tyler Eifert to
edge the Falcons 37-36 in Atlanta.
The Bengals built a 28-24 halftime lead before losing
Eifert, who was in obvious pain after he was brought down
after a third-quarter catch with his right ankle twisting
badly. He was carted off the field with the leg in an air cast.
The Bengals fell behind 36-31 before Cincinnati quarterback Andy Dalton authored a last-gasp touchdown
drive, connecting with A.J. Green on a 13-yard scoring
pass to seal the victory.
“There’s no quit in our guys,” Dalton said. “Even with
the setbcks we didn’t flinch, we just kept going.”
Amid reports he was heading for likely season-ending
surgery Eifert, who caught a 15-yard TD pass, tweeted his

“I leave with a clear conscience. A young and
promising generation (of players) has appeared in
Russia,” he added. “We must believe in our youth and
support them.” At the World Cup, Akinfeev played
every minute of Russia’s matches as they confounded
pre-tournament predictions by reaching the last
eight, where they were beaten by eventual finalists
Croatia in a penalty shoot-out.
Akinfeev saved a penalty from Iago Aspas in the
last-16 shoot-out against Spain that secured Russia a
place in the quarter-finals. He made his debut for
Russia in 2004. He was a member of the national
squad which reached the last four of Euro 2008 and
played for Russia at the 2014 World Cup in Brazil.
Zenit’s Andrey Lunev played in last month’s games
against Turkey and the Czech Republic and now
looks set to have the chance to establish himself as
Russia’s first-choice goalkeeper. Anton Shunin of
Dynamo Moscow and the Brazilian-born Guilherme
Marinato are also in the squad for this month’s
Nations League games against Turkey and Sweden.
Alexander Golovin of Monaco and Alan Dzagoev
of CSKA are also in a 25-man squad after recovering
from injuries. Russia take on Sweden on October 11

disappointment and resolve.
“This was the hardest I’ve worked to put myself in a
position to help this team succeed and having this happen
crushes me,” he wrote. “If I’ve learned anything from
before, it’s not a time for self pity and negativity.”
That was just one of a bevy of close games on Sunday.
The Tennessee Titans, Houston Texans and Oakland
Raiders all won in overtime, while the Dallas Cowboys,
Seattle Seahawks and Los Angeles Chargers notched narrow victories. The Titans converted three fourth downs in
overtime to beat the reigning Super Bowl champion
Philadelphia Eagles 26-23.
The Texans snapped a nine-game losing streak as they
edged the Indianapolis Colts 37-34.
Houston’s Ka’imi Fairbairn nailed a 37-yard field goal as
overtime expired to seal the Texans’ first win since last
November. Houston had regained the ball with 24 seconds
remaining when the Colts threw an incomplete pass on
fourth down and four in an aggressive bid for the victory.

The defeat spoiled a landmark day for Colts kicker Adam
Vinatieri, who surpassed Morten Andersen for most career
field goals in NFL history. Vinatieri passed Andersen with
his 566th career field goal in the first half and his 567th
had given Indianapolis a 34-31 lead in overtime.
The Raiders rallied past the Browns for a 45-42 win.
Derek Carr threw four touchdown passes and a two-point
conversion with 30 seconds left in regulation and Matt
McGrane converted a 29-yard field goal in overtime.
Sebastian Janikowski’s 52-yard field goal as time expired
lifted the Seahawks to a 20-17 win over Arizona. Coach
Pete Carroll called it a “bittersweet” victory after Seattle
saw safety Earl Thomas carted off with a broken left leg in
the third quarter-Thomas making a defiant gesture toward
the Cardinals bench as he was driven away.
In Dallas, Brett Maher booted a 38-yard field goal as
time expired to seal the Cowboys’ 26-24 victory over
Detroit. The Chargers rallied from an early deficit to edge
the San Francisco 49ers 29-27. —AFP

in Kaliningrad and then face Turkey in the Black Sea
resort of Sochi three days later.
Russia squad
Goalkeepers: Guilherme Marinato (Lokomotiv
Moscow), Andrey Lunev (Zenit St Petersburg), Anton
Shunin (Dynamo Moscow)
Defenders: Georgy Dzhikia (Spartak Moscow),
Fyodor Kudryashov, Yegor Sorokin (both Rubin
Kazan), Elmir Nabiullin, Igor Smolnikov (both Zenit
St
Petersburg),
Roman
Neustadter
(Fenerbahce/TUR), Konstantin Rausch (Dynamo
Moscow), Andrei Semyonov (Akhmat Grozny), Mario
Fernandes (CSKA Moscow).
Midfielders: Yury Gazinsky (Krasnodar),
Alexander Golovin (Monaco/FRA), Alan Dzagoev
(CSKA Moscow), Roman Zobnin (Spartak Moscow),
Alexander Erokhin, Daler Kuzyaev (both Zenit St
Petersburg), Alexei Ionov (Rostov), Ruslan
Kambolov (Rubin Kazan), Alexei Miranchuk
(Lokomotiv Moscow), Denis Cheryshev
(Valencia/ESP). Forwards: Artem Dzyuba, Anton
Zabolotny (both Zenit St Petersburg), Dmitry Poloz
(Rubin Kazan). —AFP

MOSCOW: CSKA Moscow’s Russian goalkeeper Igor Akinfeev attends
a training session at Moscow’s VEB Arena yesterday on the eve of the
UEFA Champions League group G football match between PFC CSKA
Moscow and Real Madrid CF. — AFP

